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Shooting, Bombs Hit Beirut

BEIRUT <AP) — Bazookas hit an American oil tank
Monday night and shooting and bombs Erupted in Beirut as
Lebanese officials prepared for peace talks with Arab guerrilla leaders.
Huge flames hit the night-sky Ln the oil port of Sidon
after two bazookas, apparently fired by Arab guerrillas,
blasted big holes in a 100,000-ibarM oil tank of the Americanowned Transarabian Oil Pipeline Co. It took firemen Vh hours
to extinguish the blaze.
In Beirut, unidentified men opened up with machine guns
o n a police station in the Moslem Basta artfa. Reinforcements were rushed to the scene, and. the attackers retreated
after a 15-minute exchange. There" was no report of casualties
or arrests.
Shooting also broke out near the El Rami prison, and a
woman was injured by a stray bullet.
Residents reported bomb blasts in various parts of Beirut
during the night, apparently as one result of the lifting of the
curfew from 3 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Earlier in the night President Charles Helou conferred
with Premier Rashid Karanai, the commander in chief and
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THAT'S "HOME" FELLAS v J ' / Ori; ihe deck of the ak-0 v nears portholiday. The lejalhernei^s are among 3,702 rephibious ship Iwo Jima 1,788 Marine .veterans of Vietnam turning oh six ships this week. (AP Hiotofat) .
watch the San Diego city skyline come closer as the ship

Union Reports
90 Percent of
GE Workers Out

NEW YORK (AP) - A union
coordinating office says that
more than 90 per cent of General Electric's union workers are
out in the nationwide strike
against the country's No. 4 industrial giant. The company
says its plants will be open for
those who want to work.
The full effect of the day-old
strike was only beginning to
emerge today. Neither the company, the unions representing
147,000 GE'workers nor the Pentagon which is a major GE customer had precise figures on
ho-w badly production was crippled.
GE has a total of 280 plants in
33 states. Of 117 plants checked
in a survey, 25 were operating
normally while 92 showed ef-

Ask farm Prices
Be Geared fo
Cost of Living
POND DU LAC, Wis. UP) — A
dairy farm, group proposed Monday that prices received by
farmers for their products be
geared to the cost of living.
The resolutions committee of
the Pure Milk Products Cooperative said the program could tie
agricultural income to 100 percent of parity.
The government support price
is $4.28 per 100 pounds of milk
used for manufactured dairy
goods, and could legally , be
raised by the Department of Agriculture to $4,70 .
The committee's proposal
calls for full parity, or $5.22.
The plan was submitted to today 's session of the 40th annual
convention of the 14,000 member cooperative.
Miss Judy Brown, a public
relations officer of the group,
said the resolution is similar to
theories of cost of living clauses
in labor union contracts.
The committee also adopted a
resolution calling for elimination of personal property taxation.
An opponent of the resolution
suggested elimination of the
tax might simply make it easier
for corporate farming to invade
the field further.
But Fred Bromley of Whitewater said farmers "pay a tax
on the income from a cow. We
pay a tax when wo sell her. And
we pay a personal property
tax when we keep her. "

fects ranging from production
slightly curtailed to completely
halted. Sources were not available at other plants.
The walkout by a 13-union coalition was seen as a threat to
President Nixon's anti-inflationary blueprint. But Labor Secretary George P. Shultz said in
Washington that the White
House would keep hands off the
wage deadlock unless defense
work was imperiled.
Shultz suggested in a, radio interview that GE was/resisting
union wage demands because
the administration's ? anti-inflation policies were squeezing
profits.
His comment brought a quick
demand from Paul Jennings,
president of the International
union of Electrical Workers,
that Shultz resign.
Jennings accused Shultz of
"intervention on the side of a
corporation in a labor dispute"
and termed the action "unprecedented in American labor history."
Seventy-seven IUE locals and
28 locals cf the Union of Electrical Workers are thjk principal
unions involved in fcj» strike , —
the first nationwide walkout
against GE in 23 years. They
are supported by 11 smaller
unions.
Negotiations were at a standstill with the unions holding
firm in their reje ction of GE's
offer of a 20 cents per hour
wage boost. GE has declined to
submit tlie dispute to binding
arbitration.
The company said Monday
that more than half of its
domestic work force of 310,000
persons "was white collar and
working despite picket lines.
Workers were bound to continue work at several plants
where there were locally negotiated contracts not yet expired
and at which no grievance impasses existed*
At the heart of the walkout
which b«gan Monday is the,
wage issue. The company offered the 20-cents-an-Iiour increase for the first year of a
three-year contract, with provision for wage reopeners in the
subsequent years.
GE also offered up to 25 cents
an hour for highly skilled workers. The average wage for the
strikers had been $3,25 an hour.
The unions ashed for a 90
cents an hour boost in a 30month pact — 35 cents the first
year, 30 cents the second and 25
cents in the final six months,
with 50 cents an hour additional
for special skills and a cost-ofliving escalator clause. They
also - asked for protection
against what they termed arbitrary dismissals and pay cuts.

in Israel proper.
The Israelis denied that
any privileges would he
jeopardized by hot voting.
Amid clear skies and the
heaviest election day security in the nation's 21-year
history, voting in the general election got off to a slow
start in most places.
Premier Golda Meir 's Labor coalition appeared to be
a certain -winner in tbe race
for parliamentary seats,
continuing the Laborites'
perennial control of the government.
All forecasts gaVe the
government at least a
plurality in the 120-seat
Knesset. The coalition held
65 seats in? the last parliament. The biggest opposition, the right-wing GahaT.
party, hoped tb add four

seats to the 26 it won in
the 1965 elections.
Police assigned all available men to guard the 3,335
polling stations against
Arab terrorist attacks . The
public was told "to report
anything in the slightest
way suspicious." Civil defense guards checked the
handbags of women voters.
Voters afong the borders
came alone or in small
groups so as not to attract
Arab gunners. In border
settlements, ballot boxes
were bulletproof and fireproof. Arabs in the occupied
territories were barred from
entering Israel proper during the IS hours of voting.
Soldiers along the Suez
Canal and the Jordan Valley, the scenes of most
Arab-Israeli action, voted a
day early.

Laird: US.
Nay Cut Back
As 'Policeman'
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IN A WORLD BY THEMSELVES. .. .. Marine Lt. James
Geissinger gazes fondly at his laughing tt-month-flld soil,
Roger, as his wife, Barbara, ireaks into tears of ' joy as they
meet on the dock after the amphibious ship Iwo Jima brought
of Vietnam home Monday. (AP Photo1,788 Marine ¦veterans
¦
fax)
•

HEYl WHAT'S GOING ON "UP THERE? . . . That seems
to be the question of two-year-old Sherri os she gazes up at
her mother Diana greeting her father, Marino Staff Sgt.
Clark Johnson , upon his arrival in San Diego from Vietnam .
Johnson was among 1,788 Marine veterans who arrived in
San Diego Monday aboard the amphibious assault ship Iwo
Jima. The Johnsons live in Twenty-nine Palms, Calif. (AP
Photofax)

Both Sides Claim Victory
the Church.
Other synod members pretested they could not understand
this talk about "liberals vs. conservatives." They viewed the
synod as a great uniting assembly molding . Pope and bishops
into a fraternal governing team.
England' s John Cardinal Heenan called the synod "a victory
for com-mon seme and tolerance."
In the formal closing session
Monday, the Pope endorsed two
key requests , that a synod meet
every two years and that tho

Many Arabs Vote in Allies Kill
Nearly 100
Israel s Election
JERUSALEM UP) — A surprisingly large number of
Arabs from Old Jerusalem
voted for candidates for municipal office today as balloting got under way in Israel's general election.
Thousands of Arabs from
the former Jordanian sector, eligible only to vote in
the municipal e 1 e c t i o n,
crossed into the Jewish sector of the Holy City and
lined up at the polls.
Arab informants said that
many of the city's . 34,000*
Arabs were afraid that if
they did not vote, they
might be denied some of
the privileges they now
have under Israeli r u l e .
These include permission to
travel to and from Jordan,
to sign up with Israeli labor exchanges and to work

AS SYNO D OF BISHOPS CONCLUDES

VATICAN CITY (AP ) - Both
the liberals and the conservatives claim a measure of victory
nt the second Roman Catholic
synod of bishops.
Liberals, such as Belgium's
Leo Joseph Cardinal Suen ens,
pointed to the considerable new
sharing in papal authority Pope
Paul VI seems ready to concede
to his church's bishops .
Conservatives, such as Jean
Cardinal Dnnieloti of Franco,
cited tho clear reiifflrmn tion by
all 14o delegates of the absolute
primacy of tlio Pope, his right
to make the major decisions for

the chief of staff of thtf army to formulate proposals to
put before guerrilla leaders at a meeting Egypt is sponsoring
in Cairo.
AI Ahram, the semiofficial Cairo newspaper, said today
that Egypt had demanded that the Lebanese give the guerrillas a clear declaration of freedom to attack Israel from
the bases they have established in tillages aJong the LebaneseIsraeli border.
The pap*, which usually speaks for President Gamal
Abdel Nasser, said any mediation effort "must be aimed primarily not at a compromise but a proper solution which
would guarantee the highest interests of the Arab struggle,
together with the" interests of the Lebanese people."
The Lebanese government says it sympathizes with the
guerrillas, but its army tried to crack down on them last
week, because it fears Israeli retaliation.
The ctackdown resulted in fighting in which more than
30 persons have been killed and scores injmred, and raised the
threat of war between Lebanon and neighboring Syria, the
guerrillas'' most militant backer.

synod's secretariat function permanently in Rome.
Ho also signaled broad acceptance of 11 other proposals
from the bishops .
Two leading liberals in the
synod, Cardinal Suenens nnd
Bishop Alexander Carter oi
Snult Ste. Marie, Canada , registered over-all approval of the
results . They prniscd tlio freedom of speech that prevailed
during the lG-duy assembly, the
participation of Pope Paul ond
the acceptance of the synod as a
fixture in Church life .
Cardinal Suenens, however ,

compared (he synod lo nn elevator on the ihlrd floor of n 10-story building: "If you 're looking
down from the top. you say,
•Look , it's already on the third
floor.' But ^ if you 're looking up
from the ground , ynu say, 'It' s
only on tho third floor ,' "
Cardinal Danielou , n Jesuit
theologian who is considered the
most articulate conservative ,
proclaimed himself "very happy " with (!»« results of the synod.

STEVENS POINT, V?is. (AT)
— Secretary of Defense Melvin
B. Laird says the Nixon administration is reviewing foreign
commitments with an eye to
cutting back America's role as
"world policeman."
Addressing a youth leadership
conference he helped organize
as a Wisconsin congressman,
laird said Monday the executive branch alone is not responsible for the web of alliances in
which the United States is a
central figure.
It was Congress, specifically
the Senate, which approved four
multilateral -and four bilateral
treaties, he said, adding :
"This basic policy review
may cause us to go back to Congress and ask it to review its
approval of these various vast
commitments. "
Laird's audience at Wisconsin
State University, one of several
stops during a quick-pac«d,
two-day visit to his home state,
included 40 antiwar demonstrators demanding swifter U.S.
withdra wal from Vietnam. M ost
of the 250 high school students
at the conference were friendly,
however.
Laird said the eight treaties
now under review by the Natiortal Security Council would,
^
by military
estimate, require an
annual defense budget of $109
billion.
"We cannot spend that
amount of money," he said.
"We can spend at the rate of between $74 billion and $78 billion
in fiscal year 1970. So we must
tailor our commitments to meet
what -we can do."
Laird said he was seeking a
"confrontation of ideas" with
young people, and he was put to
tho test by one girl who asked :
"Mister . Secretary, a rough
estimate states that at the
present rate of withdrawal of
American forces from Vietnam,
14,000 additional American rmen
will die in Vietnam before the
war ends. Can these deaths and
tho deaths of 30,000 other men
bo justified in the name of U.S.
security?"
Laird replied the administration is removing comhnt forces
from Vietnam "as rapidly as wo
possibly can ," with two increments totaling 60 ,000 men already on their way out , Then ,
becoming rather philosophical,
ho added :
I want you (o know that I
will judge whether I havo b«cn
a success ns Secretary of Defense (according to) whether
the , wnr is. ended iind whether
these deaths can be stopped. "

Red Troops

SAIGON CAP) — Allied forces
killed nearly 100 Viet Cong and
North Vietnamese in fighting
across Somth Vietnam late Monday and early today, and U.S.
B52s poumded enemy base
camps al ong the Cambodian
border north of Saigon, the U.S.
Command reported.
Casualty reports listed two
Ajnericans: wounded. Although
no American dead were announced, a U.S. spokesman said
there prob ably were some killed
in small actions not included in
the comnruniques.
U.S. forces killed 18 enemy in
two small fights in provinces
along the border, 12 of them in a
clash a few miles from where
the B52 raids hit. A cruising helicopter gunship was fired on
from the ground and attacked
the enemy position. Air Force
F100 fighter-bombers joined in
and 12 bodies were sighted on
the grounid afterward, the command said.
Troops of the 1st Air CavalryDivision killed six men in a.
fight 66 miles northwest bf Saigon/ the command said. On*
American¦ was reported wounded. - . . , -

CASTS HIS BALLOT . . . Israeli Defense Minister Moshe
Dayan is shown as he voted in Israel's general election in
Tel'Aviv. The election is being held to form a new parliamentary government. (AP Photofax )

U.S. Headquarters reported
ftvo clashes involving U.S.
troops patrolling the Saigon River about 27 miles north of Saigon. Five enemy were reported
killed . 'in ' one fight Monday evening and 14 more in an earlymorning ambusl of a North
Vietnamese unit crossing tha
river. One American "was reported wounded.
South Vietnamese headquarters reported 32 enemy killed in
two Mekong Delta battles 127
miles southwest and 113 miles
west of Saigon. It said government casualties were "very
light."
In the northern provinces , elements of the South Vietnamese
1st Infantry Division battled a
company-size unit Monday 21
miles west of Hue. Vietnamese
headquarters sa.d 23 enemy soldiers were killed at a cost of
two wounded. Four 120mm
mortars were captured.
The B52s dro pped about 30O
tons of b-ombs during the night
in areas 42 to 92 miles north of
Saigon. Portions of two enemy
divisions are khown to be in this
frontier sector, and allied commanders expect them to take
part in a winter-spring offensive
¦which in telligence officers say
may begin abou t Nov. 15.
In two- more raids, the big
bombers dropped about 200 tons
of bombs 85 miles southeast of
Da Nang .

Oriental Ceremony Weds
Khan, British Divorcee

PARIS (AP) - The Aga Khan IV , the
handsome and wealthy young spiritual leader of the world's Ismaili Moslems, was married today to a British society divorcee in an
Oriental -ceremony that included a shower of
pearls at their feet and garlands of flowers
around the neck.
It was the second ceremony for 32-yearold Prince Karirn and Lady Sarah OrichtonStuart , 29, Last week they -went through the
civil ceremony required by French law.
Si Hcim/.a Boubaker , rector of the Moslem Institute in Paris, performed the religious
rites at the groom 's home on the He de la
Cite , close to Notre Damd Cathedral ,
The bride , born in India of English parents, wore a white and silver sari of Benares
silk. The bridegroom , a direct descendant of
the prophet Mohammed , by way of tlx? Into
Aly Khan and an English mother , wore a
white sharkskin sliCrwani with kncc-lenglh
coat , an Iranian fobnnl outfit , and a lall astrakhan hut ,
Members of Iho couple's families , a handful of special guests and representatives of tho
nationa l religious communities of tho IsmaiH

sect were present.
The bridal couple sal on a sofa at one end
of the long room . The families and spi'cial
guests were on tho other sofas at either side,
and the religious representatives sat on the
floor facing (he we*dding party.
The room wns a mass of vivid colors, with
roses behind the newlyweds and most of tho
women guests in saris of different hues. Tho
llcgum Mohammed Khmn , widow of the Aga
Khun III , was in a green sari. Among thd
family wns the groom 's half sister, Princess
Yasmin Aly Khan , the: daughter of movio
actress Ititn Hay worth.
The 40-minute ceremony included recitation of verses from tho Koran , a sermon by
thd rector , the signing of marriage contracts
in French nnd Arabic and prayers. Then tho
Hani of Ilunza , the princess off a tiny principality in tho Himalayas north of Kashmir ,
scattered pearls nt the feet of the newlyweds.
At the reception which followed , the brido
and groom cut a four-tier cake decorated with
tho Aga Khan 's family crest and bordered
with red and green outlines of minaret arches.

Groppi (Freed) Reports He Has
Been Spiritually Awakened

MILWAUKEE W — The Rev .
James E. Groppi , saying he
had undergone a spiritual
awakening behind bars, walked out of jail Monday with the
help of a U.S. Supreme Court
justice.
An order from Washington by
Justice Thurgood Marshall that
Groppi be allowed bail was one
of the civil rights leader's few
victories in a series of court
actions stemming from his role
in welfare demonstrations at
4« Winona Dai ly Newt
*«* Win&na, Minnesota
TUESDAY, OCT. 28, 1969

the state Capitol four w eeks
ago.
"I don't believe a prison is a
place for any human being."
Groppi said as he left the Milwaukee County House of • Corrections and went to his North
Side parish. "There is no happiness in a prison. It is a living cemetery."
"IT WAS spiritually awakening, " he said , "but I'm glad to
be out."
Marshall's order is effective
until the Supreme Court acts on
Groppi's appeal of his convic-

"W hat can you lose?
Let's suppose your company asks you to enroll in the
0 Dale Carnegio Course.
What can you lose ?
?
YOU COULD LOSE:

• a few evenings of TV, bridge or fly-tying
¦ ty any aiuieties you might have about participation in. discussions, seminars or executive meetings.
' any doubts you may have about your own adequacy
•
to face the pressures of modern living.

tion last year for resisting arest during a 1967 open housing
march.
Groppi, 38, has been arrested
many times since he began
civil rights activities ; several
years ago. The Roman Catholic
priest recently estimated he is
involved in a dozen p-ending
court actions. He had never
been in jail more than a few
hours until this month , however. :. . ¦ .• ¦ . ¦ •
He was charged by Dane
C ounty authorities Oct. 1 with
disorderly conduct after he led
2,00o students and welfare recipients into the Capitol's Assembly chambers in Madison
to protest reduction ire state
welfare budgets.
The Assembly also ordered
him jailed , usmg an 1848 contempt statute without provision
for bail or hearing. His Lawyers
challenged the eonstituttonality
oi the action before the State
Supreme Court without success.
Meanwhile, Groppi was ordlered back to Milwaukee where
Judge F. Ryan Duffy Jr. ruled
Oct. 17 the priest',? activities in
Madison had violated terms of
probation set up last year when
he was convicted on the 1967
charge.
DUFFY SENT Groppi. to the
House of Corrections ior six
months and declined to set bail.
Marshall, however, saiid the
priest is entitled to bail. Groppi was freed bn a personal recognizance.
Should the U.S. Suprem e Court
appeal be dismissed, Marshall
said, Groppi would have to return to jail automatically The
court is not to resume work on
Lis agenda until Nov 10, and
may not hand down a decision
in Groppi's case , for several
months.
Groppi had been freed from
Dane County Jail in Madison
cinder the contempt citation after a, U.S. District Court said
Ihe should have been allowed
flbond.
The state attorney general's

YOU COULD ALSO LOSE:

• the habit of complacency about your personal goals and
their attainment.
• the doubtful privilege of being a good conformist
and group-member-follower instead of gaining
recognition as an independent , tough-mirtded individual
• any reluctance you may have about making decisions,
moving up, taking considered risks and facing
. the consequences.
AND YOU'LL CERTAINLY WANT TO LOSE:

• the prospect of becoming mired in your present
income bracket.
• the opportunity to stay safe and snug in your present
job level.
Our advice, sir? Get with it.

Dale Carnegie Course
Now Forming
In Winona
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During Monday's debate a
number of House members recalled the Nov. 20, 1968 explosion in. Consolidation Coal Company's No. 9 mine near Faraington, W.Va., which entombed
78 miners.

But ihey also said that since
then more than 170 other miners
have died in "daily undramatic
' . A
accidents.''
"We can save lives through
enactment of this bill and make
mining a safer and healthier occupation," said Rep. Carl D.
Perkins, D-Ky., chairman of the
House Education and Labor
Committee which approved the
measure earlier, 304.
The Senate, on a 73-0 vote, already has passed a similar bill.
Included in the House proposal is a new system of federal
compensation for miners disabled by black lung disease or
pneumoconiosis,
a
disease
caused by inhalation of excessive amounts of coal dust.
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One amendment p l a n n e d
would abolish a Federal Coal
Mine Health and Safety Board
E^s^sissss^ss^
of Review which , opponents I
claim , was dominated by indus$1.29 COLGATE try in the past and could give I
operators an avenue of app eal
from adverse decisions by federal safety inspectors.
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inspection standards and tighter
controls over methane gas. It
also would require that electrical wiring be made spark-proof
and ban smoking and use of
flames in mines.
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"WHEN GROPPI was released today," the assemblyman
said, "our. courts took another
step backwards"
Groppi's civil rights-activities
have included demonstrations
against job bias, restrictive
housing and the membership
clauses of the [Fraternal Order
of Eagles.
He said Monday night he now
is interested in the welfare oi
jail prisoners.
"From right now," he declared, "the rest of my life will
be dedicated to the men who
are in prison."
"How,'' he asked, "do you
change that evil institution?
They call that place out there
a house of correction. Hell ,
that's a slave <amp."
"I've seen poverty and the
caste system,'* he continued.
"But you get a better idea of I
the lower half of the caste sys- I
tem when you see prisoners in
in jail."
The priest said he was tempted to read a psychiatrist's book
concerning criminal p u n i s h ment.
BUt A'l was afraid to read
it," he said , with a laugh.
"Things like that make me too
rebellious."
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Report Safety
Bill Would Be
Tribute to Dead
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office had said it might appeal
the district court's bail ruling
should Groppi be freed in Milwaukee, contending the militant rights leader is "prone to
abuse his freedom ."
The office had no immediate
comment Monday on Marshall's bail ruling.
His return to public life produced two types of reaction. 1 T
When ti»e priest walked into a ^
restaurant with his attorneys
and , a group of friends, patrons
recognized him and applauded
quietly.
At a Republican ward meeting in suburban Wauwatosa , the
speaker of the Assembly, Harold Froehlich of Appleton, said
Groppi's release "is a sad situation."

MAIL COUPON FOR FREE BROCHURE DESCRIBING
-——- THE DALE CARNEGIE COURSE —— '•— .
J
¦Mail to —
.
i
! Dale Carnegie Course
!
WASHINGTON (AP) - Back; BOX 415
;
: Rochester, Minn,, 55901
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PoliceCheck
3 Accidents;
No injuries

Cify Parking
Meter Receipts
Up Sharply

Police investigated; three accidents Monday. There were no
injuries.
A 1966'model sedan owned by
Gary A. Anderson, Coon "Valley,
Wis., parked on the west side
of a parking lot at 902 Parks
Ave., was struck in the right
side by a 1966 model sedan driven by Mary P. Baker, 17, 902
Parks Ave., at 9:05 a.m. Damage was $150 to the front left
side of the Baker car and $250
to the right side of the Anderson car.
A boat and trailer unit being
pulled behind a 1962 model sedan driven by Steve F.- Gromek,
503 Sunset Dr., was struck
in the rear by a 1967 model
sedan driven by Paul Libera,
52, 748 W. 5th St., on West
Broadway, 50 feet west of the
Milwaukee Railroad tracks at
3:23 p.m. '• '' ¦; 'Police said both vehicles wefre
westbound. Damage was $25 to
the Gromek car, a total of $450
to the boat trailer and outboard
motor and, $300 to the front of
the Libera vehicle.
A 1967 model sedan driven by
Lester W. Zingler, St. Charles
and a 1967 model two-door sedan driven by Dr. Donald T.
Burt, 64, Glen Mary Road , collided at East 4th and Walnut
streets at 5:15 p.m.
Police said the Zingler car
was southbound on Walnut Street
and the Burt vehicle eastbound
on 4th Street Damage was $10O
to the fr ont of the Zingler car
and $150 to the front of the Burt
vehicle.

TEMPERATURE
TIES RECORD
LOW FOR DATE
The movement of a new
mass of cold air into the
Winona area this morning
pushed temperatures to a?
record, low for this date.
The 18 recorded early this
morning equalled ? the alltime low for an Oct. 28 set
in 1909 in an extension of a
operiod of unseasonable cold
which has found temperat u r e s . reaching seasonal
highs on only seven days so
far this month .
A slight warming trend
is forecast for tonight and
Wednesday hut temperatures could drop below
freezing again tonight.
.. -
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PAYMENT REQUESTED
SPRING GROVE, Minn. (Special)—Persons residing in Spring
Grove Township are asked to
pay for snow plowing OT custom
work if they have such bills at
the meeting of the town board
Saturday at 1:15 p.m. at the
town hall.

. ..

Beverly Cisewski,
DELIVERY TEAM '
14, and her pet goat, Nanny, team upi to deliver the Winona Daily & Sunday News to
14 subscribers in Minnesota City neighborhoods. Nanny carries the papers in a specially-fitWd set of saddlebags. Beverly acquired
her pet two months ago, then had to find a

means of buying feed. She took over the paper
route and put Nanny on the job to help carry
the" load. Nanny likes to chew on paper,
Beverly says, but hasn't yet devoured any of
the subscribers' copies. Beverly's parents are
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Cisewski, Minnesota
City Road. (Daily News photo)

Local Families Move
Into Higher Brackets

NEW YORK (Special to
the Daily News) — A new
survey of family income
sho-ws that marked changes
have been taking place in
Winona County with respect
to ihe distribution of these
earnings.
The figures indicate that
incomes have been rising
across the board, carrying
m a n y local families into
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higher br ackets in the last
few years.
A considerable number of
them, wlo were in the
$5,000 to $8,000 group, have
moved up to the .$8,000 to
$10,000 c a t e g o r y . Their
former position has been
taken, in turn, fay families
who had been earning less
than $5,O0O.
The upward shift has

- .¦; .;

GALESVILLE F E S T I V A L
QUEEN
CROWNING . . . Joseph Hunter , Trempealeau , standing In for the village mayor , Mort
Simtfrson, pinning the Harvest Festival Queen

emblem on the winner , Julie Grant , Galesville,
at right. Runners-up, from left , are : Vicki
Bucholt/., and Anita Carhart, both of Trempealeau,

been noted at all points on
the income scale." As a result, the proportion of local
families in the middle and
upper brakets is greater
than ever , leaving fewer at
the lower end.
The findings are contained in a copyrighted report prepared by Sales
Management , a marketing
publication. It lists, for
every section of the county, the proportion of its
population in each income
division .
In Winona : County , it
shows, 63.1 percent of the
local households had disposable cash incomes in the
past year , after payment
of their person al taxes, of
$5,000 or more.
That was 4.7 percent
more than in 1966. The rise
in the West North Central
States in that period was
4.0 percent and , in the State
of Minnesota , 4.5 percent.
In any community , the
extent to which the overall
income is spread among the
population as a whole
shows whether there is a
good balance in the area or
whether it is unbalanced ,
with a small number of
families with very large
incomes compensating for
many others with low incomes.
The breakdown for Winona County lists 26.4 percent of the households with
net incomes of $5,000 to
$8,000 after taxes .
In the $8,000 to $10,000
bracket are 14.9 percent
and , in the $3,000 to $5,000
group, 14.1 percent, The remainder have incomes of
more than $10,000 or less
than $:i,000.

TALKNT WINNER . . . Ron Sacia won first p lace in the
Galesville Harvest Festival event A girls' quarttft pluccd
second and Tom Hunter was third from among seven entiles.

Goodview Board
Will Discuss
New School

The School Board of Goodview Common School District
2606 will meet in special session at 7 p.m. today in the
Goodview village hall for discussion of the selection of a
site for possible construction, of
a new elementary school and
matters concerned with financ ing such a project.
The meeting is open to the
public and was described by the
board clerk, Frank Tuttle, as
an informational session expected to run about an hour.
Meeting with the board will
be representatives of the Winona architectural f i r m of WSmith Architectural & Engineering Services, Springsted, Inc.,
St. Paul bond consultants, and
Robert D. L a n g f o r d , the
board 's legal adviser
Tuttle said the meeting would
be devoted to exploring various
matters involved in elementary
school construction and that no
board action was anticipated.

By FRANK WILIG,
¦•¦-, Daily News Staff Writer
City Council and Board of Education members found plenty
to talk about at an informal
meeting Monday night before
settling on two priority items
for further joint attention.
Conferees said tney would appoint a committee to explore
possibilities of economical tennis court expansion. Another
topic will be that of school bus
movement and parking as they
affect street maintenance and
snow removal.

WITH MAYOR Norman E. Indall presiding, tbg two boards
met for two hours at City Hall.
Further sessions will be carried
on by a jo int committee. Makeup of the committee is indefinite
at present but will include Paul
Sanders, school board administrator, City Manager Carroll J.
Fry, plus designated city department personnel as needed,
and one or two members each
of council and school board.
Fry told the group the city
can build tennis courts, complete with fencing, for about

$3,000 each, using its own resources. He told School Board
President Frank Allen that the
city probably could do the
same for the school district on
a time-available basis. This ,
he said, would be a wise use
of taxpayers' money.
Acknowledging that overloaded tennis courts are a sore point
with many city residents, Councilman Dan Trainor Jr. said
the city is involved with Winona
State College in plans for more
Lake Park courts. School board
members suggested that others
be built on school grounds.

than at present. He pointed out
that it is used for football by
both city high schools, as well
as for junior high games. Field
maintenance now is barely able
to keep up with the wear and
tear this use creates, Nelson
explained. If colleges also used
the facility, practice sessions
would be in turmoil and results would be generally unsatisfactory for all concerned , he
said.
To cover the field with synthetic turf now used in some
sports arenas would be prohibitively expensive at present,
FRY ALSO recommended a said Board Member Daniel Sacooperative approach to loca- dowski. Council members said
tion and utilization of city parks . private interests are considering
This would have many advant- development of a community
ages and would help assure sports complex that could promaximum return on the public's vide facilities for the several
investment, he said. Supt. A. schools, including a hockey
L. Nelson observed that an op- rink that is consistently usable.
portunity for such an approach
exists at Winona Senior High COUNCIL MEMBERS voiced
SchooL where school and city favorable opinions of school use
park lands adjoin at tie western of Winona Transit Co. bus facilities. Such employment helps
part o»f Lake Winona.
Nelson said he doubts that subsidize the company's public
greater use could be made of transportation services, Fry obthe Jefferson Field stadium served. Without school support
the bus company would be out
of business, Fry added .
No council complaints were
raised about mass weekday
parking of school buses along
Broadway at Central Junior
High School. Nelson brought
the matter up, telling the council that storage is a continuing
problem. Dispersal of buses is
impractical, he said, because
many drivers are Winona State
24-hour takeover by a group of College students. He said atstudents, most of whom were tempts arg made to keep buses
clear of intersections so as not
black.
"College administrations must to impair visibility.
.. .be in the position of acting IF THESE streets get early
on, rather than being forced to snowplowing attention, the probreact to, the need for education: lem can be held to a minimum,
Allen said, adding that plowing
al reform ," wrote LeVander.
He said this is now being done crews have done a generally
in Minnesota , where "students satisfactory job iri the ar£a.
find it challenging" to partici- The city will experiment with
pate in university decision-mak- the dry-pavement theory . on
ing. The encouragement of stu- Broadway this winter, Fry said.
dent participation has resulted, This involves hea-vy salting at
said LeVander, in "changes be- temperatures down to zero
ing made beEore flare-ups devel- which keeps pavements bare"
most of the time. Tests show
op."
The change in atmosphere has that salt is much less harmful
resulted in improved relations to modern cars than sand and
between students and college gravel, Fry said, since vehicle
and university administrations, undersides now are coated and
LeVander said, adding that an- paints are more rust-resistant.
other incident like Morrill Hall Chemical treatment operates
would not be tolerated again. continuously while sand can be
ice,
"Coupled with this change in covered by new layers of addiclimate," said LeVander, "is Fry said. Sand produces
the realization by the student tional expense because it must
be cleaned off the streets in
body that it is not tlie desire of the
spring. It also creates costly
the people of Minnesota that an storm sewer stoppages
, he exincident such as the University plained.
of Minnesota Morrill Hall takeover occur again."
THE SCHOOL district sees
LeVander concluded, "I have no immediate demand for more
confidence that Minnesota's new buildings, Nelson told the group.
willingness to listen and profit The local birth rate is dropfrom the suggestions of its stu- ping and outlying schools,
dents before conflicts deyelop, brought into the district by concoupled with our clear-cut solidation , are absorbing elestance on future disorders, will mentary enrollments adequateresult in an end to the spiral of ly, he continued. High school
violence and destruction."
facilities will be able to meet
all foreseeable needs.
Unknowns do gxist, Nelsori
went on, and they can havo
Jaycee Bosses
far-reaching effects. The two
major imponderables at present
ght Set
are the city's growth rate and
the future status of parochial
For Wednesday
schools, he said. If these factors
Th« 35th t,nnual Jaycees Bos- should change drasticall y, they
ses Night will be Wednesday at could exert heavy pressure ort
The Oaks supper club, Minne- the present system, Nelson
sota City.
warned. •
The Boss of the Vear will be Another factor is that of tho
hono-red as will Winona Area Dakota district which soon must
Jaycees Outstanding Young Man attach either to Winona or to
of the Year.
La Crescent. Nelson said state
George Rice, Minneapolis, law permits the district to join
WCCO-TV editorialist will be the the district of its choice with
featured speaker. The banquet the host district having little
will include a steak dinner pro- or nothing to say in the matter.
ceeded by a cocktail hour.
Nelson also said that , if a
Tickets may be obtained at school is built in Goodview and
any of the Winona Banks and later consolidated into the Wiat Tihe Oaks Wednesday evening, non a district , it could be used
according to Wayne Valentine, to equalize the load on elemenWinona Jaycee president.
tary facilities.

LeVander Praises
Cooperation of
Teachers Students

ST. PAUL (AP ) - Minnesota
educators have learned to anticipate student demands for reform as a result of incidents
such as the Morrill Hall takeover according to an article by
Gov. Harold LeVander in the
October issue of "Compact"
magazine.
"Compact" is published by
the Education Commission of
the States. LeVander is a member of the commission's executive and steering committees.
The Republican governor is attending a steering committee
meeting in Washington today.
In the article, LeVander said
an "atmosphere. . .of cooperation rather than frustration" exists in Minnesota because students are encouraged to participate in decisions which affect
themO
The governor cited the handling of the Morrill Hall takeover
last January by University of
Minnesota President Malcolm
Moos as an example of the powers of negotiation.
Moos has been criticized in
some areas for not calling in police to clear the university administration building during a

Math Meet Speaker

Louis Guillou , associate dean
of academic advising and division chairman of mathematics
and science at St. Mary 's College, addressed the recent annual fall conference of the Minnesota Council of Teachers of
Mathematics at St. Anthony
(Minn. ') High School.
The conference featured general sessions for elementary
and secondary teachers as well
as sectional talks and demonstrations given by mathematics
teachers from various areas of
Minnesota.
' ¦
INJURED IN CRASH
EYOTA, Minn. — Gerald Pennington , 27, Eyota , suffered a
broken neck and back Sunday
night in a one-car rollover one
mile -south of Dover on Olmsted
10 near thd Interstate-90 conBLACK RIVEB FALLS, Wis. struction site. He was reported
(Special) — A joint preliminary in fair condition at St. Marys
Hospital, Rochester.
hearing for Kenneth Voeller, 20,
and Larry Bdiz , 26, rural Black
River Falls, cha rged with theft
and intent to use a knife in a
holdup at the John Nortman
service station here Oct. 20, will
be held in Jackson County Court
SANDERS ' RECIPE
Wednesday at 1:30 p.m., Judge
Richard Lawton presiding,
They are charged with taking
a cash register containing $140
from the service station and
1558 S.rvic. Drlv.
holding the attendant , George
point,
They
were
knife
at
Hart ,
v
apprehended at Rhinelander
J$k>
and have been held in jail
here since Thursday under $2,50O appearance bonds, which J8iil . ;
^ABf' ~£t\ '
they failed to furnish .
Attorney Carlyle Skolas was
appointed to represent Vooller
Tractor 5,000 pounds and un- when he pleaded indigence. The
der , Dave Honsey, Lanesboro , cash register was recovered but ^i^g?^^
Minn ,; Dave Kramer , Tremp- not the money .
ealeau , and Harold Andre ,
Dodge .
'¦
Strum Man Retires

Galesville Tractor
Pull Winners Named

GALESVILLE , Wis . (Special)
— Tho tractor contest in the
Jaycces-sponsored
Galesville ,
Ettrick and Trempealeau Harvest Festival Saturday drew
a large crowd.
Winners in the largest class,
tractors 12,000 pounds and under , were Dick Walsky, Call'sville , fi rst; Rollie Kriesel ,
Trempeal eau , second , and Vernon Walski , Galesville, third .
Winners of first , second and
third in the other classes were
as follow s in that order;
Tractors 0,000 pounds and un-der - Cy Pehler , Dodge; Ellen
Peterson , Lewiston , Minn., and
Mark Delnncy, Centerville .
Tractors 7,000 pounds and under — Lambert Tulius , Dm!gi<;
Bill RaCajczyk , Trempealeau ,
and Adrian Bisek , Arcadia.

Parking meter revenue tor
the first nine months of 1969
totaled $61,352.26, according to
a report submitted this week
by John Thompson, city parking meter superintendent.
The total is an increase of
50 percent, or $20,611, from the
$40,740 total for the .same pe.
riod in 1968. City Manager Carroll J. Fry said revenues for
1969 are projected at $75,000,
compared with $57,827 collected
in 1968.
Income from on-street meters
declined sharply during the reporting period. Receipts from
this source dropped by $1,577,
Thompson said, but the take
from metered lots rose sharply
for the same , period. This
change reflected the impact of
Levee Plaza construction ana
the removal of a number of onstreet meters from pedestrianoriented street segments.
Increases at the lots were as
follows: Lot No . 1, 2nd and
Center streets, $40€; Lot No, 2,
Center Street between 3rd and
4th, $517; Lot No. 3, 4th and
Center, $376; and Lot No. 4,
4th and Walnut , $223.
Next year, downtown meters
are expected to collect $78,000
and expenditures from the. fund
are budgeted at $7S.fl0O. Included in the outlays will be $39,915
for retirement of a revenue bond
used by. the city to purchase
and develop lots. Meter receipts also will pay the $15,960
ih salaries to two meter maids
and the suoervisor, $4,200 toward operations of the city finance department which keeps
all records and handles cash
incomes, and $5,000 for meter
replacements.
At present the city operates
1.026 meters. Of this number,
455 wiH accent pennies aWf P71
will not . There are 347 tneters
charging 10 cents for one her .
352 meters charging'5 cents aa
hour and 326 charging 2% cents
an hour.

Council, School Board
Discuss Mutual Needs
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Set Hearing
On Theft,
Knife Charge
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Shriner 50 Years

RUSHFORD , Minn . ( Special)
-John A. Trisvpld , Rushford ,
will he honored Saturday at It
p.m , at the Masonic Temple
here by officer s of the Scottish
Rite , Winona , of which he hasbeen n member f>0 years , He
will he presented with a cup.
Trisvold has been a member of
the Rushford Masonic fraternity
(JO years,
The public is invited to attend the program , after which
Trisvold will show slides of his
recent tri p to l£uropo.
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STRUM , Wis. (Special) —
Clarence Call has retired after
:)0 years of service at the post
office here, He nnd his wife
were honored at a dinner in
,*,w*",. i i . i i^^iM»»jiiiii n.i j.n.»............ ,.i ^n ., n,vtatm,,.~JBr*imilwlMr ,
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Postmaster Douglas Runkel and
wife nnd Hurnl Carriers Bill Take home "fiiificr lickin ' good" Kentucky Fried Chicken®' today.
Amundson and Gerald IlcrRerson nnd wives . Call Was pre- It' s always fresh and hot and ready any timo you nro ! 15511
seated with a gift in app recia- Service Drive sudden service . , . JIO need to call .
tion of liis services.
He has no plnns for Ihe future but will remain in Strum DINE-OUT OFTEN AT ANY OF THE EAT ING
and h,-iK promised his wife to
assist her In her reporting for
ESTABLISHMENTS FEATURED HERE!
the Winona Sunday and Daily
News .
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MARK TRAIL

Sassy Secre taries;
Vs. Brutal Bosses
By EARL WILSON
NEW YORK • — The girls who are crusading for Women's
Liberation are driving us to dizziness because one day it's
"Burn Your Bra" and the next day it's "Burn Your Boss."
Let 'em burn their bras. We nevtfr missed bras anyway.
But now, Sassy Secretaries, Inc., campaigning against Boss Brutality, is circulating a very demanding document, entitled "Commandments for the Boss."
First it was passed arouad Fawcett Books on W. 44th St.
Then it infiltrated Mad. Ave.
"Tonight ," burglars took a $2,Here goes — t o the bosses:
emerald bracelet from her
800
"1—Thou shalt take a course midtown hotel suite but overin penmanship, thou stinking looked emerald rings and a chinwriter.
chilla . . . Mrs, William B.
2—Thou shalt not mumble (Dotty) Williams bets us she'll
except when -verily plastered. never wear a maxi nor a mid3—Thou shalt not invade the calf dress either. She denies
sanctity of thy secretary's file women will accept these styles.
cabinet nor any othtfr part of Carol Channing wore one of
her sanctity, except at offi ce those wigs that the blacks call
"natural" — hers was platinum
parties.
4—Remember the c o f f e e blonde — at the TV Academy
lunch. Vidal Sassoon cuts hers
break and keep it holy.
5—Thou shalt not covet thy with garden shears and combs
secretary's stapler nor her sta- it with a dinner fork. Carol
claims it's "the choicest."
ples either.
6—Thou shalt not chew thy THE MIDNIGHT EARL . ..
pencils and expect thy secre- Mario Puza, author of "The
tary to sharpen them, th ou Grandfather, " a dedicated gambler who loses $ by the buckunsanitary louse.
7—Thou shalt remember that ets, is writing his next novel
thy secretary is a human being about Las Vegas. It's a subject
even though thou thinks she is he knows very w e l l . . . Corinne
greatly indebted to thou because Calvet returned to NY and will
thou pays her $90 a week aid be in the next Robert Downey
gives her Christmas and New film, "Pounds" . . . Helen
Year's off. If thou doesn't re- Hayes , who got Chicago's first
member this, thou hath had it. ' Sarah Siddons Actress of the
The new Upstairs at the Down- Year Award 17 years ago, gets
stairs revue kids off-B'way show it again for "The Show Off"
Lorenzo Pack, the exwith an "obligatory Drug
Scene. " The cast sings, "I'm heavyweight fighter and songlooking over a four-leaf clover. writer of hits (for Nat King
That's what I'll be smoking Cole and Ella Fitzgerald), who
next" ' ,. . . Paul Anka's ailing. later suffered a crippling stroke,
Sammy Davis subbed at Har- has written a courageous and
moving book titled, "This Black
rah's in Reno.
Duke Ellington has a letter Cat Has Nine Lives."
from Richard Nixon signed TODAY'S BEST LAUGH:
"R.N." naming him Ambassa- "There is no such thing as a
dor of Good Will to Europe and young Republican." — F r o m
Asia on a tour starting this "Butterflies Are Free."
week . . . The Duke, now at Las WISH I'D SAID THAT: Some
Vegas Sahara, gets to bed about Soliticians are like the Amazon
10 a.m., staying up to watch liver — a little head and a big
late TV, then write some songs, mouth. — Senator Ford.
then take a midafternoon sleep- REMEMBERED Q U O T E :
"Women should be thankful
ing pill.
While new kockie "Laugh-In" that the laws requiring truth in
redhead Pamela Rogers was on packaging don't apply to them."
— Olin Miller.
EARL'S PEARLS: Eric Naib u r g describes Hollywood:
"Where wedding ceremonies are
common and wedding anniversaries are rare."
Pearl Bailey, introducing the
Mets
onstage at "Hello, Dolly!"
NITES: 7:15 ¦9:15
said that during the Series some
of the Orioles attended the
55c .$1.25 - $1.50
show: "I told 'em, 'How come
you're here? You're three
SEE IT NOW
]
games behind _ you should be
home rehearsin*.' "
That's
earl, brother.
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TRAIN KILLS WOLF . - . This 35-pound brush wolf
killed by a Green Bay and Western train near Dodge, Wis.,
was exhibited at Arcadia recently. It is being held by Alvin
Rebhahn (left } and Glen Forsythe. (Mrs . Franklin Sobotta
photo)

Trapping Season Ahead
Interest for many area sportsmen shifts this weekend from
waterfowl hunting to trapping.
The Minnesota and Wisconsin
muskrat trapping season opens
Saturday, except on the river
wildlife refuge areas. In Wisconsin the river zone is closed until the end of the duck season
Nov. 12. Coon and fox trapping
in both states is now under way.
The same general season
applies to mink in each
state. Minnesota regulations
state that no person will set
or tend a trap before noon
Nov. 1
Another hunting item interest
this week is the close of the
first Minnesota bow hunting season at sunset Friday. It opens
again during the regular zone
deer season. In the river zone
area this is Nov. 8-10. The late
bow season opens for one month
on Nov. 29.
In Wisconsin the bow
season remains open until
Nov. 16 and the regular deer
season opens statewide Nov.
22. There is a late bow season in Wisconsin opening
Dec. 6 and running to the
end of the year.
Duck Bag Change
Starting Saturday, duck hunters will be entitled to shoot two
extra scaup per day in addition
to the regular bag limit of four
ducks. Hunting regulations this
jear also provide for a bonus
of four scaup in the possession
limit, Ln addition to the regular
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NITES: 7:15 - 9:10
$1.25-$1.50 - NO PASSES
No one under 14 admitted
unless with en adult.
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Fillmore Co.
Planning in
Second Year

PRESTON, Minn. — The Fillmore County Planning Commission has completed its first year
of study, according to Ferdine
Olson, Lanesboro, chairman.
The work includes a background
analysis of the physical characteristics, attitude survey and
analysis, survey of land use's,
analysis of the population, economic base, open space and
recreation facilities.
The commission now is developing and agreeing on a
statement of enumerated goals
and objectives to be used as
guidelines for the future.
The comprehensive plan will
consist of five major elements:
Future land use, transportation,
public facilities, open space and
recreation plans , and a utilities
plan.
Later stages will include a
public improvements program ,
budget , and recommendations
for a Zoning ordinance".
The background and research
studies are being gathered into
a final report form and may "be
reviewed by the general public
of Fillmore County. Wallace Holland , Kastltfr & Schmitz, are
the planning consultants.
With Olson on the commission
are Aj-thur Molstein, Utica; Orville Christenson and Howard
Eiseiunan, Chatfield; Robert
Schwinefus , Ostrander; Lester
Gatzke, Wykoff ; Al Cremer ,
Harmony; Orval Omdahf , Preston; Jdrome Gunderson , Mabel;
V. R. Abrahamson , Canton ; and
Paul Gunderson , Spring Valley.
¦

Convenientl y Located in
Downtown Winono

Lightning kills one person and
injures four moro each day of

.xOvSw
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Here and There
A dozen hunters were arrested in the La Crosse
Wildlife refuge for having
over the limit of; ducks in
their possession Sunday. A
big flight of ducks had moved into this section of the
refuge on the storm front. ?
Anyway, the wardens were
there when the hunters
came back.

^^oJJ J, the year.
^"^"S Vv

_W 685 W. Sth St.

.,
"-«..

possession limit of eight ducks.
This means that from Nov. 2 to
the close of the season on Nov,
12, hunters could have 12 ducks
in possession providing at least
four were scaup.

IUTH'S /^^%
ESTAU RANT [[ £955 j
,26 East Third Stroo.

'

Second class nostnge pnld at Wlnon»
Minn
Send changs of address, nonces, undcillv
trtsl roplei, si/h- crtptKm orders and olh«/
mall Items to wvinona Dally News P O
Box ra, Winona , winn JJW

BASS CAE^P RESTAURANT

On Hwy. 61, 10 Miles N. of Winona

Ph, 88-689-9415
!
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"Bonanza" uniform; by the auBy CYNTHIA LOWRY
NEW YORK (AP) - Peter thentic London exteriors, and by
Vahin of Monday night's "Desti- a cast of fine British character
ny of a Spy" on NBC was an actors.
off-beat television hero. Here The spy's assignment was to
was a 50-year-old widower, re- track down some unknown pertired from active spying to a son -who was threatening the inRussian b u r e a u c r a t 's job, ventor of the weaponry, to fertapped to destroy a new British ret out his guilty secret and perweapons system. He was a suade him to pull out of the proluke-warm communist and a ject. This led the spy into the
pretty inept agent.
arms of a blonde double agent
The complicated script really —Rachel Roberts—to the solustuffed the two-hour made-for- tion of a 20-year-old murder and
TV film. It was brightened by to a dive under a moving train.
the heroic presence of Lome Along the way there was plenGreene with a slight foreign ac- ty of tailing by agents for both
cent and in a business suit in- sides and a clutch of accidental
stead of Western drawl and and premeditated deaths. The
program will never be spun off
as a series since the herostruck by the train, then shot by
tbe murderer—died at the end.

Voice of the Outdoors

Hunting pressure, according
to reports, also increased all
along the 300-mile refuge where
the season is now open indicating a fair movement of birds
into the Upper Mississippi oyer
the weekend.
Geese are still lingering
on the upper end of the
refuge, A report from Prairie du Chien states that the
best goose hunting in years
has been enjoyed by the
hunters in that district.
Wisconsin hunters are governed by a one a day goose
permit system, probably not
too popular when there is
good hunting.

At 80 He Finds
Walking Is Easy
WABASHA, Minh. — Speaking
of walking, Harry Burkhardt ,
80, walked on his former sevenmile mail route in Wabasha recently and said there was nothing to it.
He used to walk the ' route
twice a day, and when he started on the job the pay was
about $1,000 a year.
He estimates he's walked
about three times around the
world or more than 75,000
miles. He retired in 1950 after
30 years on the job.

Board to Open
New School Bids
ELGIN, Minn. - Bids will be
opened by the Elgin School
Board Nov. 6 at 2 p.m. on construction of new elementary
school here.
A bond issue of $855,000 was
approved last December for the
construction by a vote of 473 to
103.
The building will replace the
elementary facilities lost in a
fire in September 1967.
The Elgin board has approved
a budget of $512,395 and tax levy
of $237,550.
¦
TO BUILD GARAGE
LA. CRES CENT , Minn. (Special) — La Crescent School
Boar d will open bids Nov. 12 for
a garage building at the elementary school site, adjacent to the
district-owned residence there.

Bob Hope, NBC's biggest gun
in the : hot ratings war,
triumphed again in the newest
Nielsen list. His last special, according to the audience research organization, was tuned
in by 47 per cent of the sets in
use. NBC won in the national
average ratings for the week of
Oct. 13-19, building up a 20.1,
with CBS second at 19.2 and
ABC with 15.7.
Other programs in Nielsen's
top 10 shows were, in order,
N$C's, "Laugh-In" and "Music
HaU," CBS' "Red Skelton
Show," National Geographic
special, "Family Affair " and
"Here's Lucy,'' NBC's rerun of
"Heidi" and "Ironside. "

Recommended Tonight : "The
Desert Whales," AKC, 6:30-7:30
CST, first of this season's programs on the undersea world of
Jacques Couateau; "The Young
Lawyers," ABC, 7:30-9, "Movie
of the Week" drama with Jason
Evers and Michael Parks.
¦

Demonstrators to
Support President

SALISBURY, N.C. (AP) About 30 Salisbury residents
plan to go to Washington Nov .
U, Veterans Day, to demonstrate their support of President
Noon, although they say they
are not taking sides on U.S. policy in Vietnam.
One of the organizers , Rex
Wood, an electric utilities company executive , said Friday:
"It's time that 90 percent of
silent Americans began to show
tangible evidence of their support of our country. "
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Hope stil] works as hard as a
newcomer to promote a new
movie, a new book or an upcoming TV show. Right now he is interested in a 90-minute TV adaptation of the 30-year-old stage
musical "Roberta" which will
be broadcast Nov. 6.
Asked why his shows invariably attracted huge audiences,
Hope said he thought the secret
was "diversity—making the
audience curious about what
we'll do next. I think they'll get
a kick out of our doing a fine old
musical show."
¦ Roberta" undoubtedly is an
v
especially important show for
Bob. He appeared iii the Broadway show at a time when few
people were aware of his •existence.

IN WINONA DINING OUT CAN BE
ELEGANT WITHOUT BEING EXPENSIVE
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NOTICE
CHANGE OF HOURS

• Noon Lunchoi: Mon. thru Thurs, «tor»ing at 11 a.m,
Kitchen closet evening* at 10 p.m.
• Fri. and Sat. klfchen dotes at 11:30 p.m,

WILLIAMS HOTEL
Third and Joh nson

The Weather

WEATHER FORECAST ,'..¦ .It will rain tonight in southera Florida and over a wide area extending from Texas
to the Canadian border. Sunny and cool weather is expected
to prevail throughout the nation. (AP Photofax)

Local Readings

Readings for the 24 hours ending at noon today:
High temperature 44, low 18, noon 42, no precipitation.
A ydar ago today :
High 43, low 37, noon 43, precipitation .21.
Normal range for this date 56 to Si Record high 73 in 1912,
record low 18 in 1909 and today.
.
Sun rises tomorrow at 6:39, seta at 5:01.

1st Qtr.
Nov. 16

FULL
NOV 23

Forecasts

Last Qtr.
Nov. 2

New
Nov. 9

Elsewhere

High Low Pr.
Albany, cloudy . . . 53 36 ..
Increasing c l o u d i n e s s . Albuquerque, cloudy 56 41
through Wednesday with Atlanta, cloudy ..... 75 45 ..
chance of scattered showers Bismarck, cloudy .. 42 16
developing W e d n e s d a y. Boise, cloudy ....... 56 42 ,09
Warmer tonight. Locally a
cloudy ...... 62 44 ..
little warmer Wednesday. Boston,
Buffalo, cloudy .... 53 36 ..
Lows tonight 25-35.
Highs
¦
Wednesday 44-54. ¦ ' ..
Charlotte, clear .... 73 48 ..
Chicago, clear ...... 45 35 ..
Wisconsin
Cincinnati, clear -. . 5 4 27 ..
Fair and cold with lows most- Cleveland, cloudy .. 42 29 ..
ly in the 20s tonight. Wednesday Denver, cloudy ..... 43 31 ..
partly satiny and warmer y v i t bDes Moines, clear . 44 22 ..
highs 45-52 northeast half and
Detroit, clear
49 27
mostly 50s southwest half.
Fort Worth, cloudy . 59 47 .87
Helena, cloudy
33 30 ..
S.E. Minnesota
Indianapolis, clear . 48 24
Jacksonville, clear . 74 62 .
Increasing cloudiness and
warmer tonight. Mostly Kansas City, clear '. 50 28 ..
cloudy and locally a little Los Aj igeles, cloudy 70 58 ..
warmer Wednesday with Louisville, clear ... 56 38 ..¦
chance of occasional showers Memphis, ctear .... 61 37 '...
82 76 ..
by late Wednesday. Low Miami, cloudy
tonight 26-33. High Wednes- Milwaukee, cloudy . 37 27 ..
day 46-54. Outlook Thursday : ¦ Mpls.-St.P., dear .. 42 22 ..
Chance of showers, temp- New Orleans, clear / 81 60, ..
New York, cledr ... 60 40 ..
eratures near normal.
Okla. City, cloudy ' .. :.. 48 86 .;.
Omaha, clear ...... 44 26 ..
W. Wisconsin
Philadelphia, cloudy 62 41 ..
Fair and cold tonight with Phoenix, cloudy .... 85 58 ..
lows in the 20s. Wednesday Pittsburgh , clear ... 50 29
partly sonny and warmer with Ptland, Me. clear ... 58 -34 .
highs in the 50s. Precipitation Ptland, Ore. cloudy . 59 51 .31
probabilities: 5 percent tonight Rapid City, cloudy ." 44 22
Richmond, cloudy . 72 44
and 10 percent Wednesday.
St. Louis, clear .... 50 30
Salt Lk. City, «Ioudy 68 50 ..
San Diego, cloudy . 70 55 ..
San Fran., clear ... 61 55 ..
Seattle, cloudy ... 58 49 .04
Tampa , cloudy .... 86 70 1.96
Washington, clear . 67. .39 ..

Minnesota

Two Inj ured
In Snowmobile
'Sand' Event

GALESVILLE, -Wis. 1 — Two
men from Marshfield who competed in the 82-entry snowmobile contest on the track at the
Trempealeau County f a i rgrounds here Sunday were injured and taken to St. Francis
Hospital, La Crosse.
Gene Mensing, Galesville policeman and member of the
j aycees who sponsored the
Harvest Festival that included
the snowmobile race, said the
men were rushed to the hospital and he failed to get their
names .
Mensing said a motor in one.
of the snowmobiles blew vp
and flew into another machine.
The accident occurred about
6:30 p.m. One man appeared to
be seriously injured and the other had a broken ankle .
The sliding was good on the
sand track, Mensing said, despite the fact that "snowmobiles" originally were built for
sliding over snow . He said grass
also forms a good turf for them.

River
Flood Stage 24-hr.
Stage Today Chg.
Red "Wing
14 2.1 — .1
Lake City
5.8 — .1
Wabasha
12 6.7 — .1
Alma Dam ... .. 3.9 — .2
Whitman Dam. .. 2.t>
Winona Dam .. .. 3.2 + .1
WINONA
13 5.3 .. ..
Tremp'eau Pool .. 9.9 — .1
Trerap'eau Dam .. 4.1 . . . .
Dakota
7.5
Dresbach P o o l . . . 9.5
Dresbach Dam . .. 1.6 — .1
La Crosse
14 4.5 — .1
Tributary Streami
Chippewa at Durand 2.1 .. ..
Zumbro at rheilm 'n.28.5 — .1
Tremp'eau at Dodge 2.4 . . . .
Black at Galesville . 1.4
La Crosse at W. Sal. 4.2
Root at Houston ... 5,4 . . . .
RIVER FORECAST
Wed. Thfir. Frl.
2,1 2.1 2.0
Rcd Wing
WINONA
5.3
5.3 5.2
4,4
4,3
La Crosse
4.4

' ¦In Years Gone By

Bambenek Rites
Wednesday at
St. Stanislaus

Dominic C. "Dick" Bambenek, 82, 266 W. Sth St., died
about noon Monday at Community Memorial Hospital. He
had had major surgery the
week prior.
The son of John and Barbara Milanowski Bambenek,
he was bom in Winona, July
20, 1887. He was a director and
consultant of Peerless Chain
Co. ai the time of his death,
and former vice president and
general manager, and was a
former vice president of Bub's
Brewing Co;
He married Anna Jozwtak,
Sept. 18, 1910. She died July
30, 1856. He married Isobel lokowich Burns, Jan. 025, 1861,
He was a member of the
Knights of Columbus, the Eagles Club, the Elks Club, the
Old Settlers Association, Winona Athletic Club, and, the Winona Commercial Travelers.
He was a long time trustee of
St. Stanislaus -hurch and served on the board of Catholic
Charities.
In 1868 he was a recipient of
a Papal Honor conferred by
the Most Rev. Edward A. Fitzgerald , former bishop of the
Diocese of Winona.
Survivors include his wife;
one son, Raymond D., -vice
president of Peerless Chain Co.,
Wiriona; one daughter, Mrs.
John (Louise) Torinus, DePere,
Wis.; six grandchildren; three
great-grandchildren ; four brothers, Alfred J., Joseph B., Chester H., and Lambert J., all of
Winona, and three sisters, Mrs.
Frances Joswick and Mrs. Paticia Walters, Winona , and Mrs.
Ben P. (Madge) Larson, Chula
Vista, Calif.
Preliminary funeral services
will be at Watkowski Funeral
Home at 9:30 a.m. Wednesday
and at St. Stanislaus Church
at 10, the Rev. Donald Grubisch
officiating/Burial will be ir St.
Mary's Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 3 p.m. today.
A Christian Wake Service will
be held at 7:30. Wiriona Athletic Club members will meet
at the funeral home at 7.
A memorial is being arranged.

Zoning Board to Hear
Appeal for Variance
An appeal for permission to
build a garage addition w£U be
heard Thursday at 7:30 p.m.
by the Board of Zoning Ap;
peals.
The appeal for -variance has
been filed by James C. Jumbeek, 260 Liberty St. He -wishes to build an addition to the
garage in line with the present
structure -which is t w o feet
from the rear lot line instead
of the five feet specified by the
city zoning code.
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The Daily Record
Municipal Court

At Community
Memorial Hospita l

OCTOBER 28, 1969

ANDERSON has an outstanding history of service as attested
to by 29 framed awards in his
office here.
He was born in La Crosse
Ten Years Ago . . . 1959
and after graduati ng from La
Crosse Business University,
Two U.S. satellites , Explorer IV ond Discoverer VI, moved to Rushford to work at
disappeared from the skies last week. Tracking scientists said
the First National Bank . He
both artificial moons burned up upon re-entering th£ earth's was Fillmore County treasurer
28 years; treasurer of the State
atmosphere.
Association of County TreasurA bit on tlio cool side as temperature only hit 40.
ers 10 years, and Was Fillmore
Army Green is the high-fashion note this fall for Winona
National Guardsmen who are discarding their familiar olive County representative 12 years.
Of his work as fcfiislntor , the
drab Class A's.
vice president of the University
of
Minnesota said , "Certainly
Years
Ago
.
.
.
1944
Twenty-Five
no ono ever had more friends
Harry Kaiser, a member of the fire ddpartment for 20 ' tn thcr Stafcehouse than you ."
Ho served as sergeant In
years, resigned.
World War I with Company G,
3(K)rd Infantry, 91st Division ,
Fifty Years Ago . . . 1919
nnd snw action in both the LysSchett dr ive in Belflium and the
Mrs, Jiimos McConnori and Miss Gertrude McConnon
Meuse-Argonne in France.
left this week for St. Petersburg, Fla., where they will spend
thd winter.
ACTIVE In bnselmll $» years,
he was pitcher for various semiSeveitfy-Five Years Ago . . . 1894
pro clubs 29 years; pitched on
the all-star team in La Crosso
Some necessary grading is being done at the foot of
against the St. Louis Cardinals
Center wtrect ,
In 1912; was umpire for Luther
Bishop Cotter administered the rite of confirmation te a
College games many years; orlurfie class at West Albany.
ganized nnd was In charge of
tho Rushford Athletic CM
eight years; managed the PresOne-Hundred Years Ago - . . 1869
ton baseball club seven years,
Today has been ono of thd coldest, days.
and was active in junio r league
• Tim oyster season has now fairly begun and excellent
baseball , bowllnR, etc.
oysters can bo found at oyater restaurants in tho city ,
Ho hos a 50-year membership

William C. Elliott

Two-State Deaths

WINONA
Louis M. Halverson
Judge
Loren
W . Torgerson OSSEO*, Wis. (Special) —
Mit«mlty patlenTi: 1 to J:JO and 7 to
fined Richaard M. Carter, 40, 450 Louis M. Halverson, 84, former
S:30 p.m. (Mults only.) .
Visitors to
patient IlmHad to two
E. Sarnia St., $30 on a charge Golden Valley resident, died at
at one *lm». *
Visiting nours : Medical and surgical of speeding 70 m.p.h. in a 55 the Trempealeau County Hospatients: 2 to 4 and 7 to 8:30 p.m. (no zone. Carter was found
guilty pital, Whitehall, Monday. He
children under IS.) : .
', .
.
of the charge on Sept. 12 oy a had been hospitalized 30 years.
. jury of six and sentencing had The son of Gilbert and IngeMONDAY
' been continued for an indefin- borg Halverson, he was bora
ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Edward Paskiewicz, 627 ite period. He was arrested by in Golden Valley, March 9,
E. Belleyiew St.
the Highway Patrol at 3:30 p.m. 1885. He farmed in the Golden
Candy Updike, 211 Huff St. r April 15, on ^Highway 61 north Valley area prior to bis hosRoy Cady, Lewiston, Minn . . of Winona. Attorney Dennis A. pitalization.
Edward ¦Joswick,
507 E. 3rd Challeen appeared for Carter Survivors include one daugh¦
who was not in court today.
st. -. . - .
ter, Mrs. Ellison (Helen) BarCarl Kurth, 720 E. 3rd St,
Judge John D. McGill dismiss- rett, Eau Claire, Wis., Rt. 1;
Suzanne Habeck, 130 Lohse, ed a charge of driving without two grandchildren ; one brothDr. :
.. .
a license in possession against er, Isaac, Eau Claire, and two
Mrs. Ralph Bdaicke, Stock: Wayne L, Pearson , 21, Minneso- sisters, Mrs. Amanda Holt,
ton, Miim.
ta City. Pearson then pleaded Milwaukee, Wis., and Mrs. EmMrs. Stanley Wanek, 863 E. guilty co a charge of driving ma Johnson, Rice Lake, Wis.
3rd St.
without a valid license and was Funeral services will be 2
DISCHARGES
fined $20. He was arrested at p.m. Wednesday at the OfteMrs. Lloyd Walters and baby, 11:45 p.m..Friday at West Mark dahl Funeral Home, Osseo, the
3730 Sth St., Goodview. Rev. Robert Arneson officiatand Cummings streets.
Allyn Ramsden, Winona Rt. 3. A charge of driving without ing, with burial in the South
Mrs, Edward Paskiewicz, 627 a license in possession against Beef River Cemetery.
E. Bellevlew St,
Elaine R. Hall, 81 Lenox St., Friends may call at the fu. Wilfred
Newman,
1719
W.
5tb
was
dismissed, She was arrest- neral home after 2 p.m. today.
¦
St.
ed at 1:30 a.m. Saturday at
IMPOUNDED DOGS
Mrs. Richard Lombard and West 3rd and Main streets.
No. 158 - Small black febaby, Rushford , Minn.
FORFEITURES:
male, part cocker and dachsDavid Boynton, Lewiston Rt.
Susan
M.
Vance
Aftdn
,
Minn.,
,
hund,
available.
1, Minn.
Richard Lueck, Rollingstone, $30, speeding 85 m.p.h. in a 60 No. 181 — Black Labrador
zone, 4:30 p.m. Saturday, High- male, available.
Minn.
61 north of Winona , arrest
No. 186 - Female black LaChristopher Luec£, Rolling- wayHighway
Patrol.
by
brador puppy , available.
stone, Minn.
Carroll H. Tofstad, 478 E.
Mrs. Leona Dterkuer , Alma Howard St., $5, overtime park- No. 189 — Small male black
and white terrier , available.
Rt. 2, Wis..
ing, 12:35 p.m. Oct. 3, East
No. 190 — Black and brown
Mrs. Jeffrey Nelson and baby, Hflward and Vine streets.
part Beagle male, no license,
312 S. Baker St.
Vince Rompa, 723 E. 4th St. Herbert Lockwood, 4095 8th available.
No. 192 - large male black
Theodore Wantoch Jr., Foun- St, , Goodview, $5, overtime park" 4th and brown coon hound , availing,
7:14
Sept.
26,
p.m.
East
¦
tain City, Wis.
.- ..;. ¦- / able.
St..; A .
BIRTHS
Mr . and Mrs. Lyle Erickson, Thomas J. Schwab, Osage, No. 193 — Small brown mixla., $30, speeding 71 m.p.h. in a ture male, no license, Chihua1205 W.04th St., a daughter.
50
zone, 6:40 a.m. Thursday, hua and Pekingese mix , first
Mr. and Mrs. David Wilson,
Highway
;14 at Stockton, arrest day.
Whalan , Minn., a daughter,
Mr. and Mrs. Albin Wiersgal- by Highway Patrol.
Road.
la, Fountain City, Wis., a son.
Sandra K. Seemaa, 206 Har- FORFEITURES:
vester Ave., $15, disobeying stop
LATE SATURDAY ADMISSION sign, 9:i5 p.m. Saturday, High- Betty A. Klennert, Lake City,
Minn., $15, disobeying traffic
Clifford Ehlenfeldt, Altura, way 61-14 at Winona, arrest by signal, 3:25 p.m. Saturday, East
Highway Patrol.
Minn.
Ronald D. Rubhoff, Altura, Broadway and Main Street.
Minn., $30, speeding 68 m.p.h. Raymond X Becker, 607 W.
BIRTHS ELSEWHERE
King St., $30, speeding 41 m.p h,
LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special) in a 65 zone, 7:50 a.m Thursday, in a SO zone, 11:58 p.m. Friday,
Highway
61-14
at
Winona,
arrest West Broadway an d Sioux
— At Lake City Municipal Hpsby Highway Patrol.
pital:
Streets.
MONDAY
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Howatt,
Ralph Dunbar , 616 Clark's
Lake City, a son, Oct. 20.
Russell J. Denzer, 119 Wash- LaBe, $5, overtime parking, 9:46
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Hedjy, ington St., changed his plea p.m. Sept. 24 , West 2nd St.
Washington, D. C, a son Oct . froni not guilty to guilty today Ronald Tofstad , 478 E. Howard
20. Grandparents are Mr. and on charges of using license St., $5, overtime parking, 5:05
Mrs. Elmer Lagua, Lake City, plates issued to another vehicle p.m. Oct. 2, West 3rd Street.
and Mrs. Thomas Healy Sr., and operating an unlicensed veLake City.
hicle. Judge John D. McGill
took into account the fact that
TODAY'S~ilRTHDAT
Denzer had been in jail since
Scott John Noeska , 1348 W. Oct. 14 and sentenced him to six
¦
Sth St., 9. • ' • ,
days to the;J/Vinona County Jail
ori each charge. He was arrestFIRE CALLS
ed at 10:€4 p.m. Oct. ,12 at 3rd
Monday
and Market streets. He pleaded
10:02 p.m.-St. Martin 's Luth- not guilty on Oct. 14.
eran Church, 328 E. Broadway, Steven A. Romanchuck, St.
extinguish fire around short cir- Paul, a student at St. Mary's
cuited fluorescent light in base- College, pleaded guilty to a
ment, minor damage .
charge of speeding 45 m.p.h. in
Today
Fred Nca»
a 30 zone and \v as fined $30.
11:20 a.m. — Huff and West Judge McGill granted RomanMark streets, truck fhe, owner chuck 30 days in which to pay
West End greenhousd Rubbish the fine. He was arrested at
on truck ; 250 feet of booster 2:12 p.m. Wednesday at West
line used.
Gilmore Avenue and Edgewood

HARMONY, Minn . (Special)
— Funeral services for William C. Elliott were held Monday
at United
Methodist
Church htfre, the Rev. Thomas
Rogers officiating. Burial -was
in the State Line Cemetery.
Pallbearers were Wayne Hoag,
Willard and Lyle Trouten, Ernest Fossum, Darrell Jacobson
and Orval Elliott.

Mrs. Martha Martinson

STRUM , Wis. (Special) - Funeral services for Mrs, Martha
Martinson , 80, were held, in
Madison today. She died suddenly at her home in Madison
Saturday.
She was born and raised near
Strum. Survivors are: One
daughter, Mrs. Pearl Severson; one son, EHwood, and
eight grandchildren. Her husband , Olaf Martinson, died
several years ago.

Francis S. Hardy

BLACK RIVER FALLS, Wis.
(Special) — Funeral services
for Francis Sever Hardy, 52,
native of Mondovi, were held
today at the Langlois-Galston
Funeral Home here, the Rev.
Calmer Overlien of New Lisbon officiating. Burial was in
Riverside Cemetery.
A car dealer here since 1957,
he suffered a fatal heart attack Saturday at 7 p.m. at his
home.
He was born Oct. 1, 1917, at
Mondovi, to Mr. and Mrs. Harry Hardy. His father operated
garages at Mondovi and Durand before coming to Black
River Falls in 1931, where he
established an auto agency.
Francis and his brother , Earl,
operated the business here
since 1946.
Survivors are: His wife, Lee;
one daughter , Elizabeth Ann;
two sons, John and Scott, and
his brother , Earl.

pin from the American Legion
post here and was post and
district commander .
Of the Masonic Lodge, he is
past master and secretary and
was worthv grand patron of the
Eastern Star.
SERVING as Fillmore County
Red Cross chapter chairman 28
years, he's a member of trie
board of the Minnesota TB &
Health Association, a member
of the state Board of Health ,
and secretary of the Fiflmore
County Health Association.
His connection with the Boy
Scouts has been long. He's active in the Methodist Church
and was president of the Methodist Men 's Frontenac Group 12
years. He's on the advisory
committer for the selective
service board , etc.
His wife is the former Allene
Micliener, whose father was
Fillmore County probate judge,
A music major, she's boen active with her husband in local
and state civic and church organizations . This year she

THEY HAVE three children:
Dr. A. Kinsey Anderson, professor of physics at the University
of California, Berkeley; Mrs.
Robert (Patricia) Campbell ,
whose husband is probate judge
of St. Louis County at Duluth,
and Phillip, Brainerd architect.
Attending the conference from
Fillmore County with Anderson
and his wife were Mrs . Charles
Thompson, Wykoff; Mrs. Alfred
Dahl and Mrs . I, C. Gronneberg, Harmony, and Vern Smelser and Mary Ellen Godsey,
Winona , all from the Southeastern Minnesota Citi zens Action
Council.
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Mrs. Minnie Phillips

Mrs. Minnie Florence Phillips,
86, died at 5:15 p.m. Monday at
the Community Memorial Hospital after an illness of three
years. She had been a resident
of the hospital nursing home
for three years; prior to that
she lived at Stockton , Minn.
The former Minnie Florence
Brink, she was born at Plainview, Minn., Dec. 29, 1882, the
daughter of Ira and Amy Kinsley Brink . She married Bert
R. Phillips who died in 1951.
•Sunrvivors include three sons,
Walter and Harry. Winona, and
Bert, rural Lamoille; five,
grandchildren and 16 greatgrandchildren . One son, Edward, and one brother have
died.
Funeral services will be at
1 p.m, Thursday at the Fawcett Funeral Home, Dr. Edward
S. Martin of Central United
Merthodisfc Church officiating.
Burial will be in the Woodland
Cemetery near Plainview .
Friends may calf at the funeral home from 7 to 9 p.m. Wednesday and Thursday until
services.

the fight policy

completes her 45th year as organist of the Methodist Church.

DUE TO LACK OF FOOD
BULK IN YOUR DIET

Winona Deaths

SPRING GROVE, Minn . (Special) — Only incumbents will
appear on the ballot at the
Spring Grove village election
Nov. 4 as no one else filed.
Seeking re-election are Robert
Hillman, president ; Hollis Onsgard, trustee ; Dale Drovold,
treasurer, and Olaf Torvick,
jjj stice of the peace. .
Voters may also cast a ballot
on whether or not the village
should bond for $20,000 to build
a new fire hall.
¦
ETTRICK PATIENT
' ETTRECK, Wis. (Special ) —
Mrs. Bertha Casey, 87, is a .
hospital patient ' at La Crosse
where
she was taken by amInfant Burt
after a fall at her home
ST. CHARLES, Minn. - bulance
Friday.
She received a back
Graveside' services for Jerome injury aaid
other bruises.
Roger Burt, infant son of Roger and Mary Ann B u r t , St.
WINONA DAM LOCKAGE
Charles, Minn., were held MonMonday
day at the Calvery Cemetery, 12:30 p:m. — Mary Ann, 5
St. Charles. The Rev. James barges, up.
Fasnacht officiated.
Today
Survivors besides his parents Flow — 15,800 cubic feet per
are his maternal grandparents, second at 8 a.m. today.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Hander, 12:10 a.m.—George Weathers,
St. Charles, and his paternal 12 barges, down.
grapdparents, Mr. and Mrs. 1 a.m. — LaSalle, 8 barges,
Marvin Burt, Utica, Minn,
down.

. . we

Preston Man Honored
At Senior Citizen Meet
PRESTON, Minn. (SpeciaD-r'Moppy Anderson, Preston , was
honored as Fillmore County's
outstanding senior citizen at the
seventh biennial Governor 's
Conference on Aging Thursday
and Friday at Minneapolis.
Anderson was named among
the top four ,
in the state
a n d received
a n a dditional
p i a q u e . Gov.
Harold LeVander opened the
meeting by presenting certificates to the 79
of the 87 county
senior citizens
sent to the conference for this Anderson
honor by their home counties.

Two-State Deaths

TUESDAY
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Agnew emphasizes
a leader quality

Columnist William S. "White had some thoughtful
comments here yesterday on Vice President
Agnew's outburst en the leaders of the moratorium.
It is too much, he noted , to expect the hawks to
forever speak softly in response to all the abuse
they are taking. "White detects, too, tha t the vice
president is on a mission to establish himself as
"Mr. Conservative."
SUCH A VIEW is reinforced by later advice)
from Washington that Agnew is 1planning to continue speaking out sharply on the issues despite a
storm of criticism, including some from his own
party.
That might mean a continued assault, for example, on the "radical philosophy" of the Democratic party, thereby having implied that the Democrats are soft on communism, crime and other
"insidious" interests. He also has told Mississippians that they have made "a strong case ior
additional time " to desegregate. In reply to harsh
criticism by Senator Muskie for these and other
remarks the vice , president retorted that Muskie —
a defeated candidate for the office held by Agnew,
an event not to be forgotten — was trying to have
the United States "pleading from a posture of inferiority " rather than negotiating as equals with
the? Soviet Union. "No responsible person," said
Agnew, "would propose that the President play
Russian roulette with United States security. "Yet
that is what Sen. Muskie just did."
One might expect more temperate language
from the vice president of the United States, yet
such harsh approaches to the issues are rapidly
becoming a characteristic in discussions of the vital
issues of the day , and men in high office are not
immune from the historic forces buffe ting all ol
us and their consequent irritations.
FROM A PRACTICAL standpoint the vice president might well be encouraged to continue on the
course Mr. White says he charted for himself ,
Sources close to Agnew say that his mail last week
was running 4" to . 1 in his favor. When you're in
political -office such box: scores on public opinion
are more than of passing interest.
Some have suggested that the President has
asked his vice president to jjtake this hard line,
both to distract the opposition's abuse away from
the Presidency and also, perhaps, to test public
re action. The associates of the President deny both
allegations; indeed they contend that the President
and vice president do n«t have that kind of "yousay-this" relationship.
NEVERTHELESS, Agnew's
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Europe doubts our effectiveness
BONN — America's malaise is now
so evidently profound and the national judgment has been so plainly
upset that it is becoming difficult
for the United States to practice a
cogent foreign policy.
Emotional public opinion and legislators responding to it are intervening actively in formulation of U.S.
diplomatic attitudes and causing embarrassment to our position of international leadership.
U.S. SOCIETY is experiencing an

agonizing reappraisal. Each attempted reform stimulates demand for others and focuses attention on a broad
spectrum of grievances from pollution and crime to racial adjustment.
The world abroad detects — despite
both Johnson's and Nixon's efforts io
achieve concensus government — increasing polarization in American
opinion, reflected in foreign as well
as internal policy.
On the one hand , a misalliance
between Vietnam doves, Greek
hawks and Israel diehards mixes extreme elements of interventionist
and neo-isolationist traditions. On the
other hand , there is fear that Americans are becoming so inward-looking and obsessed with national problems that they are turning away
from foreign responsibilities.
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Vietnam is, of course, only the
code word for other symptoms o£
national uneasiness. "Yet, the fact
that this uneasiness not only persists but deepens and that the absence of outstanding leadership at
all levels of American society is becoming plain, profoundly upsets our
friends and allies who have hitherto depended upon U.S. steadfastness.
This is particularly disturbing at
this historic moment when Washington is on the edge .of potentially important negotiations., with Moscow.
The lack of confidence in American
wisdom and persistence haunts
many foreign statesmen. They fear
that public passions are on the
verge of confounding executive command in Washington and hampering
even its best intentions.
TH E ERA OF firm U.S. diplomatic
leadership, begun -under President
Truman in 3945 and responsible for
extensive American commitments
throuighout the free world, is drawing
to„a close. Its marrow is being eaten out by the corrosion of American
society itself and this especially
bothers Europe, whose anxiety about

experiences with

the hard line will not go unnoticed by the President as he prepares his Nov. 3 statement on the
Vietnam war. The vice president has confirmed the
continued polarization a"bout the war — not much
of an achievement, perhaps — but also the existence
of a strong cheering section in support of the hawks.
Whatever Nixon's positions, reaffirmations or
revisions, it is most improbable that a national consensus can be obtained. In the absence of that,
national leaders must exercise a great measure of
courage: Although other characteristics are also demanded, it is a prerequisite aft this moment. —A.B.

Youth power

(Editor 's note to himself: Whenever you write
an editorial in the future about the young people
of Winona, remember Oct. 25. That's the day 632
of them — minus a few adults who proved they
have hard feet as well as hard heads — walked
and r Olked * 288 of them all the way to the finish
30 miles from the point of beginning, accumulating
a total of $13,900, when all their sponsors pay up,
for all sorts of wonderful programs. It was courageous, fantastic, tremendous, wonderful. Revise
that: They were courageous, faratastic, tremendous,
wonderful.)

A plain view

South Dakota is a genuine rural state. The biggest city on its broad plains numbers about 65,009
and the population per square mile is 8.8 compared
with a national average of 49.6.
For that reason, among others, the National
Federation of Independent Business has surveyed
the state 's businessmen for their views on the most
important issues in South Dakota .
The results pretty well confirm findings of previous federation surveys of small businessmen
around the country. These surveys reflect the view
of the small businessman that the problems of big
cities can best he solved, not by subsidizing the cities, but by developing economic activity in nonmetropolitan areas.
Most South Dakota businessmen (62 percent) say
that more jobs and industry is the No. L need in
their state. It leads the need for tax reform by a
wide margin (28 percent). Law and order runs a
poor third (7 percent), and more expenditures for
education , welfare and health conclude the list in
that order,
The low priority for more education spending
Ls significant. About 75 percent of al! slate funds
now goes for education; moreover , the state is concerned about its own "brain drain " — graduates
are leaving the state for better opportunities elsewhere.
Subsidies for cities arc a tax reality to South
Dakota businessmen. Tliey feeO that the subsidies
result in higher local taxes for them , since the massive federal monetary transfus ions into metropolitan areas case local tax burdens there- .
Out ol every thousand doll ars of n South Dakotan income , S157.62 goes to state and local government . It' s not the highest in the nation , but it
docs top Michigan , $13.13; Pennsylvania , $133.38 ;
Illinois , $105.40; Massachusetts , $129 .26, and New
Jersey, $114.1.1
An answer Lo all th is , these businessmen feel , is
tax incentives for developing; rural economics.
They 're backing a "plowbnck allowance " bill introduced by Cong. .Joe Evins , chairman of the House
Small Business Committee . Amy support? — A.B.
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U.S. intentions had already, to some
degree, been awakened over the past
fe w years as Washington implied
willingness to contemplate substantial concessions in its search for accommodation with Moscow.
The brutal seizure of Czechoslovakia certainly tarnished the dim Soviet moral image, but it did nothing
to diminish respect for Soviet power, The intense debate in the United
States about the advisability of constructing an anti-ballistic missile
system to offset what Russia has
already done in this field is followed
with concern. Western Europe has
b«en decredsirigly convinced that
American forces would promptly
move to defend it against limited attack — ever since Moscow first demonstrated , over a decade ago, that its
missiles could strike directly at the
American heartland.
IF THERE IS, as feared, a developing political situation that undermines the resolution of the U.S. executive, and if the U.S. should seem
to lose its ability to deliver a blow
while the U.S.S.R: becomes immune
to counterblows, the repercussions
upon Europe's own policy-making become obvious.
All governments on this side of
tie Atlantic favor understanding bet-ween West and East, but they don't
want any Washington-Moscow deal
over their heads and conceivably at
their expense; nor do they wish to
trust their own destinies to the leading Western power if they feel it is
no longer in a position to face crucial problems wisely. It is, therefore,
likely that the relatively subdued
chorus of dissonance audible in recent years among our allies will become louder.
Europe is keenly aware that its
strategic position is being weakened
as Soviet influence, extends in the
Mediterranean with NATO's outflanked southeast bastion an uncertain entity and with the Arab-Israeli conflict rumbling toward another eruption. This strategic reality makes
Europe rely, if anything, more heavily on America's ultimate protection,
just as the United States itself approaches a great internal debate on
whether to favor existing alliances
over the prospects of a deal with
Moscow.
THUS, AS Europe's mass media

¦feENTLEMEM .VOUU. T IND IT MUCH HARDER TO T/lKETrtEM OFF THAH TO PUT THEtf ON. 1.*

mirror the fevers of a convulsed
American dream, they see reflected
an this distorted Image their own potential future. If leadership, unity
and foresight are not soon redeveloped in the U.S.A., the structure of
trans-Atlantic confidence and cooperation will be threatened . New governments rising to power here will then
ieel further impelled to seek their
own accommodation with the East
— disregarding the United States, .
New York

Ti mes News Stnicm

Nothing, everything happening
Michael Janeway
In the Atlantic
Nothing is happening here (in
Washington), but everything is happening here.
"Leadership
without leaders,"
Gene McCarthy calls it. He is speaking of the amorphous yet forceful
popular pressure for tax reform and
against the military. "McCarthyisin
Without McCarthy?" he is asked.
"Something like that. " One finds no
heroes in Washington just now, few
villains , no certainties , abundant
ponderables and imponderables. One
senses that a delayed state of shock
prevails in the city, , reflecting to
some extent the national mood .
Observing the dulled sensibilities
of political ancl journalisti c acquaintances in Washington , one feels the
more certain that the Presid ent's
recommendation of lowered voices
was both an act of shrewdness and
of consideration for the national

nerves. And though he Jas been
tem pted into shrillness from time to
time, some of his advi ces have
stuck to the modulated pitch, particularly in the area of diplomacy.
Phrases like "low posture" and "low
silhouette " are used to project a
postt-coonskin-on-the-wall foreign policy.
Such a time is difficult for the
press, which , as has often been observed, behaves like a parasite, and
never mor e so than when one-industry-town Washington is having a
slow season. Like freshmen in a Pol.
ScL course, the press wants to know
where the administration "stands";
to which ideological or regional factions it is committed.
Much 1 more relevj int questions in
Nikon 's Washington are: What are
the pressures — political , economic ,
and popular — on this administration? Whibh ones does the administration view as most compelling?
Writing about pressures and trends

How Lincoln could have been stopped
An editorial in
Chicago Tribune

If those who favor direct popular
election of the President were asked
to name the best Presidents we've
had , Abraham Lincoln would surely
be at or near the top of the list.
He held the Union together , he abolished slavery, and he was the puppet of no faction.
If thoy wer« to name the worst
Presidents we 've had , Warren (!.
Harding might well be their top
choice , His administration was marked by cronyism , inaction , inflation ,
ami scandals both public anil personal.
Now suppose that Pre sidents always had been chosen the way they
would be under the pending amendment abolishing the electoral college.
Since 1828, wh«;n adequate figures on

Ihe popular vole first became avai!abl c, only one winning candidate received less (ban 40 percent of the
vote: Abraham Lincoln. "Under tlio
proposed amendment , there wo»ild
have been a runoff election between
him and Stephen Donglas, the norlhern Democratic candida te. Those
who had voted for Breckinridge or
Bell would almost unanimously hnve
preferred Douglas tl) Lincoln , and
Do uglas would hnve needed barely
one-third of their votes to win the
election.
I n Ihe same period , only two candidates have ' managed to capture
more than (10 percen t of the vote ;
Warren G , Harding and Lyndon B.
ilohnson.
All of w hich makes us wonder , as
Ihe advocates . of change rush onwa rd , if they know just where they
are rushing.

requires a great deal more perception and subtlety than writing about
"front-runners " and "favorites " who
hav e "charisma ," or "insiders " who
have "clout." It calls for understanding of background and process and
of how people in and out of power
react to various kinds of adversity
or challenge .
This is hard enough for the press
to do when it is following 1 the government and the government happens to be wrong—as both were in
assuming well into 19€8 that an incumbent President could not be unseated. It is harder when the government doesn 't know its own mind.
The press is supposed to report
"facts , " but the reportable facts
about Washington under Nixon
don 't add up to much. And when the
press tries harder , the effect seems
the more ludicrous.
The press doesn 't really know now,
at Ihe end of this gestation period
of the Nixon administration , who or
what Mr. Nixon Is , covert reformer ,
benign reactionary, "healer, " "pragnintist ," none of the above.
GRAFFITI

by Leaiy

Lamented departure
WASHINGTON - The departure
from the White House of Arthur
Burns to become the new chairman
of the Federal Reserve Board has
ehaken up the Republican conservatives.
For Burns was much more than
the most senior of the palace guard
in terms of rank. He was in fact,
though generally seen as simply
President Nixon's chief economic adviser, the most influential man with
the President in all the White House
establishment, over a whole range
of matters running from law and order to Vietnam.
THE QUESTION now being anxiously asked among the orthodox Republicans is who, if anybody, is to
be the new Arthur Burns. Technically, he is to be replaced by Daniel
Patrick Moynihan, presently t h e
President's assistant on urban affairs. This successor, however, is an
authentic liberal intellectual, -where
Burns is a traditionalist intellectual.
To be sure, Pat Moynihan has long
since been read out of the one true
church by the more far-out liberals
for uttering such heresies as that the
Negroes are sometimes themselves
at fault for some of their own social ills and, worse yet, that an end
to the Vietnam war by tomorrow
morning would not really "free"
such countless federal billions instantly to solve all urban problems.
All the same, young Moynihan is
no Burns (as he has never claimed
to be) and he is moreover in sheerly human terms most unlikely either
to wish or to be able to exercise
that soothsaying function that the
toughly elderly Dr. Burns had no
hesitation in performing. In a good
many GOP minds, therefore, the
President is here dropping a tried
and true pilot of , say , captain's rank
and bringing in one still figuratively
wearing the thin stripes of an ensign.
THIS SOMBER view is in truth a

bit extreme. In the first place, it is
easy to overestimate the actual importance of any White House assistant — even a Burns — in any administration. In the next place, as
one presidential intimate puts it,
Burns has not, after all, actually

been sent off : to Africa but only
across a few blocks to the elegant
marble temple that houses "The¦
"¦
Fed."
.
This is a cagey way of saying that
Arthur Burns will still be available
'
to the President for counsel . - and
on things having little to do with
the Federal Reserve System or the
money market, The fact , parenthetically, is that the reason for this
change is mainly, and simply, that
Burns had always wanted the Fed
job, and so the President finally deferred to his wishes.
Nevertheless, a certain void is undeniably left in the White House
from the viewpoint of the conservatives, if only because Burns clearly
cannot in any case be always in
there swinging to quite the degree
and in quite the.way that he used
to be.
As practical matter, then, the
power balance within the administiori has unarguably be,eit shifted,
however, slightly, toward the liberal side. For again as a practical
matter, and putting aside all questions of mere titles, in flie White
House Burns has had about equal
actual rank with such conservative
powerhouses as Attorney General
John Mitchell when showdown time
has rolled aroundINLEED, Burns has beer the one

White House assistant whose true
writ has run long, indeed.; and in
that sense he may truly be described < as irreplaceable. However ably
he may succeed the able William
Martin ' at The Fed, and however
much he may contribute to the antiinflation fight, Arthur Burns is going to be missed by the regular Republicans of Congress who have always, and quite* ,rightly, thought of
him as their best .ambassador to the
President.
It may confidently be predicted, ih
consequence, that before long they
will begin to lobby the President to
find another Arthur Burns. The generation gap of our times (and what
a tiresome phrase it is) is not confined to the field of parent and child.
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What on earth ails Sen . Birch McCarthy Bayh? All right, let us suppose that he was dug into the position he has been maintaining about
Judge Haynsworth with increasing
wildness by the "sloppy staff work"
to which Mr. Nixon referred in his
pyess conference? Let us suppose
that he is too proud to retreat, even
as Joe McCarthy, on an ocasion or
two, was thus proud . Still this leaves
us with the enigma of Sen. Robert
Griffin.
THE REASON he lumped on Sen.
Bayh's wagon is, or so it is widely
understood, because having led the
fight against Abe Fortas, he is anxious to show how scrupulously impartial he is. The trouble with
such impartiality is that in order to
establish it , it is necessary to victimize an innocent man. Parallels
are dangerous, but they are very
much used politically.
Thus a couple of years ago those
who wished to find grounds for skepticism were saying that Congress
was racist , as witness that ' they
kicked Adam Clayton Powell Jr, out,
but only censured Sen. Dodd. Et
sounds so very neat provided one
does not trouble to take note of such
diferences as that a) Powell had
been found by a half-dozen judges to
be in contemtp of practically every
court in the nation (Dodd cooperated completely with the Senate investigators), and b) Powell was formally charged with intentionally
raiding government funds (Dodd was
charged with ethically ambiguous
uses of funds made to him as a
I defended .ludge Fortas at the
time, not knowing that his activities were — as the American Bar
Association said — "clearly contrary " to the canons of judicial
ethics. Mr. Fortas of course protested any investigation , but he did
not invite any quasi-judicial examination of his records , so that he gave
the public appearance of slinking
away from scrutiny .
HAYNSWORTH,

by

the corporation whatsoever ; b) six
years earlier , when he was a practicing lawyer, he had consented to
serve as a director of the corporation but that in older to qualify , he
had to be a shareholder. Accordingly, he was sent one share of stock.
Value, $21. Shortly after he became
a judge, he received a dividend
check for 15 cents and, -would ysa
believe, Haynsworth even took the
pains to list it on his income tax.
The share of stock he gave back to
the issuer years before he ruled on
Greenville .
In the famous matter of the Maryland Casaulty Co ., it turns out that
it is the subsidiary of American General Insurance; in which Judge
Haynsworth had an interest. After
examining the structure of the company , the nature of the case, and
the interest of Judge Haynsworth,
Sen. Cook , who was himself a judge,
reported to his colleagues, "The
judge has only 0.0059 percent of the
3,279 ,559 shares of preferred stock
and an even sm aller 0.0O15 percent
of the 4,500,000 shares of common
stock." How is that for a "substantial interest"?
On the Brunswick matter , Sen.
Cook after similar investigation reported -that the most ithat Judge
Haynsworth could have benefited
from the favorable ruling (made
unanimously by the Circuit Court)
would have been up close to , but
not touching, $5.
SO IT

GOES, including Judge

Haysnworth's " association " w i t h
Bobby Baker. Whom tie last set
eyes on in 1958, years before it was
known that Bobby Baker was a
scoundrel, and with whom he wns
not engaged in any suspicious enterprise. Richard Nixon pointed out
that he had known Baker far better than Haynsworth did; and that ,
in fact , Mrs. Bobby Baker had been
one of his stenographers wliile he
was in the Senate .
, It is time for Sen. Griffi n , surely, to confess hiis mistake , no doubt
an hones t mistalke. Because the cost
of his stubborn ness is the reputation of an innocent and honorable
public servant.
/ashington Star Syndic ate

contrast,

dumped his meticulous files witli tho
ABA and with the Senate committee: And the wonder of it is why
he isn't confirmed Immediately. An
example of the kind of thing Sen.
Bayh Is holding against Judge Haynsworth is the so-called Greensville
Hotel case. It is the senator 's contention that Judge Haysnwerth was
clearly Involved in a conflict of interest when he ruled on a case in
which the Greenville Hotel was n litigant.
Investigation re veals that a) nt
tho time Judge Haynsworth ruled on
Greensville, he had no inte rest In

LIV ING
Breitlow-Martin
Funeral Home
374 EAST SAR MIA
WINONA , MINN.
Phona Day or Night 8-1528
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Obviously Governor Romney, (federal housing) has been
"bamboozled" again by someone. His suggestion to cut off
the deduction of mortgage interest on honi«s from, an individual's income tax is not for the Wnefit of the people
from which the federal government receives most of the
taxes.
The already overburdened mid-inepme taxpayer will become even more burdened.
What does he mean that homeowners "are not aware
of government help"? We realize it tfvery April IS and I
hope any congressman who wants to cut our interest deduction should realize he may be losing his 540,000 year job
(plus his expefnse subsidy).
Roinney's ludicrous statement, ii implemented, would, in
effect, raise the taxes otx one's lome whereas taxes on.
homeowners are already high enoagh. Also doesn't he realize Ms Suggestion1 would hurt the construction business as
well as the building supplies industry .
This will point tip the fact that citizens must be on guard
continuously to see that the?ir economic rights are not eroded
by an excessive desire on tie part of the federal government
to redistribute the wealth of the nation into purely collectivist patterns.
We doa't need another "gimmick" we need total and
complete tas reform.
M. J. McCAULEY

Public Library Praised
During our residence here my wife and I haye been very
grafcefid to you for the use of your terrific? public library with
its b-ooks and excellent staff.
FRED E. LUCHS
First Congregational Church

Dental Insurance
Plan Is Launched

:

MINNEAPOLIS (AP - Sponsored by the Minnesota State
Dental Association, the Delta
Dental Plan «£ Minnesota is getting into the group insurance
business to cover dental ex' penseis.
Prices wiU range from $8 a
month to $22, Onan . A. Thompson, the organization's executive
secretary, announced Saturday.
The price will depend on the extent of coverage and deductible
features.
Th insurance will go on sale
in November to Minnesota employes who -wish to cover 25 or
more workers.
Thompson said that persons
covered under the plan can get
dental care from any dentist in
the state.
Minnesota Blue Shield reports
it has enrolled a number of
firms in its dental insurance!
plan since it was launched last
January. .

Dahlgrens Move to
Veterans Village

GALESVILLE, Wis. _ Frank
DahLgren * Galesville artist, and
his wife, a former 'Winona Daily
News correspondent, have moved to King, Wis., a village for
veterans.
Later this winter they will go
to San Bonito, in the Rio Grand
Valley of Texas. There Dahlgren will exhibit his paintings
and sell them at the Wildcat
Show in Brownsville and the
Citrus Festival in Mission, Tex.
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Although by 45 to 20 percent
the American people are convinced that an eventual total
withdrawal of UJ>. troops from
Vietnam -would produce a comnrunist victory there, the public at the same time gives a lopsided endorsement of "71 to 15
percent to President Nixon's
commitment to bring back
ST. PAUL, (AP) - Minnesota another 35,000 American fightis paying $52 million a year to ing men from Vietnam.
nursing homes on a "very shaky These two facts about public
base," Sen. William Kirchner, opinion in this country point up
Richfield
Conservative said the dilemma facing both the
Monday.
Nixon Administration and the
Kixchner commented after a American people over the war
cost analyst for the state wel- ia Vietnam : The public wants
fare Department told a Senate to liquidate the war, but also
welfare subcommittee headed by fears that unilateral withdrawal
Kirchner th?at the state uses un- will result in a' communist vicaudited, nod-uniform- unsworn tory, which has consistently
nursing home financial state- been viewed as the justification
ments to fix rates for welfare for U.S. involvement in the war.
patients in the homes,
THE ' PEOPLE have overWelfare fonds pay for the care whelmingly supported the Presiof an estimated 65 per cent of dent's announcements to withthe state's nursing home pa- draw U.S. troops from the war.
Back in July, people greeted the
tients.
Senators also criticized Dr. first presidential move to bring
Robert Barr, executive officer of back 25,000 troops by a 73 to 12
the state Health Department , for percent margin.
what they called inaction Yet the public also holds the
against substandard mirsing view that the more U.S. troops
are* removed from Vietnam, the
homes. '
Sen. Robert Brown, Stillwater greater is the likelihood that
Conservative, said it is not fair resistance to the communists
to patients to delay procedures will be weakened and the level
of fighting will not be diminishagainst nursing' homes.
Barr said the Health Depart- ed. No more than 13 percent
ment tolerates substandard con- of the public has confidence that
ditions in nursing homes "long- withdrawal of American troops
er than we should" because the will be met by a lowered Wvel
legislature has not provided suf- of Viet Cong and North Vietnam
ficient stafrf for the department military activity.
and the attorney general's of- Rather, a sizable majority of
fice, which prosecutes com- the public, coining to 58 percent, simply does not believe
plaints.
the claim that . .the ARVN troops
Barr told the subcommittee of the Saigon government will
that 267 nursing homes in the be able to "fight as well" as the
state either have closed or been American troops they would regiven a lower rating as board- place. Only 22 percent feel that
ing-care homes under state pres- the South Vietnamese armed
sure in the past 10 years.
force's would "light as well" or

Report Plan
Is to Cut Back
Camp McCoy Nixon to Let GE,

MILWAUKEE tin _ A spokesman for Sen. William Proxmire, D-Wis., says Wisconsin
will be involved in the Pentagon's plans to shut down or cut
hack operations at 307 military
bases.
The spokesman said Monday
there will be a cutback at Camp
McCoy, located hear ' Sparta,
and some additional phasing
out at Truas Field in Madison.
COL. JOSEPH E. Venavels,
post commander at Camp McCoy, said: "I have no information, official or otherwise, concerning the future of the post."
Venavels said economy measures ordered some time ago
ha've already been put into* effect.
There are about 200 military
personnel at Camp McCoy,
along with 485 civilian workers
and 350 temporary employes.
During the summer months
thousands of Army reservists
and National Guardsmen train
at the base.
Sources in Washington said
the Defense Department decision could eliminate 280 jobs at
Truax and 25 at Camp McCoy.
The decision involving 220 military jobs and 60 civilian assignments at Truax, officials said,
would be effective by Dec. 31,
saving an estimated $2.28 million annually.
Accompanying the Truax action 'will be a declaration making the Truax housing complex
at Sun Prairie stirplus property.
/
THE DECISION at Camp McCoy, effective June 30, would
save an estimated $198,000 annually.
The Defense Department previously announced work force
cutbacks at the Badger ordnance works near Baraboo. Olin
Mathiewson, contractor at the
site, has said a work force of
4,490 will be reduced to 3,000 by
April.
The military has said it intends to continue projects at
Baraboo through 1974, if Congress a p p r o v e s requested
funds.
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KWNO urgot you to attend tho
ROSSES NIGHT BANQUET at tho
Oaks Wednesday. If you can't
possibly attend, be iuro to
hoar a live broadcast beginning at

9 B> M.
Outstanding young man of tho yeor
and outstanding boss of the year,

EXCLUSIVELY

Unions Battle

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Nixon adjninistration, viewing
the nationwide General Electric
strike as a test of its anti-inflation policies, says it will let .the
company and unions fight it out
without federal interference.
Secretary of Labor George P.
Shultz sai-d the government will
keep out bf the GE strike except
for the voluntary efforts of the
Federal ^ Mediation and Conciliation Service. If any war production is stopped , Shultz indicated, the governmerit would
consider a Taft-Hartley injunction only against the few plants
involved.
' ""¦ Shultz said the Nteon administration had already warned both

Rules A gainst
Long Hair Wrong,
Lawyer Argues
DES MOINES, Iowa • (AP) —
High school rules banning long
hair have "no legitimate reason," says an attorney who
argued a law suit brought in
U.S. District Court—by a girl.
Attorney James Piazza said
Monday the Colfax Community
School District is keeping Susan
Sims, 15, out of school Because
she refu?sed to cut her hair to
conform with a school rule
which said that "hair must be
kept one finger width above the
eyebrow's clear across the
head."
Piazza said the rule is unconstitutional .

Work Begins on
New Harvard
Medical Unit
BOSTON (AP) - Construction began Monday at a Harvard Medical School on a $4 mill ion laboratory to .study the bodily processes involved in human
reproduction.
The new laboratory will be
the first science building added
to the medical school complex
since it was built in 1906. The
building is to be completed in
1071.
Dr. Itey O. Grccp, who will
head th« new center, said that
because of man 's ignorance of
the reproductive processes
"man must accept blindly each
year the birth of untold millions
of unwanted children , ether millions of illegitimate pregnancies
and am estimated , 30 million
abortions with an attending high
rate of maternal deaths, "
m
About 1,700,000 vacationers
visit Mt, Rushmore annually.
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labor and business not to base
Wage aid price decisions on the
assumption of continued inflation^. .
"Why is the company putting
up so much resistance?" Shultz
asked. "It seems to me the reason must be, and I believe it is
true in the case of General Electric, they are feeling the effects
of the anti-inflation policy in
their product market, they can't
just raise; their prices so easily.
That means that their profits
will be squeezed by a large
wage increase."
"There's nothing as likely to
put backbone into company negotiators than a squeeze on
their profits. That's what's really going on here," said Shultz.
Shultz' remark
infuriated
leaders of a 12-union AFL-CIO
combine representing some
147,000 strikers.
"If they're going to keep their
hands out of it, they ought to
keep their mouth out of these affairs," said a highly placed labor source.
The labor source also sharply
countered Shultz's claim that a
profit squeeze led to GE's stiff
resistance to wage demands,
citing Standard and Poor figures that the firm 's profits
climbed 11 per cent the third
quarter of this year over the
same period of 1968.
"Even GE didn't claim a profit squeeze in collective bargaining and can hardly make that
claim ," he said of the figures
showing after-tax profits of $90.2
million compared with $81.3 million in the third quarter of last
year.
Shultz, asked if the Nixon administration 's policy meant it
viewed GE's strong stand as
"responsible" and the striking
unions as "irresponsible ," said
"No."
"It isn't as though there won't
bo any wage increase. The question is how much of a wage increase, " he said.
Three years ago , President
Johnson assigned a top-level
cabinet committee of labor , defense and commerce secretaries
that manage d to produce a GE
settlement with only scattered
strikes.

Agnew Sdys He Has
Much 'Work' to Do
WASHINGTON (AP) - Vice
President Spiro T. .Agnew told a
meeting of tlie American Bakers Association he regretted tlie
brevity of his remarks Mond ay,
but said he had his reasons.
"The President needs me at
the "White House," Agnew explained. "...It's autumn , you
know , and the leaves need raking."

PLASTI C
For Storm W indows,
Storm Door» , Porch

Encloiurej , ofc.
} FT. TO 30 FT, WIDE

— at —
DADD BROTHERS
IWD»D STORE, Inc.
V & S HARDWARE
$76 E. <<tli St. Phono 4007

SOUTH VIETNAMESE
ABILITY TO REPLACE ,
AMERICAN FIGHTING
FORCES
Total Pufclic
Percent
17
Will fight as well
Will fight better
5
Will not fight as well
58
Not sure
20
Finally, the cross-section was
asked about the eventuality of
"President Nixon has re- the U.S. withdrawing all its
cently announced an addi- troops from "Vietnam , which adtional withdrawal of 35,000 vocates of the recent moratoriAmerican troops from Viet- um stressed and which Presinam. Do you approve or dis- dent Nixon announced could be
approve of this troop with- accomplished by 1972:
"If the United States withdrawal?"
draws all its troops from
WITHDRAWAL OF 35,00ft
Vietnam, do you think tie
TROOPS
communists will win the
Total war or do you think the
Public Saigon government's troops
Percent can adequately keep them
from winning?"
Approve withdrawal
.71
IF U.S. WITHDRAWS
Disapprove
15
ALL ITS TROOPS
Not Sure
.14
FROM VIETNAM
To test public expectations
about the leVel of fighting in
Vietnam as a result of U.S.
troop withdrawals, people were
then asked:

tory.
A CROSS SECTION of 2,504
households • was surveyed by
trained Harris interviewers
across the nation from October
6th through 10th. Thus, these
current results do not reflect
the impact of the recent nationwide moratorium against the
war.
The cross section was asked:

"better" than U.S. combat
troops who might be withdrawn.
In fact, a plurality of better
than 2 to 1 among those with
firmed up opinions feels that
if the withdrawal schedule is
advanced and ultimately all
U.S. troops are taken out of
Vietnam, the fighting forces of
South Vietnam will be incapable
of preventing a communist vic-

Synthetic Skin
For Human Use?
WASHINGTON, D.C. — Artificial skin may be read y for
human use in about a year and
a half/ according to Br. C. William Hall, a research surgeon
at Southwest Research Laboratory in San Antonio.
Dr. HaU says, "It should be
thought of as a temporary, longterm bandage." He and his associates at The Johns Hopkins
School of Medicind in Baltimore,
and Baylor College of Medicine
in Houston have been attempting to develop the synthetic skin
for treatment of the two billion
persons hospitalized annually in
the nation for burns, of which
about 10,000 diV annually from
outside infection due to the loss
of skin.
In addition to its ability to
protect from infection, the artificial skin will be able to maintain the body's delicate balance
of fluids that sustain life. It
is hoped that through its use,
and additional skin grafting, the
patient with Extensive burns
over SO percent of his body will
soon be able to have a chance
of recovery.
Investigations with the artificial skin began with pigs,
since pig skin with its sweat
and oil glands is quite similar
to human skin.
Other uses for thtf "skin," reports Dr. Hall, include the lining of artificial hearts to prevent blood clotting. Researchers
are also considering its use in
attaching artificial limbs so that
the patient could operate the
limb with his own muscular control, and rd-attaching tendons,
and other vital tissue.

Total Public
Percent
45
Communists will win
Saigon can keep
them from winning
20
35
Not sure
Although a sizable body of
opinion, as much as one person
in three, is uncertain about the
effects of complete U.S. withdrawal, the prevailing view is
that Saigon could not carry on
alone. Yet the frustration in the
country is such and the promises of the President about withdrawal so tempting that the
thrust of American public opinion clearly is in support of the
withdrawal idea, despite almost
as clear recognition of the possible adverse consequences ol
such action.
Of course, the basic duemma
could be broken either by new
proposals fay MJ . Nixon nexl
week, or by actual movement ii
negotiations. In the absence o:
either, the dilemma will contin
ue to feed public frustration.

1 Sears |EfflBBB §5|

"As more American troops
are withdrawn from Vietnam, do you feel that the
communists will scale down
the lgvel of fighting there,
vvill increase the fighting or
will keep up the same level
of fighting?"
Total Public
percent
Communists will scale
down fighting
' 13
Communists will increase fighting
29
No chahgie in level
of fighting
37
Not sure
21
Few believe that the oiher
side will respond to U.S. troop
withdrawals by de-escalating
the level of the fighting in the
war. Nor do more than a minority of less than one-quarter
believe that the ARVN troops of
South Vietnam will be up to the
job of adequately replacing
American fighting forces :
"Do you feel that as
American fighting forces are
withdrawn from Vietnam
the military forces of the
Saigon government will be
able to fight as well as the
Americans they replace, or
¦will fight better, or will not
fight as well?"
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E. Halvorson, Consultant
Will Be at Sears—Winona
On Thursday, October 30th — 1 fo 5 p.m.
Near Visit Will Be Thursday, November 6th
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Former Area
Artist Wins
In Contest >

Mondovi 1-iome
For Couple
WHITEHALL, Wis. (Special)
—Miss Marlyce Joan Pierzina ,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Pierzina, Blair , became
the bride of Bernard John Konter, son of Mr. and Mrs. Emil
Konter, Independence, Oct. IS.
The Rev. Chester B. Mqczarny officated at the ceremony at
Ss. Peter and Paul Catholic
Church, - Independence. Regina
Rienhold was the organist and
Ed Lyga, soloist.
Presented in marriage by her
father and mother, the bride
was attired in an empire-styled
gown of satin and lace with a
flowing detachable train. The
bride wore an elbow-length veil
secured by a crown of sequined
petals and carried a bouquet of
vanda orchids and white roses.
Mrs, Arthur Hanson , Madison, sister of the bride, was
matron of honor. Mrs. Bill Nelson and Mrs . Bernard Schank
were bridesmaids. They wore
floor - length empire - styled
dresses of lace and organza in
jay orchid. Harmonizing veils
were secured to a forward petal
cluster and they each carried a
long stemmed white rose.
John Konter, Independence,
brother of the bridegroom, was
the best man. Gerald Simon
and Wayne K o n t e r were
groomsmen. Bill Nelson and
Donald Konter ushered.
A reception" and dance were
held at Club 93.
The bride,, a graduate of
Whitehall Memorial High School
and Coleman Technical Institute, has been employed by
Gisholt Machine Co., Madison.
The bridegroom was graduated
from Independence High School
and is a Surge Dealer at Mondovi , Wis.
The couple will make their
home in Mondovi.
SPRING GROVE TLCW
SPRING GROVE, Minn. (Special) - The TLCW of Trinity
Lutheran Church will meet Nov.
4 at 8 p.m. at Trinity Lutheran
Church parlors. The Sarah Circle is in charge of the program
which will be centered around
Advent. There will be wreath
making, banner making, book
displays and Advent songs.
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KELLOGG, Minn. (Special)—
St. Agnes Parish Council met
Thursday in the church hall
wifch Mrs. O'Dell Arens, presiding. .
Reports of the recent "WCCW
meeting at Austin were given
by the Mmes.. Paul Schouweiier ,
Leo Krause and Agnes Stam¦
'. schror.
¦
Lunch chairman for November is Mrs. Valentine Schurhammer Sr, Unit 4 will host the
Christmas party with Mrs.
George Lamey Jr., chairman.

BRAN

INDOOR TENNIS "^ ™"

B The Rochester Racquets Club, 2600 2nd St. S.W, in
H Rochester has a few memberships open. Th ree
¦
Grasstex courts, lounge, pro shop, locker and shower
H facilities. Court reservations b/ appointment. Also
H tennis lessons for all from beginners to experts.
H Annual dues are reasonable . . . hourly court fees
¦
inexpensive. Indoor tennis is FUN and HEALTHY.
HCall (507) 288-4851 for more information.
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OES Holds School
Of Instruction

Council Hears
WCCW Reports

¦Winona Chapter 141, Order of
the Eastern Star, held a school
of instructions at its regular
meeting Monday at the Masonic
Temple.
Mrs. Herbert Schladinske,
¦worthy matron , opened the
meeting ^nd introduced Mrs.
Harriet Skinner of East Gate
Chapter 275, North St. Paul,
who served as instructor.
Committee reports were given by Mrs. Ralph Bowers and
Mrs . Gladys Anderson . Reports
on visits to other chapters were
given by Mrs. Richard Hassett,
St. Charles, and Miss Lorraine
Wachs, Caledonia.
On the refreshment committee were the Mmes. Ray Beck
and Jane Nowlan, co-chairmen ,
Herbert Benz, Manley St. John,
Clayton Fosburgh and Mr. and
Mrs. John Greeley.
PANEL STUDY CLUB
SPRING G R O V E , Minn.
(Special) A- The Panel Study
Club will meet Monday at the
home of Marguerite Foss with
Parades E v e n s o n assisting
hostess, Mrs. Alfred Sylling and
Mrs. Andrew Kjame will speak
on drug abuse.
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Of the hundreds of entries in
the Great River Road art contest, one of the top three
prizes went to a former Galesville artist, Frank Dahlgren who
recently moved to King, Wis.
Mrs. . Clarence Proksch, Stoddard, Wis., was also named a
winner.
Mrs. Proksch's painting was
entitled "Out With the Seine,"
while Dahlgren entitled his "The
Open Road to Scenic Beauty."
The third winner was Mrs.
Vera Fousse Holladay of Baton
Rouge, La.
The paintings are among 50
Caward winners from the 10
states borderling the Mississippi River and two Canadian
provinces ") which have been on
exhibit in the Old State Capitol
in Baton Rouge. [ ¦
Dahlgren was one of the winners in 1S68 also.
Wisconsin also had 65 works
in the 1969 competition, Minnesota 83 and Louisiana 109.
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Clearance
'
\ FOUR SPECIAL GROUPS! I

I 5 I0 15 20
$

$

$

$

Regularl y $12 to $40

Fall and Winte r Sty les
. . . all from regular stock.
Jr. Petites , Juniors , Misses and Half Sizes

Idea About
Paiholog. sfs

By George C Thosteson , M.D.
Dear Dr. Thosteson: A dermatologist took a biopsy from
my face and sent it to a pathologist. I am of the opinion
that a pathologist only works
witli the tissues of dead people,
to find tie cause of death when
it is not known. Am I correct?
-E.W.
No, ina'm. "You 're way off.
If you look up "pathology" in
a dictionary, you'll find that
it is the study of the essential
nature of disease — any
disease. It is perfectly true that
a pathologist is often called
when the cause of a death is
not otherwise established.
However, the pathologist is of
far greater service to living
patients , although they rarely
see him. One important responsibility is examining small
bits of tissue to see whether
the cells , are normal or abnormal, particularly to see whether a malignant change has occurred ..— that is, whether it
is or isn't cancer.
A biopsy may; be taken for
this, as in your case, or the
same process may be employee!
in. the midst of surgery. Say a
gall bladder , or some other organ, has been removed , and
there is a question as to /whether it is cancerous. The tissue
is sent to the pathologist for
examination. If cancer is present, then the rest of the surgery must be more extensive1
than otherwise.
Essential -as -that is, it Is only
a part of what the pathologist
does. Well-run hospitals also
have "tissue committees," with
the pathologist a key member.
Tissue removed in surgery is
examined to make sure that it
needed to be removed. A surgeon who removes healthy tissue is in hot water — a protection against unnecessary operations.
A multitude of tests , unknown
a generation or two ago, provide definite diagnosis of
diseases that used to he difficult to identify.
Half a century ago, the hospital in which I teach had a
pathologist — one.
By the time he retired , the
pathology laboratory had grown
to require five pathologists plus
a staff of many technicians as
aides.
Blood chemistry, electrophoresis, microscopic examinations ,
germ cultures to determine
what type of infec tion is at
work and what, drugs will control it, — it, makes your head
swim to realize how much the
pathologist does these days .
A whole scientific world has
grown up, never seen by the
patient who therefore doesn't
realize what, lies fcelrind the
casual phrase , "lab tests."
Dear Dr. Thosteson : Should a
woman take a douche before
Roinc for a Pap smear test?
- M .R.I.
No . decidedly NOT. Women
.should not douche before any
pelvic examination , The reason? It. can wash away secretions 0|- discharge material
which the doctor should see,
and this is part icularly true; of
a Pap test which involves lasting the natura l secretions ,
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DEAR ABBY:

How to Stop .
- Those Salesmen

By ABIGAIL VAN BUKEN
DEAR ABBT : I wish you would print this so other housewives won't get stuck the way I did.
It hegan with a telephone call from a lady who said,
"Congratulations! You have just won a fr^e carpet cleaning!
Don't move any furniture, our MEN will do everything. We
will be out at 6:30 this , evening to clean your carpet like
new—with absolutely no ! cost or obligation to you." ,
Well, at 6:30 ONE man came with a vacuum cleaner
and a shampoo attachment. He talked to me for two solid
hours trying to sell me the vacuum cleaner. I told him I
couldn't afford to buy anything, and meanwhile he didn't
maire one move to clean my carpet, i was
home alone, and kept telling him I wasn't
in the market to BUY anything, but he kept
right on talking and trying to sell this thing.
Abby, I finally got rid of him at ELEVEN
o'clock , and I didn 't get my carpet cleaned.
I was so nervous and angry by the time
he left I could liave screamed. Have you any
suggestion besides a seVen-foot watchdog
and an unlisted telephone number to preCAL. HOUSEWIFE
vent such practices?
DEAR HOUSEWIFE : Yes. If anyone
calls you to "congratulate" you on hav0 Abby
ing "won" something, say thani you but I don't want
anything for nothing. And don't let anyone in your home
without first checking them out with the BETTER BUSINESS BUREAU.
DEAR ABBY: I love my husband and always will. He is
an outstandingly handsome and charming man—the kind ,who
could never belong to only one woman. I knew this when
I married him 20 years ago.
Here is nay problem : My neighbor tells me" that my
husband steps out. (I already knew that. ) I have always
considered myself an intelligent woman, but this neighbor
says I am crazy—that my husband is making a "damned
fool" out of me. Well, I know that he really lovtfs me
and he is riot "in love" with any of these women whom he
uses occasionally, so he is making "damned fools" out of
THEM—not ME.
He has never asked me for a divorce, and he's neve*
neglected me. He is an excellent provider, a wonderful
father and I get as much loving from him as I want , so
my question is, WHO, in your opinion , is the "damned
fool?"
SATISFIED

Jfy l&L
Highway 61
Phone: 8-3)05

$20 to $50

MISSES AND
JUNIOR
DRESSES
$ 3499
$1599
^

DEAR SATISFIED: Youi neighbor.
DEAR ABBY : I'm too emharrassed to ask for a personal
rtfply, but there must be other women who share my problem.
Can you possihly answer ih your column?
I have been a widow for over 10 years. I don't want another husband, but there are times when I feel that I would like
the intimacies of marriage. (Know what I mean?) Is therd
some medicine I can take to quell such desires? If it's a
prescription , forget it. I could never tell my doctor. (And for
heaven's sake, DONT usd my .name or town.) Sign me . . .
TOO OLD
DEAR TOO OLD : ('Which is a misnomer If I ever saw
one.) My medical authorities can recommend no ¦"medicine"' to solve your problem. No way of life has everything. Perhaps you should consider another husband.
DEAR A3BY: The bearded look which has caused such
a furor in America lately came originally from England
where I was born , When I was a small child, around 1909,
I heard an elder statesman say that eleansha-ven men looked
like chamberpots!
- And speaking of the dance: My grandmother told me that
when the waltz swept the country the hue and cry was, "Oh,
those nasty people, clinging close to one another while they
dancd!" Now the hue and cry is "What kind of dance is it
when the partners don't'even touch eacli other?"
I'm glad I'm on the way out. Things are getting monotonous.
OLGA

$28 16 $60

OCCASDN DRESSES
$18.99 to $39,99

Everybody has a problem. What's yours? For a personal reply write to Abby, Box 697O0, Los Angeles, Calif.,
9O069, and enclose a stamped, se^f-addressed envelope.

NEW

VIKING M25

$42 to $50

3-PIECE
KNIT
SUITS

WIT H

TrimotionrpoRSEWING AN

E L A S T I C S T R A I GH T STITCH I N

M ODER N

KN IT AND STRETCH

$44 to $ 69

FABRICS

With this new Viking 6000
B
sewing machin e you can ^B^^S^^^^
wi&_\£s |^f ^'^^_%m
sew your own knitted suits, ^F^y»^*^-^ftiMM
dresses,,.and maka tha Y-Wf f'
HSSIil
latest in sports, swim and Vl^lSy
Bi^slPllSlllI
ski wearatamazingsavings ,
j * ^^^^ WW^ '^^l^lll
New techniques and pat- WSMS^m^^^il/s
4!
terns , plus Sew-Knit-% ^^^^M£2Jl J V
J
*$|
#
X
^ liL£ *
Stretch fabrics make it ^^fSfflTT ^ ^
IAAT
easy...fast Best of all, at ^^^^^W^i^-^"^^
a cost far ' less than yon T^^^^^*^^

l£L

SvfnTr
ready
to wear garments. ^

$20 to $40

TINY JR. DRESSES
$15.99 to $29.99

CONE ,N ™™Y F0R A
FREE DEMONSTRATION

• LOW DOWN PAYMENT - MONTHLY TERMS
• TRADE-INS ACCEPTED

ioiri« of the savings you 'll find:

• 25-YEA R GUARANTEE - PLUS FREE
SERVICE AND INSTRUCTION

• REG.

Sweaters, Skirts 11.00-16.00

Vf)

T'lC^

It's Easy...It 's Fun

^Bfek
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^ ar^TY^W
<
Mt.
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EXCITING NEW METHODS

Call Now For Class Reservations
And Information About Our
SEW-KNIT- N STRETCH

OUTSIDE
BASEMENTS

(3nniversaro

§T^A

J E * J9
j H»' W_W\_
$W*WM

NOW
8.99

Pants, Pantskirta 11.00-16.00

8.99

Jtrttipers.
13.00-20.00 8.99-15.99
Furred Coats . 90.00- $200 79.00- $179
Winter Coats 50.00-80.00

44.00-69.00

Mini- Coats . . 30.00-50.00 24.00-39.00
Peignoir Seta 13.00-23.00 8.99-18.99
Sleepwear .

^
Parity Hoso .

6.00-7.00

4.99

2.00

1.79

You do NOT have to havo a Viking Machlna (or tliosa leitoni.
We tonch you how to tew knits, sweaters , ttretch slacks, «tc.
Oay And ttfoftf efflsos. NOW clatset now forming.

•Handbags . .

7.00-20.00

5.99-13.99 "

Winona Sewi ng Machine Co.

Gloves . . . .
.Robes . . . .

2.OO-3.00

1.S9-1.99

7.00-12.00

S.99-8.99

915 Woof Fifth Street

Phono 9348
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Ettrick Circle
Meetings Set
ETTRICK, Wis. (Special) Frencli Creek Lutheran Church
Women circles will meet as
follows: Itfiocla circle, with
Mrs. Harland Hjerleid, 7:30
p.m. Monday.
Abigail , circle, with Mathilda
Hogden, 1:30 p.m.; Eunice circle in the church dining room
2 p.aa. with Mmes. Kenneth
Enghagen and John Skundberg
hostesses; Joanne circle with
Mrs. Laurel Thompson,?2 p.m.;
Dorcas circle with Mrs. Alex
Nelsestuen, 8 p.m., all on Nov.
6. '
Hajdies C r e e k . Lutheran
Church Women will hold the
annual bazaar at 8 p.m. Monday. Each member will bring
articles for the sale and tencent articles for a fish pond.
The jubfic is invited.
South Beaver Creek Lutheran
Church Women will meet at 1:30
pi .m. Nov. 5 . The program,' "Will
She Remember?" will be presented * by Mrs. Martin Severson. A service, "Give to Our
God Immortal Praise," will be
conducted and treasure chests
will b& received. The Bible
study will be by Mrs. Robert
Hanson and devotions will be
led "by Mrs. Ervin Krogstad. A
birthday table will be set for
those having birthdays during
October, November and December. Hostesses will . be Mmes.
Duaie Johnson. Ronald Larson
and David Witte.
Announcement has been made
of the workshop for 1970 officers
at Arcadia, Nov. 4.
BETHANY HOMEMAKERS
BiETHANY, Minn. (Speeial)The Bethany and vicinity Homemakers wilr meet at the home
of Mrs. Raymond Dorn, Thursday at 8 p.m.
ETTRICK CTRCLES
ETTRICK, Wis. (Special) Living Hope Lutheran. Church
Women circles will meet as follows: Esther circle, with Mrs.
Ronald Terpening, 9 a.m. Nov.
4; Eunice circle with Mrs. Arnold Olson, 2 p.m. Nov. 5; Rebekah circfe with Mrs. OHelen
Ternte, 2 p.m. and Lydia circle
with Mrfe. Robert Stensven, 8
p.m., Nov. 6.

TRIM-GYM
OF LA CROSSE
Phone La Crosse 782-4486,
or Winona 8-1U9
FOR HOME
DEMONSTRATION

' ¦ '¦

j Neltzke Speaks

THE LOCKHORNS

.

At Sauer Home

Weldon Neltzke, president of
the Sauer Memorial H o r n e,
spoke at the women's auxiliary
quarterly meeting Monday at
the home. v
A card party will be held
Nov. 4 at 8 p.m. at the home,
with a variety of. card games
and prizes given. Tickets are
available front auxiliary members and at the door.
The Christmas sale for Dec.
6 was discussed and Mrs. Harry Bublitz waa named general
chairman. This year's theme is
"Old Fashioned Christmas."
Key- chains that members are
selling are still available.
Hostesses were the Mmes.
. Otto Brand, Melvin Boone, Louis Eggert and John Arndt.
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"HE TAKES A FIENDISH DELIGHT
IN
REMEMBERING MY BIRTHDAYS»"

Society Hears
Baritone Solo
Walter Kinds, baritone, entertained the Delta Kappa Gamma
Society at its mdnthy meeting
Monday at Central Methodist
Church.
The singer, accompanied by
Miss Agnes Bard, sang three
saltwater ballads written by
John MaseBeld and set TO music by Frederick Keel.
The latter part of the program was devoted to the Society's- istudy of the social needs
of young people. Miss Eleanor
O'Meara introduced' Phil Shaw,
director of the Big Brother program, part of the Southeastern
Minnesota Citizen's A c t i o n
Council.
Shaw stressed the voluntary
nature of the Big Brother program and its purpose in providing adult male companionship for fatherless boys.
Miss O'Meara gave a summary of the work of the Big Sister Association, a United Fund
Agency for girls in Hennepin
County.
PINKETTE MEETING
The Pinkettes will meet Wednesday at 7- p.m. at St. Anne
Hospice. Mrs. Earl Heiting will
present a charm program. All
members are urged to attend.
HOUSTON DINSER
HOUSTON, Minn. (Speclal)The Cross of Christ Luthwan
ALCW will serve a toast beef
and roast pork dinner Thursday
at the church fellowship hafl.
Serving -will start at 5 p.m.
TURKE'S PARTV SET
HOUSTON, Minn. (Special)Arnet-Sheldon American Legion
Post will sponsor a turkey party Saturday at 8 p.m. at the
Community Kitchen. A turkey
dinner will be served to ticket
holders at 9:80.

Mabc! Man Wed
In Minneapolis

Lutheran Women

MABEI^, Minh. (Special) —
Miss Evelyn Dorothy Schmidt
and Larry Dean Amdahl were
married Sept. 27 at the Bethel
Evangelical Lutheran church va
Minneapolis.
The couple was attended by
Mrs. John Loring, Mrs. Richard Duntley and Miss Maureen
Dunne. Roger Amdahl, brother
of the bridegroom, 'was best
man. Groomsmen were David
Aasum, James Schmidt and
Bernard Roskes.
The bride is the daughter of
Harry ¦ Schmidt, and ttie late
Mrs. Schmidt, Minneapolis, ahd
the bridegroom is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Amdahl,
Mabel.
The bridegroom is an accountant at: Northern States
Power Company, Minneapolis.

Hold Fall Rally

CANDY CORN
(PS^ff

>

Big V little goblins gobble tip
this creamy Halloween treat.
Hive plenty on hand for them.

Approx. 80 pieces

KIDDIEMIX

#9 carton

Amusing (and/ novelties, root
beer barrels, apples, orange
slices,bubble gum, more.

Third Week

Yes, there are more beetles !
Yes, they are destroying one another! Yes, the beetles are vividly assaulting the senses of students, faculty and staff at the
College of Saint Teresa.
The beetle project, set up by
Dr. Eonald Zwonitzer of the biology department, now in its
third week, visually supports
the study of population currently being conducted by seven
other academic disciplines including history, nutrition, psychology, sociology, : theology,
economics and philosophy.
Through the Office of Academic . Affairs and the facilities of
CST television, the series is being taped on television for
later use in academic enrichment programs. The public is invited to join the speakers in the
Bonaventure Room of Saint Teresa Hall, or to watch the presentation on television in selected
rooms hear the lecture hall.
After the second speaker, all interested members of the audience are invited to come to the
Bonaventure Room for coffee
and discussion.
The series are held at 7:30
p.m. and are scheduled for
Wednesday, Nov. 5 and 12. A
summary panel discussion is
scheduled for Nov. 13.
The second in the series, on
Wednesday, will feature a nutritionist's and psychologist's
point of vie^w as theypresent the
topic, "Population Explosion:
Effects on Human Behavior."

Viking Skyline
Developing
More Trails

Fillmore Scouts
Annual Meeting
To Be Thursday

STRUM, Wis. (Special) - Viking Skyline Recreation group
has decided to promote soowmobiling and continue its weekly suppers at the clubhouse,
changing the night tc Thursday.
The suppere will begin Nov. 6.
A building committee consisting of Junior Skoug, chairman,
Glenn Haukeness. I)ick Brian,
Dr . Kenneth Hernert and Mrs.
L. R. Svoma was appointed to
plan expanding the clubhouse,
particularly the kitchen area,
where new equipment will be
added.
Jerry Bergerson was elected
to the board of directors for
two years replacing T. H . Erickson, resigned. Jewel Berge and
Dr. L. R. Svoma were re-elected for three-year terms.
Tbe Viktag group will sponsor
a snowmobile club as part of
its winter recreation program
of skiing and sliding. Skoug renorted that another addition is
being developed — cross country trails to cover 20 miles in
a circular run.
The trails will meet those
being developed in neighboring
towns so those using them may
continue on the other trails if
they wish.

PRESTON , Minn. - Fillmore
County Cub and Scout leaders
will hold their annual meeting
Thursday at 7 p.m. at St. Iggatius Catholic Church in
Spring Valley.
Featured speaker will be Roy
J. Dunlap, St. Paul, columnist,
explorer, pilot and editor. He
is director of publication for
Webb Publishing Company.
New officers will be elected.
Scouter of the Year awards will
be presented to three outstanding scout leaders and there'll be
training, national, competition
and summertime pack awards.
Present officers are Wallace
Fortier, Chatfield, district chairman; Si Morley, Chatfield, and
Ken Churchilll, Spring Valley,
vice chairmen, and Dale Henry, Chatfield, district commissioner.
¦

FAIR ASSOCIATES
ST CHARLES, Minn. — The
Winona County Fair Association win hold its annual meeting Thursday at 8 p.m. at Del's
Cafe, St. Charles. On the agenda is the review of the 1969
financial report and the election of three board directors.
. ¦
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Lewiston Hosts
4-H Award Fete
LEWISTON, Minn. — The annual 4-H Awards Night will be
held Thursday in the lewiston
High School gym, beginning at
8 p.m. announces Glen Ertel, associate extension agent.
Winona County 4-H members
will be recognized for their accomplishments in the 4-H program.
Championship trophies in the
non-livestock projects will be
presented by the Winona County Businessmen's Agricultural
Committee.
Following the awards presentation, Phil Shaw, Winona, will
relate some of his experiences
while serving in the Peace
Corps.
¦

LUTEFISK DINNER
ETTRICX, Wis. (Special) More than 1,630 persons were
served the Norwegian style lutefisk dinner and supper, at First
Lutheran Church in North Beaver Creek Sunday. Consumed
were 1.50C pounds of lutefish,
5O0 pounds of meatballs, 625
pounds of potatoes, 500 pounds
of rutabagas, 151 pounds of butter, 65 pounds of cranberries,
25 pounds of coffee, 1,907 pieces
of lefse and 200 pies.

ST. LOUIs (AP ) - The selling of surgical masks at the
doors of the auditorium where
an air pollution hearing was
being held today was one way
the Committee on Environmental Information decided to
dramatize the bad air problem.
The hearing was scheduled by
the U.S. Senate subcommittee
on air and water pollution after
an Aug. 25-28 emergency air
pollution alert in St. Louis.

FALL & YULETIDE

¦
¦

LAKE CITY DINNER

LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special )
— A congregational fellowship
potluck dinner will be held in
St. John's JUitheran Church
Sunday sponsored by the Couples Club The dinner will welcome the new teachers, get ac
quainted with members of the
church and school children's
parents. The dinner will follow
the 11 a.m. service.
son, Mr. and Mrs. Gary Simenson', Charles and Alan, La
Crosse, Wis. A son and his wife,
Mr. and Mrs, Lester Lindstrom,
live near Blair with Mrs. Lindstrom,

Masked Hearing

WATKINS MEMORIAL HOME
SAT., NOV. 1 — 9 A.M.- 5 P.M.
• LUNCH
• MORNING COFFEE
Lunch: 11 a.m. tbl p.m.

• TEA

• Country Store,Children's Booth, Home-Baked Goods,Jams,
Jellies,Candies,Christmas and Novelty Gift*.

Public Cordially Invited
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Bag of 30 boxes

Project in

ST. CHARLES, Minn. {Special ) — Approximately 225 women attended the fall rally of the
Lutheran Women's League ' of
the Whitewater Conference, Minnesota South District, at the Immanuel Lutheran Church, Plainview, Thursday.
Opening devotions were led. by
the Rev. Donald E. West, with
a welcome address by Mrs.
Robert Hoist Jr., president of
the Immanuel Lutheran Church
Women.
The Rev. Vicgor Marxhausen,
pastoral counselor for the
group, spoke to the ladies during the morning program.
Bible study led by the Rev.
West was on the afternoon jrogram.
CELEBRATES 86TH
'
. ¦ '¦.
BLAIR, Wis. CSpecial) —
Mrs. Mary Lindstrom celebratIAM AUXILIARY MEET
The Wenonah Auxiliary to the ed her 85th birthday Oct. 17
International Association of Ma- with her children and their
chinists will meet Wednesday at families. This was the first time
2 p.m. at the home of Mrs. A. in 10 yeais that all of them
K. Zimdars, 4640 7th St., Good- were able, to be together. Helping her celebrate were four
view.
daughters, Mr, and Mrs. C.
WABASHA HOME COUNCIL
(Kathryn) Ferguson, IndianapoWJU&ASHA., Minn, - T h e lis, Ind.; Mr. and Mrs. Bernie
Wabasha County extension home (Lillian) Simenson, Onalaska,
council will meet Monday at Wis.; Miss Ruth Lindstrom,
liS* at the home of Mrs. Rob- Hudson, Wis., and Mr. and Mrs.
ert Marshman, Plainview. Hew A. W. (Esther) Priess, Minot,
councilors of the home extension N.D. Also present was a grandgroups are invited to attend this daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Don
meeting. Officers will be elect- O'Rear, Craig ' and Christine,
ed.
Cincinnai, Ohio, and a grand-

LAKE CITY OFFICERS
LAKE CITY, Minn (Special)
— Installation of new officers
was held at the Legion auxiliary meeting Thursday evening
at the Legion Clubrooms. Installing) officer was Mrs. Robert Beckman, Lake City, second vice president of the state
department. Officers installed
are Mrs. Melviia Liljevall,- president; Mrs. Arlene Clare, first
vice president; Mrs* Lola Preble, second vice president; Mrs.
Charlene Klindworth, secretary; and Mrs. William Baker,
treasurer. Miss * Mary Rpllin,
girl stater, was the guest
speaker/
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Sour tails, peppermints, more
In this economy size bag of hard
candies for Halloween.
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10 bars ton bag of this delicious
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Expect Rail Industry to Reluctantly Endorse Safety Bill

| WASHINGTON (AP ) - The
railroad industry, under attack
for an accident rate which has
almost doubled in eight years, is
expected to reluctantly end orse
the Nixon administration's train
safety bill.
The industry, labor unions
and the administration , including Transportation Secretary
John Volpe, were called to testify on rail safety during hearings
starting today by a Senate Commerce subcommittee
The industry's endorsement,
however reluctant, -would mark
an abrupt turnabout from last
spring when rail spokesmen in-

sisted the industry should continue, as it has for the past century to police its own safety.
However, some industry critics see the move as an attempt
to halt momentum behind two
other bills, which take a tougher
approach than the administration measure.
All three measures would require the secretary of transportation to establish minimum
safety standards for all phases
o£ railroad operations.
But the other hills, introduced
by Sens. Vance Hartke, D-Ind.,
and Abraham Ribicoff, D-Conn.,
impose, among other things,

suffer penalties and enforcement tools.
Federal regulatory authority
currently extends only to locomotives, power brakes, signals,
hours of service of employes
and some safety appliances
such as ladders and handrails
on boxcars.
While the federal government
can prescribe how a dangerous
commodity shall be packaged
for rail shipment, it cannot inspect the wheels or undercarriage of the car in which it is to
be moved, or the rails and track
over which it is. to pass.
And while greater amounts of

dangerous commodities—including Vietnam-bound ammunition,
volatile industrial chemicals
and , until recently, surplus
Army war gas, move over the
nation's railroads, more and
more trains are jumping tracks
with potentially disastrous consequences.
Part of the blame must be
laid to decades-old rolling stock
and rails forged at the turn of
the century. In addition, labor
unions charge the railroads with
poor maintenance and failure to
heed even existing safety laws.
Allowing the industry to police
itself—unuke such comparable

Connery Says He Has
Turned Play Producer

Nixon Trying to Erase Feeling
He Accepts Racial Discrimination

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Nixon administration, with troubles enough already over school
desegregation, is trying to erase
any impression it condones racial discrimination in the MIodel
Cities urpan aid program.
The Mode] Cities problem de-

Rules Housing
Group Must Act
On Street Change

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — A
Hennepin County district judge
ruled Monday the Minneapolis
City Council cannot change
Third Avenue South downtown
in a one-way route without approval of the city's Housing and
Redevelopment Authority.
The ruling by Judge Leslie
Anderson overturned the council's August order to make the
avenue one-way.
The judge made permanent an
injunction prohibiting the . city
from making the designation.
He said the Housing and Redevelopment Authority must have
an opportunity to decide whether it wants to contest the proposal or whether the change in the
renewal plan is a minor matter
in which the authority is not interested.
; The council had passed the
Third Avenue one-way ordinance Aug. 28 over Mayor
Charles Stenvig's veto. The " injun ction was granted to Robert
Short, owner of the Leamington
Hotel, which faces Third Avenue . Short said the change
would result in a 5 per cent loss
in business for the hotel

veloped when the administrator
of the concentrated renewal program told a reporter the government would not veto a neighborhood wish to rebuild on an
all-black or all-white basis.
"We feel these are local decisions," said the administrator,
Floyd H. Hyde, an assistant secretary of Housing and Urban
Development. "As long as we
are satisfied that the people
have had freedom of choice and
want to go that route, then we
don't plan to interfere."
Hyde has since fired off a
clarifying memo to all HUD regional offices after feeling pressure from government civil
rights officials.
The memo reads in part :
"Any local proposal designed
to accomplish segregation
through discriminatory action
would be in violation of Title VI
of the Civil Rights Act of 1964,

and would be rejected by this
administration.
"In addition, whenever a city
has, or should have, identified
discrimination as one of its
problem areas, we are determined that its program will adequately and comprehensively
deal with this problem in a
meaningful way."
But some government civil
rights officials remain concerned about Hyde's statement
in the clarifying memo that the
administration "has not established a policy to use the Model
Cities program as an affirmaf

industries as airlines and interstate truck lines—has produced
questionable resllts.
Tram accidents , two-thirds of
which are derailments caused
by factors not covered by existing safety laws, are up from
4,148 in 1961 to 8,028 in 196*—
"a significant increase by any
yardstick," according to the
task force.
The National Transportation
Safety Board—NTSB—provides
otlier examples:
—The cause oE a derailment
last Jan. 25 at Laurel, Miss., of
a Southern Railroad freight
train carrying liquified petrole-

tive tool to achieve the integration of a model neighborhood."
The Mode] Cities program Is
an effort to funnel all the renewal federal-local dollars can buy
into target lum neighborhoods.
The idea is to attack all the
causes of poverty and plight
within a slum through one integrated plan.
Some 150 communities in 45
states , the District of Columbia
and Puerto Rico are participating in the program authorized
by Congress in 1966.The administration plans to spend $300 billion on it this year.

LONDON (AP) - Actor Sean
Connery; who played James
Bond in five movie thrillers
based on the Ian Fleming books,
says he has turned play producer. . .
Connery said Monday he
wtjuld present his wife, Diane
Cilento, in the play "I've Seen
You Cut Lemons" opening in
December.
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MINNEAPOLIS (AP> - An
organization has sprung up ia
Minnesota to oppose certain
features of the federal tax reform bill pending in Congress.
The group claims parts of the
t>ill would have "repressive effects" on contributions to colleges, churches and similar institutions.
The Minnesota Group for the
Preservation of Philanthrophy
was formed last week in a meeting of about 20 persons, including philanthropists and institutional fund-raisers.
They claim two parts of the
tax bill would dry up funds:
—One which would tighten
considerably the tax treatment
of gifts of property or securities that have depreciated in
value since the donor acquired
them.
—The other would tax foundations' assets.
"We're not against tax reform ," said David Lavander , director of development for Carleton College at Northfield , Minn .
\J "•It' s just that we feel they 're
Mr Winona Ccunfy
throwing the baby out -with the
\
Abstract Co.,
J?-. bath water."
Membershi p in the organization includes colleges, the United Fund , Tyrone Guthr ie Theater , Walker Art Center , Planned
Parenthood and the Greater
PHONE 8-2987
Minneapolis Council of Churches.
535 Junction St.
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"WHE tiny kingdom of Mn lacca in thu East Indies
usod coin* which wore cast In tin and formed
like a tree.
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Tho coins v/oro snapped off AS thoy were needed,
just as a person broaki -a grape from a bunch.
It was referred to .as "tree money. "
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stock up on kids' favorite candies for less!
get spooky costumes, masks, pumpkins V
candles - everything for a happy Halloween!
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couldn't do more than it was
doing to better its safety record.
A little more than a year later however, Goodfellow signed
on behalf of the AAR a government report recommending, in
part, "that legislation authorizing broad federal regulatory
powers should be enacted with
certain safeguards."
The report came from a task
force on rail safety created by
Volpe, composed of railroad
management and labor , members of state regulatory agencies and personnel from the
Federal Railroad Administration-FRA.
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Group Formed
To Oppose
Tax Policy
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posed by an inflation-plagued
economy, say one of every four
train accidents is caused by human error—putting the onus on
the unionized employes.
Fighting earlier legislation, a
spokesman for the Association
of American Railroads—AARrconte-nded federal safety laws
would impo&e untenable financial fcardships on the industry.
Besides, he added, no one is
more concerned about rail safety than the railroads.
And Thomas M. Goodfellow,
AAR president, told a House
committee considering a 1968
rail safety proposal the industry

1)7 WEST TH3RD STREET

WINONA, MINNESOTA 55987
TELEPHO NE 8-4648
DR. C. E. KOLLOFSKI
.
9 a - m> throu 8h 5 P-.m
DR. M. L. DeBOLT
'
DR. R. C. McMAHON
Saturday 9 to 12:30

I
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um gas which exploded, resulting in two deaths and evacuation of the town, was found—in
a NTSB report not yet released
—to be a wheel which broke under stress. The wheel, and thousands like it on trains across the
country, met standards established by the AAR.
—The derailment of a Pennsylvania Railroad freight train
Jan. 1, 1968, at Dunreith, Ind.,
caused evacuation of the town
when several volatile cargoes
careened off the tracks, setting
cff a fire which raged for 10
Iiours and destroyed a cannery
—the town's principle business
-^-and seven homes. Cyanide
from a burst tank car seeped
into a nearby creek, killing livestock and requiring health protection measures , for two
months afterward.
Yet representatives of the
.AAR's Bureau of Explosives, to
-which by law is delegated the
responsibility for protecting the
jmblic in such emergencies, did
not arrive on the scene until 10
hours after the accident.
The , railroads, contending
they are doing the best they can
under financial limitations im-
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Lucey Blasts
Handling of
Education

More Than Vyabasha County
3,000 Marines To Vote on
Home Again Zoning in 1970

WHITEWATER , Wis. W) SAN DIEGO, Calif. (AP) —
Former Lt. Gov. Patrick J. LuMore tian 3,000 U.S. Marines WABASHA, Minn. — Wabasha of land for parks such as th«
cey said Monday night that "rehave sailed home from Vietnam County Commissioners plan to Hardwood Forest project .
peated betrayals of higher eduin two crowded ships, the larg- place its proposed zoning ordi- Meanwhife, no interim zoning
cation are paralyzing university
est group to return at one time nance on the November, 1970 will be in effect. The board
plans to compare zoning ordileadership*'in Wisconsin.
ballot .
since the Korean War.
nances in neighboring counties
As a result, Lucey said, "Wis"Thanks, Dick. It's good to be This despite the fact that with the proposed Wabasha
consin's famous partnership beboard
chairRalph
Warthesen,
back"—a salute to President
County ordinance and institute
tween the universities and the
man, believes that a petition an ordinance prior to the elecNixon—read
a
sign
painted
on
a
people of the state is falling
with the best features from
sea bag hanging from, the am- presented to the board this fall tion
apart."
its studies. "Winona and Houston
people
who
by
many
was
signed
phibious assault ship Iwo Jima
counties have zoning ordiLUCEY, A candidate for the
when it moored Monday at the were led to believe that a three- nances, and Olmsted and GoodDemocratic nomination for govmile strip along the Zumbro hue counties will have ordinaval station pier.
ernor next year , made his reRiver would be taken off the nances in effect before the Wamarks for a meeting of WalAnother group of Marines tax rolls should zoning be en- basha County vote.
worth County Democrats. ,
hung a peace symbol painted on
The Wabasha County Board
Bepublican regents and legisa sheet over the side of the as- acted.
says
it will abide by tbe vote
lators are beginning to threaten
sault slip Bexar and gave the Warthesen denies this would and is studying whether all resifaculty members with tests of
'
happen and said zoning has dents of tlie county, rural or
peace sign as it docked,
"political reliability,"
¦ . ¦ ¦ ¦ . Lucey
Many of the 3,164 Marines nothing to do with acquisition village, will be eligible.
-' o .
said.: 0
Meanwhile, as a result of inaboard the Iwo Jima and the
He contended a recent anformational meetings held ih the
Bexar were coming home as a
nouncement : that faculty salarresult of the President's orders Report Federa l Budget county and agitation against the
ies woiild be scrutinized was
ordinance, it is being
to reduce the number of troops
"part of an attack on a particu$2.47 Billion in Red proposed
re-written.
in V ietnam.
lar professor's'beliefs."
¦
Most belonged to the 3rd Ma- WASHINGTON (AP) - The
"Great universities are a
rine Regiment and the rest were federal budget was $2.4? billion
priceless state resource," Lucreturning from 13-month tours in the red for the first three Presley Signs for
ey said "Tampering With them
of duty with other units.
FUTURE TEACHER WORKSHOP . . .Some 350 students of thd Student Minnesota Education Association (SEMEA),
is the same kinii of crime as
months of the fiscal year-July, Repeat in Las Vegas
The 7,000-mile, 18-day voyage August and September—the
Among the participants were, from left, Mrs. Donald
polluting our lakes and streams representing 44 high schools were on the campus of the ColIAS VEGAS, Nev. UP) — Eland burning down our forests." lege of Saint Teresa Saturday for the annual fall workshop Turner, Chatfield, southeast division chairman ; Walter Lar- involved a scramble for living Treasury Department says.
vis
Presley, who broke attenddivision of Future Teachers of America son, director of placement at St. Cloud State College; Sister space, said Capt. Martin M. But despite the lack of bal- ance records in las Vegas in
THE FORMER lieutenant of the ,southeast
Casey,
of
Coronado,
Calif.,
skip'
ance early in the fiscal year, the August, has been signed to apJoyce; Patrick Churchill, St. Paul, Minnesota Education As- per of the Iwo Jima.
governor said he •deplored re- •: (PTA). . .
Budget Bureau predicted Mon- pear again Jan. 26 to Feb. 22 at
"Know Your Schools" was the th^me for the daylong sociation consultant; Carroll Korb, St. Charles, Mr. OFTA;
cent increases in student fees
"When you crowd that many
because every economic and so- workshop which began with a welcome to guests by Sister Linda Kundert, ChatMd, southeast drviiion president; Sis- young, active American males day tax revenues will increase the International Hotel.
cial group must have equal ac- M. Joyce Rowland, president of the college, and Miss Martha ter Shirley Schmitz of the College of Saint Teresa education , into a steel chateau like this, enough in the next nine months Presley drew 101,500 persons
to attain the goal of a $5.9 bil- in four weeks at the hotel in Aucess to the universities.
McConnell, Decorah, Iowa, president of the Teresan chapter department and Miss McConneU. (Sunday News photo) .
you worry that the crush will lion budget surplus.
gust while making his firpt pub'Even with a decent scholarcreate problems," said Casey.
lic
ship plan. — which we don't
¦ appearance in nine years.
Terms of the -contract were
"Th-ere was no need to worry, WATER CONTROL MEET
have — high fees would close Judge Decides Calling
university doors to the muddle
though. The men were well-be- GALESVILLE, Wis. (Special ) not disclosed.
Someone Tig' Wrong
class and poor,'' he said.
haved, well-disciplined."
— Mayor Ralph Myhre, Ray G.
Most Marines return by air- Anderson, Arthur Zenke and INJURED IN FALL
OMAHA, Neb. (AP) — "Any
plane, including the nucleus of Richard McKeeth of the city GALESVILLE, Wis (Special)
At Least Police Didn't time you call anybody a pig in
the 3rd Regiment which earlier council, Attorney John Quinn — Dan Daily, owner of Gale
Leave Emptjr-Handed public, that's disorderly con- WASHINGTON (AP) - A civ- But if there is no settlement, Justice Department had not act- returned its colors to Camp and Philip Davy of Davy En- Lanes at Galesville, suffered
Pendleton.
duct," Municipal Judge D. B.
gineering, La Crosse, were bruises and was badly shaken
MILAN, Italy (JkP) - Milan Anderson said Monday as he il rights investigation the late the department is prepared to ed on EEOC recommendations The Marines, after a welcome summoned to Eau Claire Thurs- in a fall down stairs leading
Senate GOP leader Everett M. file complaints charging movie for a suit against the movie in- of signs and band music, were day for a bearing before the from the alleys to the lunch
police searched tbe Bremen-Milan express Monday night after sentenced Prank Peak, Jr., .26, Dirksen demanded the govern- studios, TV networks and var- dustry.
bused to Camp Pendleton for state resource development de- room below He had locked the
ment end may result in a suit ious craft unions with anti-Ne- Citing Negro employment fig- discharge or reassignment.
an anonymous telephone caller to 30 days in jail.
in regard to getting doors after league bowling and
ures, Alexander said the major An additional 460 Marines re- partment
said a smuggler had hidden Policeman Samuel Lee Jr. against the motion picture and gro hiring practices.
rid of excess water used by was joining his wife to go tp
Hollywood
studios
had
only
a
thousands of dollars worth of testified he was working ia uni- television industries.
turn froifi Vietnam Friday on Gale Packing Co. during the their apartment An ambulance
Attorneys for the major mo-vie Ironically, it was the movie handful of blacks among their three dock landing ships—the
German marks Ln the train 's
packing season.
was called and he was taken
Dirksen
industry
probe
that
led
duty
form
as
a
guard
while
off
nonperforming,
off-camera
emstudios
and
the
three
television
phone booth.
Whetstone,
Colonial
and
CornThe
city
was
given
until
1971
to St. Francis Hospital, La
27
to
March
to
threaten
last
The police found a large pack- when an argument occurred. He networks began talks with Jus- have Clifford L. Alexander Jr. ployes. The EEOC findings said stock.
to take care of the problem. Crosse, for observation.
only eight Negroes were includage in the corner of the booth. It said Peak called him. a pig. tice Department civil rights offi- fired
as chairman of the Equal ed ih the more than 4,000 union
contained 50 rolls of toilet pa- Peak said he did not remember cials Monday in a last-ditch atEmployment Opportunity Com- members.
tempt to avert legal action.
caHiiig the officer a pig.
per. 0
mission.
The EEOC claimed discrimiThe Illinois. R e p u b l i c a n
claimed the EEOC, under Alex- natory employment practices
ander's leadership, harassed in- were perpetuated through the
dustry executives during hear- industry's experience roster
system, under which craft
ings in Los Angeles.
A ^____________________________________ \_ ^^^^^^
Responding to Dirksen, the unions are given the right to
White House announced Alexan- furnish needed employes to studer would be replaced. But the dios.
young Negro lawyer quit before Quietly during the past summer,? the Justice Department
he was ousted.
In doing so, Alexander pro- sent its own investigators to
tested a "crippling lack of sup- Bollywood where they followed
port" by the Nixon administra- up the EEOC probe by expandtion, particularly because the ing into the television industry.
¦
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Movie^ TV Industries May
Face Discrimination Action
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BI.EMDEO 'WIIISKEV-M PROOF-«U% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS « JA5. BARCLAY J. CO,

LTD., PEORIA, ILL INOIS

CHICAGO (AP) _ David T.
Dellinger says Hanoi plans to
open up a regular exchange of
nj ail between American prisoners of war and their families,
Dellinger, head of the National Mobilization Committee to
End the War in Vietnam, also
declared Monday the North
Vietnamese would release the
names of their prisoners, although not necessarily right
away.
He said the U.S. peace movement was the only channel Hanoi would use in providing such
a list.
Bellinger made these statements in disclosing parts of a
plan his attorney said was arranged in meetings with the
North Vietnamese in Paris over
the weekend. The disclosure
came at a news conference between sessions of a U.S. District
Court trial where Dellinger and
seven other men are being tried
on charges of conspiracy to incite riots during the 1968 Democratic National Convention.
. Defense attorney William M .
Kunstler visited Paris at the request o£ Dellinger and another
defendant, Rennard C. "Ronnie '' Davis, Dellinger said. He
said he and Davis had been invited to make the trip but were
not granted permission to leave
the jurisdiction of the court.
Dellinger said the North Vietnamese would release the
names of prisoners of war at
some future date but that someone may have to go to Paris
again , before this could be
brought abflut. He said ho assumed the names of nil flyers
sftiot down would be included.
In Washington, Stnte Department officials cautioned against
expectations that North Vietnam is about to rejeaso a list of
American prisoners it is holding.
The officials added that it is
not clear that Kunstler had
learned any more than wives of
c aptive Americans who n\m
talked to North Vietnamese repr esentatives ln Paris.
Substantial information on
US, prisoners probably would
bo available in Washington Nov.
15, one of (he days in the next
scheduled Vietnam Mora torium ,
Dellinger predicted.

Say State Hospital
Should Transfer
Orthopedic School

ST. PAUL tff i - The Gillete
State Hospital here should transfer its orthopedic program and
school to a large medical complex, the Minnesota Welfare Department told a Senate subcommittee Monday.
The department said the hospital's buildings are about 60
years old and are "very inefficient and uneconomical to operate." It did not suggest any
specific complex to absorb Gillete.
The hospital has an estimated
2,500 patients, including both
resident and outpatients.
Gillette medical director Dr.
Robert Winter told the welfare
subcommittee it is important to
keep the hospital as a unit because of its expertise in orthopedics, its school and its on-site
brace shop.
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Says Republicans
Take 'Negative
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STEVENS POINT, Wis. m —
State Sen. Fred Risser of Madison, Democratic minority leader, said Monday night the legislature should "pack up and go
home '' if majority Republicans
do not change their attitude on
key bills.
Risser accused Republican
leaders of taking a "negative
approach to the serious problems facing the state."
His speech was for a meeting
of Portage County Democrats at
the American Legion Hall .
Risser said nothing has b«cn
accomplished during the last 10
months "except passage of a
poor budget and tlie largest tax
increa se in the state- 's history,
and these were adopted two
months late."
The Madison Democrat noted
the legislature has noted on
only .ibout 200 of tlie 2,000
bills introduced this year.
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Minneiska Candidate

MINNEISKA. Minn. _ Only
one candidate filed for village
office in Minneiska , according
to Mrs. Lester Brucska , clerk.
Ed Heaser , incumbent treasurer , filed for re-election. His
nnmo will be on the ballot nt
the Nov. 4 election. There will
bo blanks on the ballot for
mayor nnd trustees ns the Incumbents , Lester Bruesko, mayor , nnd Albin Konkel , trustee,
didn 't fllo nnd no one else filed
for these positions.

Call long distance tonight. Northwestern Bell (A)

lerms
Scott
Head Rules State
Crime Bureau Files Modified Now?
Can Stay Private

WHEN PROHIBITION, 18th AMENDMEN T T00K.F0RCE

50 Years Ago, Volstead

Rep. "Volstead is remembered death in 1947. His daughter
here as a small man with a wrote in 1944, "Dad lives over
mustache, often described as an the Minnesota River and enjoys
WASHINGTON (AP) — Sen- backing off his personal suggesable public official and a "fine
Republican Leader Hugh tion that the United States initiate
old gentleman." But to the rest his garden and shrubs. But he ST. PAUL CAP) — Minnesota
Scott
lad hoped his proposal for ate a cease-fire, to remain efAtty. Gen. Douglas Head ruled
of his countrymen, he was the seldom talks of Prohibition.?
Just two years before, Vol- Monday that the State Crime a U.S. cease-fire in South Viet- fective if the communists obpersonification of Prohibition.
When repeal came, Volstead stead had watched the final Bureau does not have to make nam would draw some signal serve it, too.
maintained his position as a page of the political "drys vs. its files available to the general from Hanoi — instead he got a But he certainly modified his
wets" battle from the sidelines, public.
terms.
"dry."
White; House.
as Granite Falls established a Head made /the ruling at tbe call from the
is on a
He insisted that the liquor ban municipal liquor store. Volstead request of Harold P..Higgins, Senate sources reported.. Scott "Since the President the
hope
I
express
peace
course,
had improved moral conditions, took no active part in the cam- crime bureau superintendent. was requested to do two tilings;
that
a mutually observed
cease-fire
prosaying "law does regulate mor- paign.
¦
make
clear
the
.. ' , _ Higgins said a growing number
result," Scott
ality, has regulated morality Although a life-long opponent of requests from employers and posal was not an administration cease-fire will
occurs is a matter
ever since the ten command- of liquor, Volstead once admit- other persons have steadily in- offering, and if there is such a said. "How it
of speculation."
ments were given."
ted having taken a drink or two. creased the bureau's work load. step, it will have to be mutually The change in Monday's terAfter the sale of beer was le- "I don't know that there's any Head said that Crime Bureau observed.
demonstrated
the
galized in 1933, Volstead wrote, harm in one drink," he said. files are not public records and Scott did as he was asked, al- minology
man who
problems
facing
a
"I grant that you wets have won "But any more than one. . .1 need be open only to law en- though he felt both points alserves as:
ready had been made.
but do not forget you are now on just don't know." '
forcement officers and others
—Leader of the Senate's 43
trial."
Not many people know the specifically authorized by law.
Republican minority.
Volstead took the beer forces name of Andrew J. Volstead The attorney general said that He again disclaimed any member Senate representative,
—Chief
knowledge
of
what
President
's
defi1
were
symbols
of
i
nation
ready
was
in
effect
in
33
of
the
EVERETT
By ARTHUR
up on their pledge not to bring anymore, not even here. Bat individuals named in Crime BurNixon intends to say in his Nov. and frequently spokesman, for ¦
NEW YORK (AP) - The Vol- ance of the law . The hip flask 48 states, and Alaska, Puerto back saloons. "I do not believe most everyone remembers Pro eau files or their attorney may 3 speech on Vietnam, adding Republican administration.
Rico, Hawaii and the District of
stead Act became the law of the was as common on a man's per- Columbia. Of the approximately that. Is there anyone silly hibition, a 14-year American ex- see the files , but that the gen- "but I do hope a mutually ob- —Senator from Pennsylvania,
enough to believe that you will periment against
Iand 50 years ago today. Offi- son as his billfold.
legalized eral public has no right to view served cease-fire will result." where he will be running for re105 million Americans, 63.3 per carry out that promise?"
cially the country went dry. Ac- The national crime syndicate, cent were forbidden alcohol.
drinking;
them.
Scott insisted he was not election next year.
A man of droll humor, Voltually, national prohibition ush- as Americans know it today,
Rep.
Andrew
Volstead
of
stead showed a flash of rare
ered in the wettest era in the came into being to cater to the
nation's history^ the Roaring ¦unslakable thirst of prohibition- Minnesota was the sponsor of public wit when he replied to a
the National Prohibition Act query whether dry leaders had
20s. ' . '
beset citizens.
"A great social and economic . Not until Worl d War I did pro- which defined intoxicating liq- telephoned or telegraphed Mm
¦
¦
¦
' y ^_______m
experiment, noble in nature and hibition evolve on a national uor as any beverage containing after beer was legalized.
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"one
half
of
one
per
centum
or
"Thy probably haven't got
far reaching in purpose, " Her- scale. Some critics claimed it
the money to send telegrams,"
bert Hoover called the N ational was pushed through only be- more of alcohol by volume."
Prohibition Act in 1928, the year cause of the absence in the The Volstead Act was intend- said Volstead.
ed to dry up the country until In the age of television, it is
he was elected president.
armed forces of so many young the 18th
amendment became ef- interesting that the U.S. repreAmericans.
M J
fective.
President
Woodrow Wil- sentative from Granite Falls
But by then prohibition was a
The lfith amendment to the
collossal flop, noble or , other- Constitution was adopted Jan, son vetoed it Oct. 27, 1919, but shunned publicity during his
the House overrode him the public career, declining to be inwise.
. 16, 1919, to become effective one
The speakeasy was the social1 year later. It outlawed the same day. The Senate followed terviewed or photographed.
center of the nation — where transport, possession or sale of suit on Oct. 28, 1919, and prohi- 'In retirement, Volstead withthere had been 15,000 prohi-" alcoholic beverages throughout bition became the law.
drew even further. He refused
During prohibition , women numerous offers to profit from
bition* saloons in New York, the nation.
took
their,
place at bars for the the fact he wrote the Volstead
there were 32,000 spea&easies.
Home brew and bathtub gini At that time, prohibition al- first time, alongside men. Even act, to write about his life and
as in today's controversy over
marijuana, there was a theory his philosophy.
that prohibition caused a moral Instead, Volstead lived the life
breakdown imong young people of a country lawyer until his
—turning them cjmical toward
law enforcement and undermining their respect for authority.
Then, 40 years ago this
Wednesday, 10 years after prohibition had begun, the stock
market crashed. An era of woncirdi
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House cheering section Is recent. Officials say it began with
President John P. Kennedy, expanded under President Lyndon
B. Johnson and now has been
adopted by Nixon.
stead and he was a U.S. representative from Minnesota: for 20
years. In 1919, Volstead was at
the height of his power as chairman of the House Judiciary
Committee.
His Volstead Act, passed by
the House and Senate within 24
hours on Oct. 27-28, 1919, put into effect the 18th Amendment to

GRANITE FALLS, Minh.
(AP) — If you feel the urge today, you can buy a drink or two,
even here in Yellow Medicine
County in Minnesota.
But 50 years ago todaj, you
could not, mainly because of a
man who made this town his
residence for many years.
His name was Andrew J. Vol-

the U.S. Constitution — Prohibition.
Years before, Volstead had
fought the same issue on a
smaller scale, leading a successful battle in Yellow Medicine County. And he kept Yellow
Medicine dry, vigorously prosecuting liquor law violators from
his position as -county attorney.

Somehow Volstead s
Plan Got Mixe d Up
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Philadel phians
Purchase Pistols
PHILADELPHI A (AP)
Some little old ladies , with a
few young ladies and a few men
and teen agers , are flocking to a
store where a three-day aale of
pistols is in progress.
The weapons range in price
from $4.88 to $8.99. The pistols
can fire both blanks and tear
gas cartridges.
Buyers said they wanted the
pistols for protection because of
crime in the streets.
No license is required to carry
these weapons, but the purchaser must be over 18 years old.

Blue Fined $1,000 on
Tax Evasion Count
LOS ANGELES (AP) -Comedian Ben Blue , 68, has been
fined $1,000 on his plea of no
contest to income tax evasion in
1958.
U.S, Dist. Court Judge Pelrson M. Hall , who imposed the
fine Monday , had dismissed tho
case against Blue in 1085 but the
U.S. Supreme Court ordered it
reinstate d the following year.
Blue , ot Beverly Hills , orcinalljr was charged in a lfl(M indictment witli evading $34,344. in
taxes,

Fantastic Halloween
Costumes
___
For tiny too... enchanting, colorful, flame-reairclnnt costumes Indude Blue Fairy, "Witch, Pirate, Kitten and mon.Masks have iarge

For children... frightful and f unny costumes include lads' fitvorite
TV and comic strip characters. Also, skeleton, clown, devil and
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OFFICIAL PROCEEDINGS
Of the Extra Session of the Board of County
Commissioners of Wi nona County, Minnesota.
October 6, 1969
The Board «f County Commissioner*
tl Wlnons Counly, Minnesota;, met In
their room of the Court House In the city
of Winona on October t, W), at 9:30
o'clock A.M. with th» following member*
present: Richard Sdioonover, James Pa.
penlusj, Les R. Borkowskl, Paul Baer
and Chairman Len j. Merchlewltz pre*ld(ng.
Minutes' of Ihe September i, September 8, September li and September 25,
1»6», meetings were read and approved

as read. .

Others In attendance were Vernold
Boynton, Zonlna Administrator, and Mrs.
Henry Stanktewlci, Least)* of Women
Voters.
On motion, a conditional land- use permit was approved for the Minnesota
Highway Department for a storage building on approximately ten acres tn Section 59, Wilson Township.
On motion, a letter.trom Ability BulMIhg Center In regard to Sheltered Workshop was received and placed on file.
On motion, a letter from the Highway
Engineer 1n regard to a street on CSAH
59 In the Village of Lewiston was received and placed on file.
On motion/ a claim from fhe C. & tt.
Claims Service on behalf of Acco Seed
Company for an accident at tha Intersection of County Road No. 25, Warren
Township Road No. 29 . and Utica township Road Mo. 1 was received and placed
on file and referred to the Winona Insurance Agency.
On motion, Finding of Fact, Conclusion*
of Law and Order of the Stockton.
Rollingstone - Minnesota City Watershed
District was received and placed on
file.
On motion, fhe Board adlourned fo 1:30
o'clock P.to.
MOMDAY, OCTOBER C, IMI,
»t 1:30 o'clock P.M.
The Wkiona Counly Board of Commissioners met In their room of the 'Court
House wilh all members present and
Chairman Len J. Merchlewltz presiding.
Others present were Mrs. John Luebbe of the League of Women Voters,
Duane Peterson, Paul Libera and John
Waldo for the Winona County Historical
Society.
Pursuant to a public hearing at 2:oo
o'clock P.M., the following was ordered.
State of Minnesota ) ss.
County of Winona )
In the Matter of the Dissolution
of Common school District
No. 3S97
The above entitled matter came en
duly to be heard by the County Board
of Winona County, Minnesota, at the
Court Hwjse In the City of Winona Iri said
County, on tha «h day of October, J 9S9,
af 2:00 o'clock P.M., pursuant to : notice duly given as provided by law and
the order of said Board; and the Board
having heard all persons Interested In
said matter; both for and against, finds
as follows:
First—That said proceedings were tn•Muted by:
(c) A resolution adopted by the electors of ssld district at a legal meeting
and certified by the Clerk of said district to. the County Auditor.
Second — That less than 90 days have
elapsed since the date of said hearing
and ' the Board being of the opinion,
from the facts adduced at said hearing,
that It ts expedient and will be to the
best Interest of the Inhabitants cf said
territory to¦ have said school district dissolved: .
NOW THEREFORE IT IS ORDERED,
That said Common School District Mo.
2597 be dissolved and thai tha territory
embraced therein be attached to other
existing tchool districts or unorganized
territory as follows, to-wlt:
All te Independent District No. ««.
(3)
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED,
That the assets and liabilities of said

Common School District No. 2597, be distrlbuted es follows, to-wlt:
All assets or liabilities of whatever nature to Independent District No. 861 .
(4) The outstanding bonded debt of
said Common School District No. 2597 Is
None Dollars.
(5) The proposed effective data of this
order Is hereby fixed as the 1st day ol
July, 1970.
Dated this 6th day of October, 1969.
Len J. Merchlewltz,
Chairman, Board of
County Commissioners,
Attest:
Alois. J. Wtttek,
County Auditor.
The within and foregoing interlocutory
order became final and effective on the
1st day of July, 1970, by order of Ihe
Board of County Commissioners adopted
on the 6th day of October, 1969.
Len J. Merchlewltz,
Chairman, Board of
County Commissioners.
Attest:
Alois J. Wiczek,
County Auditor,
j
On motion, the proposed school plat
for independent Districts 857 and 661
was received and placed on file.
On motion, ' an application for homestead classification was approved for the
Ernest A. Anderson property In the City
of Winona.;
On motion, the Board adlourned to
9:30 o'clock A.M., Tuesday, October 7,
1969.
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 7, 1949,
*t ttiO o'clock A.M.
The Winona County Board of commissioners rriet In the County Commissioners'
room of the Court House in the City
of Winona, Minnesota, at 9:30 o'clock
A.M. with the following members present: Richard Schoonover, Leo R. Borkowskl, James papenfuss, Paul Baer and
Chairman Len J, Merchlewltz presiding.
Bids wera opened at 10:00 o'clock A.M.
on the following: Three each dump boxes,
snow plows end hydraulic accessories
from Charles Olson & Sons, Inc., for the
amount of $20,148.00 for three units.
On motion, the Board adlourned.
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 7, 1969,
at 1:30 o'clock P.M.
Th» Winona County Board of Commissioners met In the county Commls.
sloners' room of the Court House with
all members present and Chairman Len
J. Merchlewlz presiding.
Others In attendance: Susan Stelner,
Supervisor Public Health Nursing Serv.
Ic«. . .
. .
On motion, the following disposition ot
delinquent personal properly taxes was
made.
Report of fhe County Board.of th*
County of Wlnons, Stat* of Minnesota,
of Uncollected and Cancelled Personal
Property Taxes lor the Year 1«».
Winona, Minnesota,
October 7, 1969.
BE IT KNOWN, That the County Board
of Winona County, Minnesota, did meet
In session on the 7th day of October,
1969, that at said session the County
Treasurer of said County delivered ' )
said Board the list of uncollected personal property taxes for the year 1969,
together with hfe certificate thereon as
required by law: and that at seld session the said Board did duly consider
said list of uncollected taxes, and did
cancel such taxes as they art satisfied
cannot be collected. That the following
Is a ' correct list of said uncollected
personal property faxes In *ald County
for said year of 1969, as so revised by
said Board, to-wlt:

N»me ef Person Asuswd
Twp. or Dist.
Briesath, Bob ................ Wliwna City
Fakler, Paul
Winona City
Green, T. Charles ...........; Winona City
Krause, David & Robert .... Winona City
Meier, Gabriel E. ........... Winona City
Winona City
Mohan, James
Page, barnl ................ Winona City
Physical Ed. Apparel ....... Winona City
Winona City
Raines, Frank A.
Winder, DonaW T. ........... Winona City
Schroeder, Richard ..... Whitewater Twp.
Elba Village
Ellrlnger, Bernard
St. Charles City
Davis, Ernest I
. ' ..

Penalty
Total Remarks
Tax A cost*
$16.98
$1.3e
$18.34 Citation
18.34
citation
M.»
1.3*
18.68
1.49
20.17 Citation
39.0&
3,12
42.18 Citation
44.14
3.53
47.«7 Citation
37.34
2.99
40.35
Citation
45.86 Citation
3.40
42.46
-c
2.72
36.« . itation. .
33.96
54.34
4.35
58.69 Citation
Citation
11.04
.88
n.92
13.17
1.05
14.22
Citation
Citation
19.90
1.59
21.49
15.47
Citation
1.15
14.32

That the following 1* a correct list of tha personal property taxes In said
County for said year which said Board are satisfied cannot be collected, and
io cancelled by said Board, to-wlt:
¦
¦
- . -.
.
- Penalty
Total
Twp.
er
out.
Tax ICotf*
Asseistd
«
Person
Ham*
J3.26
544.02
$40,76
Winona City
Lobiand, Darrell
1.09
14.67
Wlnone
City
13.58
Nappe, Evelyn
.68
9.18
Winona City
8.50
Wetzel, JamM

i
/ttest:

The County Board of Winona County, Minnesota,
James Papenfuss
Len J. Merchlewltz
Paul Baer
Richard Schoonover
Leo R. Borkowskl
Alois J. Wlcrek, County Auditor.

On motion, the contract for three
plows and hydraulic
dump boxes, snow
5
accessories was awarded to Chas. Olson
& Sons, Inc. Reasons for acceptance of
one bid were that this was tho second
lima advertised and the pressing need
for Ihe equipment as evidenced by the
75-day delivery date.
On motion, the usual monthly bills
wfe're allowed. (Code: Mat. Material,
Sups. Supplies, Serv. Service, etc)

OUT OF THE COUNTY
REVENUE FUND

Lewis E. Albert, Drawing
Jurora
••• *
Walter Albrecht, SCS Exp.
lch,
Brunsw
Aloo Division of
Sups
American Oil Co., Sheriff Patrol
Elroy P, Balk, <3uord Fee ,, ..
Bombonok' s, Inc., Sups
Lowell Barkelm, SCS Exp
George J. Beech, SCS Exp
Donald W. Blake, Trans
Vernold A, Boynton, Exp
Maryollen Brady, Exp
Maryollen Brady. Serv
Duck's Camera Shop, Sups
Donald Buop e, SCS Exp
Bunko 's Apco Service, Sheriff
Potrol
Lynne Caldwell, serv.
George AA. Christensen, Serv. ...
Communication service, Sheriff
Patrol ,.;
•• ••••
Communlly Memorial Hospital,
¦
SUPS
R. D .Cone Co., Sups
Cook Auto Body Shop, Sheriff
Patro l
±L"' ,'. i "
Gerald E. Cunnlnnham, Sheriff

Bd. Prls. ,

Teresa W. Curbow, Exp
Clinton W, Dabelstein, SCS Exp,
Doroy, Hahn 8. Co., Sorv
Edwln'3 Jewelers, Sups
Fedora! Bakery ot Wlnons, Inc,
Dd. Prls
George L. Fort, Exp
Lamar Fort, Guard Feo
Alvin Gensmer, SCS Exp
Mrs. F«y Ollto, E-xp
Goodie's Corner Cote, Bd. prls.,.
GTC Motor Paris & Equipment,
Supsy
Gust Shoe Repair , Sups.
Jnmes F. Holnlon, Exp
Mrs. Shirley A. Holtan, Exp, ..
Houohton Mlfllln Co., Supl
Imperial 400 Molds, Exp
International Business MnchlnH
Corp., Reps
Jesse 0. Joslus, Exp
Jonos 4 Kroeger Co., Sups
JoswIcK Fuol aoll Cd„ fuel ..
Mrs. Ellen Kent, Exp
Kline Electric, Sups
Lund Typewriter Co., Supi
Ted NVOlor Drug Co., Supl
,.
Jerome Mnleruj . SCS Exp
Mason Publishing Co., Supi
,
Sups
Service
May 's Photo
John R. Mlchool. SCS E*p
Miller- OBV IJ CO., Sups
Nolfo Center of l/nlvorslly of
Minn., Mlsc
Ccdrlc F. Williams, Sec, Minn.
Assn. of Juvanlle Court Judges,
Dues
'
Monroe International , Reps
Motorola Communications It, Electronics, Inc., Sharltf-pollca
Radio
, .,
Roland L, Mueller, SCS Exp, .,
Jnmoj F. NeocK , Exp
Northern Slates Power Cc,
Serv
Northwestern Bell Telephone Co.,

. .f 'JJ
13.85
52 45

'
4,92
2O.00
3.14
20.25
43B.90
315,00
ns.as
7.80
11O.00
14.94
28.35
a 65

'
«.<j0
75,00

U,M

"'"
-«.2°
'

«S5
10.00

27.00
35,00
10.00

__

'•¦«'
3.82
10.00
ZI .M
164.M
352.50
?•«
«.30
27.30
80,60
30.57
54.07
»4.«0
28.30
31.49
946.22
19.60
19.68
70.27
7.72
H.00
20.00
32.21
462.90
84,t2
42.50
43,00
25.00
45.«
6,75
16.20
446.75

serv
<"°-"
Oliver Office Equipment, Inc.,
32.46
Sups.
4.48
Pa Inf Depot, Inc., Sups
Poucher Printing & LithographSups
64.20
ing Co.,
28.00
Praxel Ambulance Service, Serv.
Randy's Janitor & Sanitation
60.10
Supplies, Sups
The Rite-Way, Reps
9.00
Rochester Orthopedic Appliances,
Inc., Sups
31.50
129.40
Mrs. Catherine Ross, Exp
City o( St. Charles, W\un. Ct
25.00
Sanitary Plumbing & Heating
Co., Reps
44.87
S. A. sawyer, Exp
125.45
Schilling Paper Co., Sups
97.65
, 126.08
Sentry Ins., Ins
Shepard's Citations, Sups
46.00
Llndley Smith, SCS Exp
31.50
Spence-McCord, Sups
16.94
Vernon L. Spltzer, Guard Fee ...
20,00
Sprlngdal* Dairy, Bd. Prls
12,90
Bruce W. Sf anion. Guard Fee ..
lo.oo
Standard Oil Co., Sheriff Patrol
369.95
Susan Stelner, Exp
51.44
Charles Taylor, SCS Exp
15.60
Jack Thode, Guard Fee
10.00
Trl State Business MatWnos,
Inc., Sups
719.21
Willis E. Tulare, Exp
139,32
Vallay Press, Exp
15.00
Valley Wholesalers , Inc, Sups. ..
6,«o
C. Paul Venables, Inc., Sheriff
Patrol
,0.35
.
Helmor Weinmann, Guard Fee ..
10,00
City of Wlnonn, Mun. ct
10.00
Winona clean Towel Service,
Serv.
Ua
Winona Dally News, P8.P
763,50
Winona Counly Day Activities
Conler, Inc., First V> Payt
MOO.00
Winona Insurance Agency, Ins..
501 00
Winona Printing Co., Sups. ...
485 95
Winona Rubbish Service , Serv.
40.00
OUT OF THE BOAT « WATER
SAFETY ENFORCEMENT
FUND
Helmer Weinmann, Patrol ,.,, » 3,00
John J. Schneider, Pairol
3^ 00
Bruce w. Slenion, Patrol
3M
OUT OF THE ROAD «.
BRIDOB FUND
Allure Hardware, Sups
» 27 So
American Plumbing 4, Heating
Co., Sups
mo
Be* Line Service, Sups
5050
B-K Auto Supply Co., Mat. ,.,
1593
M. B. Blackmon, Sup
10 00
Communication Service , Mat. A.
<Uo
Doerer 's Genuine Parts, Sups . ,
u\\
Dunn Blacktop Co,, Mat
3,07s!oo
Edwards Spraying 8, Construction Co., Sups
aid 00
T . R, Erickson Co., Sups, ...
79 'co
Faitenal Co., Sups
n.50
Feiten Inmplemeiit Co., Sups. '
3207
Q&Q Construction Co., Final Est. 6,'J29 72
Giq Construction Co., Final Est. 7,50990
OTC Motor Paris 8, Equipment,
169.94
„ SuP» - .
Grim Industries , Inc., Sups.
unj
Mall Equipment, Inc., Sups. ,,.
«| ';o
R. Herschel Mfg. Co,, Mat
128,09
Hubba-Hub Stoke Co., sups. ,
1245
Joe 's Magneto a, Radiator Serv,, '
Sups
IJ J
^
Kendeli-O'Brlen Lumber Co,, Mat.
MM
Kline Electric, Sups . .. ,
9.50
Lachoro Electric Motor, Mat. A
51.78
La Crosse Auto Supply, Inc,
Sups
,
15.40
LoucKs Aulo Supply, Inc., Sups.
32.59
Lund Typewriter Co ., Sups .
1341
Wm, Miller Scrap Iron A Motal
Co,, Mnt
8.00

Minnesota Mining & Mfg, Co.,
Sups
38.30
Mississippi Welders 8, Auto Supply Co., Mat.
23./0
Mobil Oil Corp., Sups.
.44.55
Motorola C&E. inc.. Misc.
139.40
Motorola C8.E, Inc., New Equip. 691.00
Nelson Tire Service, Sups. .:... 372.83
Newman Signs, Inc., Mat. . . . . . .
694 .46
Arnold P. Nilles, ROW 8, Damages
30.00
Northern States Power Co.,
^_
Serv.
_^29?.97
—
Northwestern Bell Telephone Co,,
.......
Serv. ..79J14
Paint Depot, Inc., Mat
17.98
Kenneth W. Pape, Sups.
84.75
Paper Calmenson & Co., Mat. .. 409.63
Peterson Seed Co., Mat.
275.00
Power Maintenance Sc Supply
Co., Sups.
5US
H. A. Rogers Co., Mat. ........
8JO
St. Charles ow>p Creamery,
¦ .:
-..
Sups
33.60
» 180.80
Richard Schultz, Sups
Sentry Insurance, Ins.
288.17
John Sherman & Sons, Sups. ..
6.89
Pete Speltz, Sups
78.75
Standard Oil, Sups.
1,265.75
Steffen Real Estate Agency, Serv. 100.00
Traffic Marking Service, Inc.,
Mat.
3,185.50
Ti-State Business Machines, Inc.,
Sups
13.93
United Building Centers, Inc.
(St. Charles), Met. . ? . . . . . . , . .
2,18
United Building Centers, Inc.
(Winona), AAat.
33.30
Valley Distributing Co., Sups.... 139.67
The Warner Swasey Co., Sups... 100.65
S. Welsman 8, Sons., Inc., Mat.
28.70
Winona Auto Parts Co., Inc.,
Sups.
24.06
Winona Boiler & Steel Co., Mat.
82 45
Winona Clean Towel Service,
¦
Serv.
...
|3,20
Winona Dally News, P8.P ....:.
70,80
Winona Engine Rebullders, Sups, 142.06
Winona Paint 8. Glass Co., Mat.
34 .26
•>
Winona Ready-Mixed Concrete,
Mat.
?. ...
35.20
Winona Truck Service, Sups. .... 242.48
Woblg Welding, Mat.
1SS 85
Wynn's Car Care Products, Sups.
27.84
Ziegler, Inc., Sups. ......
60.50
On motion, the following was adapted:
WHEREAS, SAP 85-629-04, SAP 85-62517, CP 6521 and CP 6911 have In all
things been completed and the County
Board being fully advised in the
premises,
NOW THBN BE IT RESOLVED, That
we do hereby accept said completed
pro|ecls for and In behalf of the County of Wiriona and authorize final payment as f o l l o w s : G8.Q Construction
Co., CP 6521 and SAP 85-629-04 and
85-625-11, $7,589.90, and CP 6911, Mr
329.72.
Pursuant to Informal bids received on
a Sheriff's patrol car, purchase of th*
car was awarded to Quality Chevrolet
Co. tor $2,699.00, being low bid of
four received.
On motion, monthly reports were received and placed on file from Public
Health Nursing Service, Civil Defense
Director, Veterans Service Officer, Agricultural Inspector.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, That ah
extra session of the County Board of
Winona County, Minnesota, will be held
at the Court House In the City of
Winona, on the 20th day of October,
A.D. 1969.
Len J. Merchlewltz ) County
Richard Schoonover ) Commissioners,
) Winona
Leo*. Borkovrekl
) County,
James Papenfuss
Paul Baer
) Minnesota
Attest:
Alois J. Wiczek,
County Auditor and
ex-officlo Clerk, of fhe Board.
Dated at Winona, this 7th day cf
October, 1969.
. On motion, the Board adlourned.
Len J. /Merchlewltz,
Chairman of the Board.
Affestr
¦
Alois J. Wiczek,
County Auditor.
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AND BEAR IT

Police, Firemen
Back at Work
In Sioux Falls

SIOUX FALLS, S.D. <AP) Police and firemen are back on
duty in full force today following settlement last night of a
four-day wage dispute which
had left this city of 80,000 with
only token personal and property protection.
Police-Fire Wage Committee
chairman Don Schryver said approval of a 10 per cent -wage increase was nearly unanimous ih
a vote of police and firemen
Monday night.

The offer, negotiated by the
committee with Mayor M. E.
Schirmer and commissioner
Eari McCart, calls for the 10 per 'WHOEVER LEFT A Flfc WX OM MOMS 6EO 6eTTE£<30
cent increase to take effect Dec. UPSTAIRS/HS77 OL RUFF'S GIVJN1 ITA SAD7JMBJ'
11. It will remain in effect
Through 1970 with an adjustment
for 1971 in accordance with the
iedejal government's cost of
APARTMENT 3-G
living index on Jan. 1 of that
year.
I
. ' ' u r r r^ ^ ^m m m m m r r .
•
t I
r
Although there was never a
formal strike, forces were severely reduced as firemen and
police called in "sick and unable to work" after the state Supreme Court late Thursday
threw out an initiated wage ordinance.
The ordinance had called for
a 23.9 per cent increase for firemen and police last Jan. 1, but
was never placed in effect because city officials said they
had no funds for it.
In a unanimous opinion, the
Supreme Court said a city does
not have authority to delegate
fixing salaries to initiated action
of the electorate.
The ten per cent increase
would move a rookie policeman
from $470 a month to $510. A
starting fireman would advance
from $489 to $538.
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"'It's satisf ying, though,how their scholarly interest in Atner*
'ican history makes them willing to sacrifice sleep when
there 's « pra-1940film cn the LafeShowJ

By Alex Kotzlcy
- i Mnm.-i, Hill H-JL»
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By Dal CortH

REX MORGAN, M.D.

A female mosquito stabs her
victim with a complex proboscis
equipped with six piercing organs. She can easily drill
through the skin to reach a capillary.

NASON ON EDUCATION

Reading Aloud
Requires Practice

By LESLIE J. Nason, Ed. D.
University of South. California
A student should learn many
types of reading skills. He
should be taught how to read
newspapers, novels, essays, history, philosophy, science and
mathematics. For best results,
each requires its own mind-set
and speed of reading.
Different from all the others
is the ability to read aloud.
The rules for efficient, rapid,
stfeat reading must be violated.
To do efficient, rapid , silent
reading, a student is admonished not to form the words, either
with his lips or in his throat.
He is urged not to read the
material word by word, but to
grasp whole phrases, often neglecting to even "see'» some of
the small words, like the articles. In silent reading, he does
not think about syllabication nor
pronunciation, let aTone enunciation. His speech muscles are
held immobile.
THROUGH tliis process, the
eye passes over the written material far more rapidly than the
words could be spoken, often
two or three times as fast —
sometimes 10 times as fast for
some speed readers.
Readinc aloud , on the other
hand , calls for coordination of
vision and speech muscles.
Every word must be seen and
pronounced . The student must
not only recall the mewiing of
the word, but its syllabication
anrl how it's nrotiounced.
To read well, he must read
with expression . He mu&t hive
in mind , not only the understanding of the mnterinl for his
own sake, but the communicating of the ideas to the listeners .
David was havlnt? real diffi cult^ with oral reading in tbe
Sth Grade He was not plowed
to take the ren<iinr * bonk out
of the classroom. His only preparation for readin" aloud wns
thn bit of Rilent rendine.
lie had not been fiven any
spcciaiJ instruction by tho teach er on how to prenaro for this
activity. No wonder he read
with hesitation nnd occasionally some fitnmm«rinr! and stutterinp. He wns Mnn testorl on
n skill for which he wns nllowcd
n« ODnorli>',»" to practice .
The
fn'fnwinr' procedures
brought improvement. Knch
eveninrr bn Kolwsfod n. portion
«f mnffWpl in Ms hisforv honk.
TTr> rr-nd " silnntlv to pet th«
rnnnnin^ T^n he rend it i\«f\i _
ilenMv . 'yoflipp cvi'v \ynrrl,
but ,stoTttiinr> fo nrr""w«eo dif'iciiM umrds nlnii'l Hr. (hon rn••eiifl th^ niifrrinl three or four
<»Vi«o nlnud,
Willi e/ioh ron<)inp bn ntrnvo

By Eml» Bushmillw

NANCY

effective as it could have been
had he been allowed to practice
the next day's reading assignment in this manner, it did give
him practice in coordinating his
eye and vocal muscles. It gavo
him practice in the type of reading required for reading aloud.
As David gained skill in the
processes of reading aloud , his
ability to read in class improved. However, this was not an
ideal situation. A 5th-grade boy
needs more immediate evidence
of success if lie is to maintain
a drive for improvement.
The system " was at fault.
There's some question as to
whether the ability to read
aloud is of sufficient importance
to be given so much stress. In
any event, if a child is to be
asked to demonstrate a skill
before his olassmates, he should
be given an opportunity to practice that skill and given precise
instructions as to how the practice should be carried out.

By Saundera and Ernst

MARY WORTH
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Singer Rivers '
Wife Suing
For Divorce
SANTA MOUICA, Calif. (AP)
— Singer Johnny Rivers' wife
Vicki Sue has sued for divorce,
charging mental cruelty and
saying he hit her.
The complaint filed Monday
in Superior Court asks $3,300
monthly in temporary support
for Mrs. Rivers, 23, and the couple's infant son Michael. The
Rivers' community property
was estimated to be worth $6
million.
Rivers, 28, made tlie records
"Memphis" and "Secret Agent
Man " and owns several record
companies.
The couple married last Dec.
30 in Monterey and separated

Oct. n.
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By Parker and Hart
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To Take Bids for
Bridge, New Jail

PRESTON , Minn. _ Fillmore
County Board of Commissioners
will open bids Nov. 12 on construction of a new jail here , and
Nov. 18 on a bridge spanning the
South Branch of tho Root River
lVt miles north of Ostrander.
The bridge will bo on CSAH 1.
¦

Budget Hearing Set

INDEPENDENCE , Wis. - Independence City Council will
hold a budget hearing Nov . 3 at
It p.m. In its offices in tho city
Estimated expenditures
to "rnnrn"" )\'c (n-fonliflrvri fifi rl liali .
tr> oUtfy flin »v» j| ( /)».io l m^f-f, (,>- . hnve benn placed at $114,170 and
antici pated receipts at $47,0.21.
pro'^ion
Tlie propo.-icd tax levy i«
ALTHOUGH tills was not an $30,540.

TIGER

By Bud Bioko

Tennessee-Geofg/a Clash
Could Juggle Grid Ratings

MINNIEAR FOLLOWS BLOCKER . . . New York Giants
funning back Randy Minnlear (27) follows Mocker Willie Young
(69) who takes out Dallas Cowboys tackle Bob Lilly (74) for
a gain in first quarter of their game in Dallas , Te*x., Monday

night. Cowboys Chuck Howley (54) Comes in from the rear
trying for the tackle. Dallas battered the Giants 21-3.
(AP Phctofax )

Tarkenton Dumped 10 Times
By Hungry Dallas Defense

DALLAS (AP) — A dejected
Fran Tarkenton sat on a bench
in the New York Giants dressing room and talked like a man
who bad been with Custer at his
last stand.
"They just kept coming," said
the Giants' quarterback of the
Dallas Cowboy defense, which
dumped him 10 times for losses
totaling 70 yards in a 25-3 National Football League victory
Monday night.
"The understatement oi the
year would be that Dallas just
has a pretty good defense ," said

Tarkenton. "It's the best de- televised game in the Cotton
fense I've ever seen them play." Bowl.
Mike Clark kicked field goals
Tarkenton suffered the indig- of 47, 35, and 15 yards before
nity of being tackled in his own the bumbling Dallas offense
o
end zone for a safety by George found itself. Blessed with excelAndrie. He also fumbled once, lent field position,
every time it
threw an interception and was looked up,
the offense woke up
even tagged with a 15-yard pen- on quarterback
Craig Morton's
alty for intentionally grounding 16-yard touchdown pass
to
the ball.
Lance Rentzel and halfback Cal
New York could manage but vin Hill's 40-yaxd scoring
shot
eight first downs and couldn't
to Bob Hayes.
cross midfield in the second
The victory gave the undefeathalf, when the lethargic Cowboys erupted for 19 points in the ed Cowboys a 6-0 record in the
final quarter of their nationally Capitol Division and sank the
scrappy Giants to a 3-3 mark in
the Century Division.

Curt Peters
Belts 269-66 8

and Harvey Kane 235-602. Ray
Bambenek (596) and Luther
Myhro (589) each rolled errorless series.
At Westgate Bowl, Irlene
Trimmer ( Watkin 's of the Pin
Topplers circuit ) flipped 224-596
Errorless, breaking into _ the
year 's series top ten. Winona
Paint and Glass slapped 938-2,615.
Yvonne Carpenter bruised 203556, Vivian E. Brown 535, Betty
Englerth 210-527, Helen Englerpi
523, Bonnie Webster 520, Mary
Hengel 508, and Pat Stahman
505,
HAL-ROD LANES: VFW Sherman Woodward, Robb's,
firdd 234 and Chris Weifenbach
toppled
647 for Blanche's.
Bunke's notched 987-2,872. Bernie Jaszewski Tipped 614 and
Joe Stolpa 612.
RED "WING , Minn . — WiPark Rec Junior Girls—Kathy
nona High's junior varsity
Monahan , the Loved Ones, and
football team ended its seaPeggy Spencer , the Twinkles,
son at 1-4-2 , coming from
each collected 155, but Peggy
behind to tie Red Wing 22-22
came out on top in the twohere Monday afternoon .
game series with a 290 count.
. A 70-yard run by Bill
Keiper and a run for the
The Loved Ones totaled 716-1.two-point conve rsion mid302.
way in the fourth quarter
WESTGATE BOWL : Commugave the Hawks the tie,
nity — Arlo Stueve shelved 204
¦ The Wingers scored once
for
Erickson's and
Byrle
In the first quarter and
Tschumper of Sunbeam shot
again in the second period
538. Gibson 's collected 980-2,843.
to take a 14-0 lead. Still
Altey Gaters — Fenske's Jan
in the second quarter , quarWieczorek scattered 212-528 and
terback Mike Kenney tossed
Sue Plait threw 533 for Curley 's.
a touchdown pass to Tim
Economy Plumbing snared team
Smith, Kenney ran for the
honors with 892-2,540. Janice
two-pointer to make the
Drazkowski
slapped 530 and
score 14-8. Red Wing and
Mattie
Howe
513. Sue convertWinona each scored ira the
ed the 5-7-10 split and Mattie
third quarter . The «Hawks
connected on thd 3-7-10.
counted on a pass from KenLadies — Midland Co op got
nev to Boh Follman.
23-511 from Marcy Anderson
The Hawks pushed across
ancl used it toward a 908 count.
what woufd hnve been the
Winona Typewriter , however ,
winning touchdown on a pass
took the team scries category
from Kenney to Follman
witli 2 ,454.
with a minute to Ro but a
holding penalty nullified the
ATHLETIC CLUB : Go Getters
score.
— Orvilla Cisewski donated 104484 to EB's cause , but the Avenue Cafe teamed to lead the
Basketball Meeting
league on 871-2,405.
Monday — John Cierzan
For City Th ursday
marked 210-50 2 for Bunke 's.
A City Basketball LcaRiio Quality iShect Metal levelled 976
meeting will be held he ginning and Bunke 's 2.O0J1.
ot 7 p.m.. Thursday in the ParkRccreatlon Office , Bob Welch ,
director, said today.
All managers arc requested
to be present.
¦
Bob Lemon, who pitched 209
MINNEAPOLIS Ml - The
major league victories , will Minnesota Vikings
after n day
coach Kansas City Royal pitch- of rest Monday, ,
began preparaers for Manager Joe Gordon tions today for Sunday'
s renext season,
match against t lio Chicago
Bears .
Minnesota , 5-1 and lending the
Central Division , face a rejuvenated Bear team , which tfave the
Los Angeles Rams their roughest, game Sunday before bowing
for Publicity Purpoi«a
9-7.
The Vikings , wlio drubbed
and a Surprise Gift
Chicago nl-0 two weeks ago , will
for Your Family
be on the lookout also for a
healthier Gale Sayers , who had
his best day of the 10(59 Benson
Sunday Against the Rama ,
Studios of Photography
Sayers ru.slicd for 100 yards in
177 W 7th • Phon* 5752
15 carries and had runs of 25
ond "2Z yard .

Curt Peters, bowling for A & D
Bootery of the City league at
Hal-Rod Lanes, slarnmed 269-668
Monday night to move into second place tie in the season 's
1
single game division. Oasis
dropped 1,071 and Golden Brand
pitched 2,976.
John Walski tossed an errorless 235-666 marking his second
straight errorless league series.
Bill Bonow tipped 259-648, Bob
Jandt 672, Walt Woege 237-623,
Bob Kosidowski 619 (errorless),
Bill Armstrong 616, Bob Schossow 239-610, Bob Beadle's 603,

Alex Webster, Giants coach ,
said, "We knew they had a machine, hut not like that. I'm
damn proud of my team. You
can't take anything away from
the Giants. You don't find defensive clubs like the Cowboys.
They don't come any better."
Giants defensive back Willie
Williams said , "Our defense
played 75 or 80 per cent of the
time within our own 50. Considering Dallas is the top offensive
team in the league, I'd say our
defense did an outstanding job."

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS Ohio State held its solid lead
There's little reason to sus- by drawing 35 first-place votes
pect that powerful Ohio State and 772 points in the balloting
will have a tough time with the by a national panel of 39 sports
Wildcats this Saturday but writers and broadcasters. Ihe
Tennessee is likely to have its next
three teams, Texas,
hands full with the Bulldogs.
Tennessee and Arkansas, mainThe
top-rarked Buckeyes, tained the same order as last
while rolling up a 5-0 record , week.
have scored 232 points and giv- Southern California advanced
en up 42. Their opponents , the from seventh to sixth while
Northwestern Wildcats , h ave Louisiana State also moved up
scored 73 points and yielded 177
in posting a 2-4 mark.
The match between thirdranked Tennessee and Georgia's
Bulldogs, No. Ll, seems to be
the most attractive on this
weekend's schedule. The Vols
are 5-0 and have piled up 198
scoring points to 57 for the opposition. Georgia , 5-1, has scored
193 points with 49 against.
Second-ranked Texas takes on
Southern Methodist, Arkansas,
No. 4, plays Texas A&M and
Penn State, No. 5, meets Boston
College.
Penn State and Florida gained
the most ground among the Top
Ten teams in the latest Associated Press major college football poll. Both zoomed three
places, the Nittany liens to fifth
and Florida to seventh .

1. Ohio State ....... (35V in

2. Texas
(2) 692
New York's defense did han- 3. Tennessee ....... (1) 570
dle Morton, the Dallas signal 4. Arkansas . .. . . . . .. . . . . 547
caller who went into the game 5. Penn State ....... (1) 453
rated the No-. 1 passer in the 6. Southern California ... 396
NFL \riith a 70 per cent comple- 7. Florida
353
tion mark and no interceptions. 8. Louisiana State ....... 344
Morton could hit but 11 of 26 9. UCLA .'; ..
... 'ii 292
for 127 yards and saw two toss- 10. Notre Dame
174
es intercepted.
11. Georgia
164
12. Kansas State
146
Morton said, "They were the 13. Purdue .....
104
best defensive club we've faced 14. Missouri
.............. 91
so far this season,"
15. Wyoming ............. 67
But Andrie , Larry Cole, Jeth16. Stanford
60
ro Pugh and Bob Lilly, the flint17. Auburn ............... 37
hard front four of the Cowboy 18. Colorado ..............
17
doomsday defense couldn 't be 19. Air Force
14
controlled,
20. Michigan .............
13
"Tarkenton
is
somewhat
short, so he has to move out of
the pocket in order to spot his
receivers,"' Cole said. "We just
kept going jn with our hands up
and he couldn't see over us. It
was a lot of fun getting to him
when we did."
And Dallas coach Tom Landry admitted he wasn't overly MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — The
concerned even though the Minnesota Gophers, floundering
score was tied" 3-3 at halftime. deep in the Big Ten cellar after
Landry said , "As long as we four straight conference losses,
were playing good defense 1 received another blow Monday
felt -we would break it open when their leading pass receivsooner or later."
er, Ray Parson , walked off the

Vikings Prepare
For Bear Game

Businessmen's
PORTRAITS

DURFEY
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A RUNNER'S LIFE . . . Despite near
freezing temperatures in Winona Monday
afternoon , a cross country runner must still
produce. Above , the fidd of runners heads
down the course in a dual meet between Wi-

nona State College and Luther College and
below Winona State runner Dave Oland , who
finished fourth takes a rest after crossing the
finish line. Luther won 17-42. (Daily News
photos)

Warrior Runners
Fall to Luther
A well-rounded Luther
College cross country team
swamped Winona State College 17-42 in a regular season dual meet on Winona
State's' course Monday afternoon .
Keith Eapp and Roger
Johanson tied for first. Tho
time was 21;03. Keith Phipps
was third in 21:18, Fourth
was Dave Oland of Winona
State in 21:19. Luther's
J nan Schmidt was fifth in
21:24 and John Steger of
Luther was sixth in 21:36.
Other Warrior finishers
were Bob Hempy, seventh
in 21:33; Steve Hose, ninth
^n 21:55; Howard Cook 10th
in 22:19 and Mark Hume
V2lh in 23:11.

Pro Basketball
N11A

MONDAY'S RESULTS
No gamei ichodulod.
TODAY'S OAMBI
Baltimore at Dafrolt.
Boilon it Mllwaukaa.
Atlanta at Ntw York,
Chicago at Stalllt.
Dairolt at LOI Angulei,
WGONRSDAY 'S OAMES
Philadelphia at Oalllinor*.
San Diego at Atlanta,
Chicago at ian Franclico,

AHA

MONDAY'S RESULTS
No gamta acheduled.
TODAY'S OAMHS
Miami vi, Carolina at Ortemfcoro,
H.C.
Donvar at Lot Angalat.
Daltsa at PI lliliurnh.
WEDNBSDAY 'S OAMIS
Miami al Now York.
Pitlabvrgh at Indiana.
Dallai at Kentucky.

sippi. Colorado took over 18tJh
place and the Wolverines, 20th
after defeating Minnesota for
the Little Brown Jug. Oklahoma
was beaten by Kansas State and
Mississippi lost to Houston.
The remainder of this Saturday 's schedule involving Top
Ten teams: Southern Cal-California , Florida-Auburn, 15U*
Mississippi, UCLA-Washington
and Notre Dame-Navy.

Met Pitchers . Question
Koufax-Drysdale Status

NEW YORK (AP) - Jerry
Koosman doesn't think he and
his pitching mate, Tom Seaver,
have attained a Koufax-Drysdale status yet and they won't
be hitting the Mets for a $100,000
contract.
"You don't become a Kouf ax
or a Drysdale in a year , or in
two years or three years," the
tall, left-handed ace of New
York's world baseball champions said today, referring to
the Dodgers' famed one-two
Eunch of Sandy Koufax and Don
•rysdale , both now retired.
"Those of us who think we de-

Gopher Parson
Walks Off Team

Winona JV
Ends 1-4-2

one place, from ninth to eighth.
UCLA, held to a tie by Stanford,
tumbled three places to ninth.
Notre Dame, a 37-0 winner over
Tulane, is the only new team in
the first 10. The Irish climbed
from the No, 12 position . Missouri , fifth a week ago, tumbled
to 14th after losing to Colorado.
Colorado and lUchigan advanced to the Second Ten , replacing Oklahoma and Missis-

squad.
Parson, who has caught 18
passes for 228 yards this season,
was missing from practice Sunday and Monday, and his teammates said his equipment had
been cleaned out of his locker.
One team member , who did
not want to be identified , told
the Associated Press that Parson, a senior from Uniontown,
Pa., had a run-in with Gopher
head coach Murray Warmath
Sunday night.
Neither Parson nor Warmath
could be reached for comment
The player said Parson had
gone to tbe Minnesota VikingsDetroit Lions game Sunday afternoon, apparently not knowing
that attendance at the practice
was mandatory. Sunday practices are usually optional hut
Warmath was believed to have
requested all players to attend
following Saturday 's 35-9 loss to
Michigan.
Minnesota is 0-5-1 on the season , and the players saiC there
is a great deal of discouragement on the squad.
Parson's teammate
said:
"When Ray came to eat at the
training table , the coach pulled
him aside and after some
words, Ray left. Ray hated losing as much as the rest of us
but that wasn't the reason for
this. As far as I know, it's tho
first time ho and the coach have
ever disagreed ."

serve it will be asking for goodsized raises next year, naturally. A man's baseball career is
short. He has to bit for money
when he produces and expect to
take his cuts when he doesn't.
"The Mets are not a team
with one or two super stars, like
a Kouf ax, a Willie Mays or a
Mickey Mantle. Ours was a
team effort. I'm sure the guys
as a team will be rewarded. We
don't expect any contract trouble."
Koosman flew from his home
in Morris, Minn., Monday to attend the premier showing of
Computer Sports, an action film
depicting the role of computers
in scouting for talent and analyzing techniques in various
games.
He is a member of a blue-ribbon forum which also includes
rucker Frederickson of the New
York football Giants; Doug
Ford, golf pro; Nancy Richey,
tennis, and Cazzie Russell of the
New York Knicks, basketball .
This is one of the fringe benefits accruing to the Mets pitcher
from the recent World Series
victory.
"My life has really changed
—as has that of the other
Mfets ," said the 26-year-old
Minnesotan , dapper in. a green
Continental suit, matching shirt
and tie.
"My picture has been in the
paper so much people recognize
me on the street. They come up
to congratulate me or ask for
my autograph . At home, back in
Morris, I have a listed telephone. It is ringing constantly,
people calling from all over the
country.
"This can get distracting, but
I think it's nice. My whole family enjoys it.":
Koosman and his wife have a
son , Michael, 2, with another
offspring on the way. Morris ,
Minn., Is a rural agricultural
community of around 4,000.

"It will be a busy winter,"
Koosman said. "Next month six
of us ( Seaver , Tomnue Agee ,
Cleon Jones , Ed Kranepool, Art
Shamsky in addition to Koosman) go to Las Vegas for two
weeks on the stage at Caesar's
Palace. My business manager ,
Harvey LaKind , and agent ,
Frank Scott , are busy making
other deals.1'
Koosman , who won two World
Another player s a i d he Series games and who with 25thought Parson had quit after a
disagreement w i t h several
members of the team. This player , who also asked not to be
named, said: 'We were all pretty discouraged about the losses,
and I think Ray thought some
of the players weren't trying as
hard as they could."
A third player said Parson's
absence was not mentioned by
the players or the coach during
Monday 's practice , although
"there was a lot of whispering
going on about it, "
Warmath has said Parson was
tie best professional prospect
he has had nt Minnesota in the
last five y&nrs.

game winner Seaver won 18 ol
the last 19 starts in the Mets'
drive to the pennant , shrugged
off the suggestion that the Amazons would be less amazin' nest
year because they are being fattened by success.

JIM HARDING
Coach Under Fir*

Detroit Cagefs
Hand Grievances
To Their Bosses

DETROIT (AP) — Complaining of "extremely severe" practice sessions, University of Detroit basketb all players Monday
held a grievance meeting for an
hour and a half with new coach
Jim Harding.
Harding said the players demanded the grievance session
and handed his assistant , Howard Pagan, a list of three grievances.
"We don 't compromise with
ballplayers who have complaints," Harding said after the
meeting, "They were told that
there would be no concessions."
Specific nature of all of the
grievances was not immediately
learned , although Harding, <who
was fired last year as coach of
the Minnesota Pipers of the
American Basketball League,
said the complaints did not involve racial problems.

Canadian
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Openings Available
On Volleyball Teams
Any women who wish to play
volleyball in tho Women 's Volleyball League this season still
have an opportunity to loin a
team, according to Bob Welch ,
Winona Park - Recreation director.
Anyone interested , is asked to
contact Welch.
¦
Nat 'l
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MONDAY'S RESULT !
Ho gami* ¦chtfuM,
TODAY'S OAMII
Ho gamtt tchcdulad,
WEDNESDAY'S OAMHS
Monlrcil at MINNBSOTA,
Boilon al Toronto.
New York »t PIINourgh.
Ctilcaoo >f Oakland,

1
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LosingAttitude Is Out at K-State

NEW YORK (AP ) - Hanging the nation's Top Twenty teams. two purple coat hangers," he
"To say that there was a los- said. "But the wildest was a litout the college football wash:
Kansas State played its first ing attitude when I arrived here tle radio in the form of a purple
game of football bade in 1887 _ an understatement," said toilet."
and the school paper reported it Gibson. "That attitude isn't The list of major teams with
completely wiped put, but it's perfect records dropped to 10
tliis way:
"Some 30 students indulged in gotten better."
Saturday when UCLA played a
a game of football on Friday One of the reasons is what tie and Davison, Miami cf Ohio
afternoon . It is to be hoped that Gibson calls "purple pride." and Missouri lost. Unbeaten, unour students have the good Purple is Kansas State's color ; tied teams are Arkansas, Dartsense to play even footb-all with- pride is Gibson's color. A record mouth, Florida, Louisiana State,
crowd of 38,50o turned out for Ohio State, Pena State, Texas,
out violence."
The wish came true. Kansas the Oklahoma game—K-State Toledo and Wyoming. Southern
State's non-violent teams posted hadn't beaten the Sooners since California is unbeaten but tied.
only 22 winning seasons, the last 1934—-and Gibson describes it as The only winless teams are
in 1954. But things have "a sea of purple."
Columbia, Illinois, MarGibson, you see, is a pusher Baylor,
changed .
VMI, WashMinnesota,
shall,
... a purple pusher. He's got a
Vince Gibson arrived as head purple telephone, a Purple ington and Xavier of Ohio. East
coach in 1967 and the Wildcats Pride television show, wears Carolina, Navy, Tulsa and Virpromptly beat Colorado State in purple underwear and purple ginia Tech joined the ranks of
their opener but then slipped to shirts and is constantly being winners last weekend.
a 1-9 season. Last year the flooded with gimmicks from his It didn't get much notice, but
record -was 4-6 and it's now 5-1 fans—all purple, naturally.
two members of the Air Force
following Saturday 's 59-21 rout
coaching staff were lulled Saturof Oklahoma. K-State even is ini "On Saturday, a lady gave me day night when their jet trainer

ROUNDS A BAJtREL . . . Hud, horse
owned and shown by Allen Goetzman Rt. 2,
Winona, is shown above turning a barrel at
Menomonie. Falls, Wis., where he was high-

Hud, owned and shown by Allen Goetzman St. 2, Winona, was
awarded several championships,
including two hand-tooled saddles, hy three different horsemen's associations over the
weekend.
All championship honors are

a result of the past summers
show season, which took the pair
to 29 shows covering a five state
area, and included 19 grand
championships in halter classes
and about 75 trophies in performance events.
The Tri-State Horsemen's As-

SW1N&IN' SINGER . . . . Recently fired manager of the
Minnesota Twins, Billy Martin, sings along with a new phonograph record Monday in Minneapolis where it was released
for public sale. The record, "Ode to Billy Martin ", reflects in
song how the Minnesota fans feel about the firing of the
popular Martin who led the Twins to the American League
Western Division championship this ydar. Joe Duffy, a local
night club operator put out the record and said the proceeds
from the sales will be used to put Martin in a better bargaining position with his next employer. (AP Photofax)

Ode to Billy'
Has Message

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - Billy
Martin , the baseball manager,
doesn't have a job. But Billy
Martin , the brewery public relations man, radio announcer and
the man that "Ode to Billy " was
writ ten about does.
And Martin , who led the Minnesota Twins to the American
League West Division crown pcfore getting canned by Minnesota President Calvin Griffith ,
says "I don't have any plans to
get back into sports.
"Eight now I i ntend to do
some sports work for KWDB radio in Minneapolis, work for
Grain Belt (the brewery) and
generally enjoy life. " Martin is
also a director of United Sulpha
and Chemical Co.
The "Ode to Billy " record by
a group that plays at a local bar
was released Monday and Martin was on hand to give it n
listen.
The tune, which deals with
Martin 's successes on the field

More R^ffHi
For Vour , ^j&M 1
Money! y
p ||
SENTRY AUTO POLICY

Limit of Liability
*Single
Protection.
¦t . No collision deductible If
you hit nn unimnl or fowl.
•k Uninsured motorist protection.
•s . Pay as you drive pnyment
. plans. '
-fie. ]R% savings for 2-cnr families (that qualify ).
For Defalk Contact

mmin
P.O. Box 6*5 Ph. 7261 Winona
WIAMF

SENTRY INSURANCE

TRADE "SLIP' FOR "GRIP"

point horse of the show. Hud was recognized
with many?awards by horse associations last
weekend.

Winona Horse Awarded
Many Championships

and his problems with Griffith ,
is "great" music to the ears of
the fiery former Twins leader.
The proceeds of the recording
will be used "to put Martin in a
better bargaining position with
his next employer ," said Joe
Duffy, the bar owner.
Martin meanwhile denied a
batch of Griffith charges , accusing him ef allowing large-scale
gambling on the team plane and
talking to Seattle Pilots' officials
about a managerial job .
Griffith had said players had
been playing in a $750 poker
game.
Martin denied that saying
"the figure Calvin used is just
ridiculous — maybe $70 to $80
would be about right.
"I talked to Calvin about the
matter and he didn 't seem to
object as long as tho stakes
weren't big. The players who
were in the games were in the
$40,000 to $50,000 per year category. They could afford to lose."
Martin also denied talking to
Seattle officials about a job. "I
did visit with Seattle executives
on our last trip there," he said
but added that he was just paying Bill Daley a personal visit.
"Mr, JDaley had been in my
wedding and we were good
friends," Martin said.

CLASS AA MEETING
WILLIAMSPORT, Pa. (AP)
—- A board of directors meeting
of the Class AA Eastern League
is scheduled for Nov. 4, in New
York, Thomas H, Richardson ,
president of tho baseball league
said Monday,
Richardson said he expects
representatives from tho Reading nnd York, Pa., Wa terbury ,
Conn., Manchester nnd Pittsfield , Mass., and Elmira , N.Y.,
clubs to attend.

sociation tagged Hud as the
champion in appaloosa game
events and the xeserve •champion in appaloosa reining;
The Midwest .Appaloosa Association named Hud as its champion aged gelding.
The Southern Wisconsin App aloosa Horse Club awarded
Hud and Goetzman two saddles
— one for winning the ownerrider hi-point and also for topping all horses in the club ta
become the* high point performance horse of the year.
In addition, Hud won the senior gelding division, was top
halter horse of the club, won
championships in stake race,
jumping and senior reining. He
also earndd reserve championship honors in stump race, amateur-owner western pleasure,
English pleasure, trail class
^
and rope race.
Hud is a seven-year-old Appaloosa gelding which Goetzman
purchased last January and converted from a race horse and
lead pony into a champion show
horse.
Allen Is the son of BW. and
Mrs. William Goetzman, Rochester, Minn., and is a teacher at
Trempealeau, Wisconsin.

Indiana Getting
Worst of Game
With Wisconsin

MADISON -m — Indiana and
Wisconsin counted up the Mac*
and blue marks Monday, and
decided the Hoosiers are still
getting the worst of Saturday 's
football game.
Coach John Coatta's underdogs knocked Indiana out of the
Big Ten lead, but came out of
the game with only a couple
of sprained ankles, he said.
The sore ankles belong to defensive guard and co-captain
Don Murphy, and to defensive
end Terry Whittaker. Both
would be ready for this week's
game at Michigan, however ,
Coatta said.
Indiana , meanwhile, said star
running back John Isenbarger
had not only an ankle sprain ,
but a bruised hip, and was a
doubtful starter for the Michigan State game.
Coach John Pont said he was
looking for a new defensive
left halfback . Three of Wisconsin 's four touchdown passes
got past that position.
Safety Jay Mathais was also
on Indiana 's injury list of
doubtful starters.
The Badgers' Randy Marks,
a running back who has missed
two games with knee injuries ,
rejoined the t e a m for mild
workouts Monday.

overshot the runway at the Richard Nixon. His worst m«H
ment came just after last No-i
Academy and crashed .
vember's Presidential election
They were Capt. Marty Be- when he called a motel in
zyack, a graduate of Utah and Orono, Maine, to make a reserlead junior varsity c&ach, and vation.
0;
Maj. Don Usry, who was the "Naftie?" "Richard." Silence,
tight end at Army when Bill Nixon had to give a credit
Carpenter was the heralded card number before he got his
Lonely End. Usry was on the reservation.
faculty at the Air Force Academy and helped coach the fresh- And they saved his game la«
men. He'll be buried Thursday (reduction for last, but his nanna .
at West Point.'..Whete the Air drew an ovation.
Force plays on Saturday.
"I -was stunned," said Nixon,
Pass rush, translated these "To get an ovation like that in
days, means Kings Point. The Muskie country.,."
Mariners of the U.S. Merchant Quickie quote from John BateMarine Academy have nailed man of Rutgers, answering crit?
the opposing quarterback for ics who thought his team
losses an amazing 56 times in should have beaten winlessCoshe games, with defensive end lumbia by more than 2144:
Harvey Adams accounting for "Wins and women are th*
same—I've never known a bad
22 of them.
There's head linesman work- one, but some are better than
ing games in the East named others."
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Only ? ,5O0 Tickets
Remain for Star Til t
MINNE APOL1S W Only about 1,500 tickets remained Monday for Wednesday's National Hockey League
encounter between the Minnesota North Stars and Montreal Canadiens.
The Canadiens , defending
Stanley Cup champions, are jn
second place in tho East Division going into the .game with
a 3-1-a record.
Minnesota , which is 3-4 and
third in tho West Division, has
lost two straight games, the last
being a 4-1 setback to Pittsburgh Snturdnv night.
Injured North Star defenseman Barry Gibbs is expected to
be on tho blue lino for Wednesday night's encounter at Metropolitan Sports Center.

NELSON TIRE SERVICE

Fourth and Main
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Youngsters Given
Chamberlain Chance at QB
Top Scorer
In Rugged NFL

_ NEW YORK (AP' — Wilt
Chamberlain and Jerry West,
both of the Los Angeles Lakers,
have found the shooting range
during the early weeks of the
National Basketball Association
season to lead the scoring race.
Chamberlain is the top scorer
with a 33.1 average followed by
West with a 33.0 mark according to figures released by the
league today.
Billy Cunningham of the Philadelphia 76ers ranks third at
27.8 and Chet Walker of the Chicago Bulls is fourth with 26.0.
Defending scoring champion Elvin Hayes of the San Diego
Rockets and Jeff Mullins of the
San Francisco Warriors are tied
for fifth at 25.8.
Wes Unseld of the Baltimore
Bullets boasts the best field goal
percentage, .618, while Flynn
Robinson of the Milwaukee
Bucks has been the most effective free throw shooter with a
.935 mark.
Chamberlain dominates the
rebounders with an average of
21.3 retrieves per game and
Walt Frazier of the New York
Knickerbockers is tops among
the playmakers, averaging 9.8
assists a game.

Chisox May Not
Visit Milwaukee
For 1970 Games
MILWAUKEE IB — Efforts
to transfer Seattle's American
League franchise to Milwaukee
have interrupted the Chicago
White Sox' thoughts about
playing part of their league
schedule in Milwaukee next
summer.
John Allyn, the White Sox'
new owner, said Monday night
the business group that sponsored his club's games in Milwaukee in 1967 and 1568 has
been busy pursuing the Pilots *
franchise, and has not "asked
us to come back."
"As of this moment," he said,
"it is unlikely that our club will
play any of its league games
in Milwaukee."
Allyn said the Sox are interested in "playing all of our
games in Chicago," but that the
"door is not definitely shut"
against a n o t h e r Milwaukee
summer series, especially if it
would help maintain "interest
ia Milwaukee toward getting a
major league franchise."
Rie Sox played a regular season "home game' 'against eacb
of its league opponents the last
two seasons in Milwaukee
County Stadium, from which
the Braves moved to Atlanta in
1966.

Casper Regains
Spot in Top 10
NEW YORK (AP ) - Billy
Casper, last year's leading money winner among the pro golfers, has moved back into the top
10 this week.
Casper displaced Tommy Aaron in 10th place after tieing for
sixth place in thei San Francisco
Open last week.
Figures released by the PGA
Tournament Players Division
today showed that Casper
earned $3,112 to boost his 1969
income to $89,747.
Aaron, 10th a week ago wich
$57,625, finished far down the
listings in the San Francisco
field and won only $493 to drop
out of the top 10.
Frank Beard maintained the
lead among the money winners,
increasing his earnings to
$173,746.
Steve Spray , who won the San
Francisco Open and the top
prize of $20,000, still is a long
way from cracking the top 10.
His $28,293 earnings moved him
into the top GO money winners.
The 28-year-old Iowan 's best
previous year on the tour was
1967 when he won $20,253.

NEW YORK (AP) - The
quarterback revolution is in fall
swing in the National Football
League due to a combination of
injuries, sore arms and the inconsistency of some af the veterans.
Bruce Lernmerman, who
holds most of the passing records at San Fernando Valley
State College in California and
was picked up by Atlanta as a
free agent, started Sunday
against Green Bay in place of
the injured Bob Berry . Randy
Johnson has been tried and
found wanting the previous
week.
Steve Spurrier sat on the
bench and confined his game
activity to punting for the San
Francisco 49ers until John Brodie's sore arm forced Coach
Dick Nolan to make a change.
Spurrier led the 49ers to their
first victory Sunday im an upset
of the Baltimore Colts, a happy
day for those Florida football
fans who had been waiting for
the real Spurrier to show the
pros how it is done.

Terry Hanratty, the Notre
Dame product who is being
groomed for the No. 1 job at
Pittsburgh, got a starting shot
when Dick Shiner was clotheslined and unable to speak. ?
The Chicago Bears, desperate
for a win, switched to Bob
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Pointi
Hal-Rod
23
Mutual Servlct
Teamslen
..' ... 21
Bauer Electric
It
18
Hamernik —
Mayan Grocery
17
NSP
1*
Watkins Pills
16
Winona Pfombing
15
Williams Annex
14
East Side Bar
12
FredSle's Bar
»
Oasis Bar
I
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Hal-Rod
W. L.
Teamsters
18
4
Graham & McGuir*
8
1*
Stiortys Bar-Cafe
18
8
Blanche's Tavern
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Edwin's Jewelers
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13 11
John's Bar
5lopp-y Joe's . . . . . . . . . ?
12 12
Viking Sewing Machine
11 13
10 14
Dutchmen's
Roger 's Meat Market . . . . . . Vis \f*h,
Indian Creek Resort . . . . . . 7 17
Rustic Bar
* 18
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W. L.
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.... 14 13
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EB's Corner
23
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19
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19
l-Ct>ve Bar
15
Lakeside Gulf
Vt
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10
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W. I_.
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9
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15
9
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. 7 17
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17
7
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, 16
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14 10
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Olowczewskl - Mod|i)skl . . . , 13 11
Goo«l Times
11 13
L-Covo Bar
10 14
¦
Chuchna
Hltlner
lo 14
Morrison ¦ BorcyskowsM . » 15
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HIGH SCHOOL BOYS
H-ol-Rod
W. 1.
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4
1
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4
i
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3
3
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1
3
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2
4
Unknowns
1
4
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H al-Rod
W . L.
Deuces Wild
7
7
Flintstones
4 ' 3

Beats Haunted by Spooks

Douglass, the lefty passer from
Kansas, and almost made it
against Los Angeles, finally succumbing 9-7.
Bill Munson's injury opened
the gates for Greg Landry at
Detroit. The 22-year-old Massachusetts alumnus has taken
over since Munson suffered a
broken hand. The lanky quarterback took the Lions in tb victory
over the Bears but was unable
to handle the Minnesota pass
rush.
An injury to Jim Halt has ensponded with three touchdown
passes, including a pressure
toss in the final seconds for a
21-21 tie with Cleveland.
Bart Starr sat for a time a
week ago while Green Bay took
another look at Don Horn, the
San Diego State passer who
came out of the service last
year to knock tbe Bears out of a
divisional title in the final game
of the season.
An exhibition game injury
cost Joe Kapp his regular job
with the Minnesota Vikings
when the season started. However , after Gary Cuozzo was
heaten by New York, Kapp took
over again and has been having
fantastic success.
,
Dallas also gave Roger Staubach a shot when Craig Morton
was hurt but Morton has come
back strong.
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•
»
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2
0
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1
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1
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1
1
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0
2
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0
2
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0
2
Unknowns
0
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t
Country Kitchen
15
*
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13
*
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Pepsi Cola
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Cheer's Barber Shop
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11V4 lift
Williams Hotel
11 13
Park Plaia
10 14
Holiday Inn
12 1«H
Jaastad Hardwa re
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VFW
Hal-Rod
W. L.
Wason 'i Supper Club
11
•
Koehler Body Itiop
17
7
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,14
10
U K Office Products
13 11
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Robh's Motor Sales
Sand Bar
Wi 12V4
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Westgate
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Lakeside Gulf
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3
*
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Z
4
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CHICAGO (AP) - A lot of termine that Sayers did not sigfunny things have happen ed to nal vigorously enough , The ball
the Chicago Bears on their w<ny was brough t out to the fi ve .
to a 0-0 season , their worst start Minnesota 31, Bears 0 — Forin 50 years of pro football.
mer Bear Mike Reilly blocks UP TO OLD TRICKS
If you think spooks come out Bobliy Joe Green 's punt , It rolls BOSTON (AP) - Bill Veeck ,
only on Halloween , ask the some 25 yards into the end zone. tho old major league baseball
Bears. They've been living with ReiLly pounces on it for a TO. maverick , is up to some of liis
them .
Later Viking Frc«l Cox tries a old tricks as presiden t of Suffolk
Here aro some of the things field goal from the Minnesota Downs,
Veeck sent out a call for 100
they 've done :
47. Garry Lyle blocks it. The
St. Louis 20, Bears 17-Quar- ball comes right back into Cox' black cats for use during Friday
terhack Jack Concannon lines tip nrrms who runs 11 yards to the night' s harness racing program .
behind center on the Cardinal Bear 29 for a first down . Eight He declined to say what he
34, then; steps back suddenly and plays Inter , the Vikings score. wanted the cats for but Friday
signals a time out. Ce-nter MLke Los Angeles , IScnrs 7—.lack just IwppenH to be Halloween .
Pyle snaps the ball into the air. Snow drop s n Ro-man Gabriel DICLINSKY DtiMOTICD
I*nry Stallings plucks it and pass when hit by Hcnnie McRae,
PITTSBURGH (AP) - The
lumbers 62 yards for a St. Louis The Bears ' Joe Ta ylor inadver- Pittsburgh Pirates have purID, No one went after him , fig- tently kicks the loose fumble, chased tlio contracts ef two
uring time was called.
The Benrs nre penalized Iii pi tchers and a catcher from
New York 28, Befcrs 24-Ccm- yards (a rarity of the kicking their farm system and aro sendcannon , on the Bear 23, throws rule enforcement.) The Rams ing three other players to their
a wide p;iHs toward Gale Say- retain possession with a first Columbus farm elub in the Iners, Unsuspecting Sayers is flit down on the Bear 24. It sets up ternational League.
in the bnck with the lall. Carl Bruce Gosselt's Rome-winning Tho Pirates said Wonday
I/tcklmrt recovered for the floFd goal.
pitcher Bo Belinsky. catcherGinnts and on tho next play Earlier , Pyle centers the ball utility man Gary Koil) aj i d outFran Tarkenton spots a touch- over punter Green 's head for the fielder Lorenzd Lanier weuld go
down pass to Freeman White. first time in eight seasons. Ex- to Columlus.
Later , Sayers signa ls a fair Bcnx Jim Purnell recovers on The Pirates brought up from
catch but the ball goes into the the Bear Xi ancl ,sl3 plays Inter Columbus pitchers Dennis Malend zono. A penalty was evoked Gossett boots another field se«d ancl Barry Houser and
ca tcher Milton May .
after the officials huddle and de- goal .

Rule Injuries
Caused Death of
La Crosse Man
By TOE ASSOCIATED PRESS
An accident on a Barron
County bridge raised Wisconsin's 1969 traffic fatality figure
to 937 today compared with
969 on the same date last year.
Gerald Peterson, 24, of Cumberland died Monday in a Rice
Lake hospital after bis car hit
a railing on a Barron County
road .
La Crosse County authorities
said Monday an autopsy showec? crash injuries suffered Sunday caused the death of Fred
Kihm, 71, of La Crosse.

To Close Naval
Air Station
In Twin Cities

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - The
Defense Department's economy
cutback will shut down the Twin
Cities N aval Air Station, a
spokesman for Rep. Donald Fraser, D-Minn., said today.
No closing date was specified ,
according to the aide, Dale McIver, who said that Capt. D. H.
Kane Jr., deputy chief of the
Navy's Office of Legislative Affairs, had announced the closing.
The station is located adjacent
to the Twin Cities Airport and
employs 209 civilian and 643 fulltime military personnel.
It also is headquarters for
.1,700 Navy reservists and 600
Marine reservists, said Cmdr.
D. E. Musselman, public affairs
officer at the station.
In economic terms, the Navy
figures to save $2,190,000 a year
by closing the station. About $12
million a year is funneled into
the local economy through salaries and supplies purchased.
Forty Navy and 10 Marine aircraft are maintained at the
base.
The Navy said it plans to
transfer 5S8 fulltime military
personnel to four other bases
and 42 civilians to two other
bases, Also, 85 military personnel are to be discharged and 107
civilian jobs done away with.

Find Rochester
Man Guilty of
Avoiding Draft

ST. PAUL (AP) _ A Rochester, Minn., man was found guilty
in U. S. District Court Monday
ef refusing draft induction.
William 0. Seeverts, 21,originally claimed the Army had
erred in pronouncing him morally fit for service. He pointed to
an adolescent felony conviction
for car theft.
During his trial, Seeverts
claiimed conscientious objector
status because of a moral aversion to -war.
Judge Edward Devitt held , in
effect, that the Army could refuse Seeverts but he could not
refuse the Army. The conscientious objector claim of the
Rochester man also was denied
by the judge.
A pre-sentence investigation
was ordered. Seeverts could receive a possible maximum sen tence of five years' imprisonment and a fine up to $10,000.

Backs St. Paul
Police Chief for
Public Office
ST. PAUL (AP ) - A St. Paul
legislator has recommended
City Police Chief Lester E. McAuliffe as a candidate for state
public service director .
State Rep. Robert Pavlak , a
Conservative , said Monday he
recommended McAuliffe in a
letter to Gov. Harold LeVander
two weeks ago .
Pavlak added the govcrnar
has acknowledged the recommendation and agreed to consider McAuliffe , a 34-year veteran of the St. Paul Police Department.
The public safety office is a
four-year appointive post.

Orr Takes Over
Lead in Scoring
NEW YORK (AP) - Bobby
Orr , the 21-year-old super defensemen of the Boston Bruins ,
has taken over tlie National
Hockey League scoring lead ,
the latest statistics disclosed today.
Orr, who set a league record
for defensomen by totaling 2i
goals and 04 points last season ,
hos 14 points so far this year on
two goals and .12 assists.
Plui Eaposito of tho Bruins ,
last season 's scoring titlebolder ,
has moved into a second place
tie with Ab McDonald and Phil
Goyetto of St. Louis and Hcitri
Richard of Montreal. Each has
nine points. Billy Hlcke of Oakland Is sixth with eight.
Tho Bruins' netminding tandem of Gerry Cheevers and )Cd
Johnston paces the goalies with
a combined average of only 1.-43
goals . game . Gary Doak , another Boston defensemnn , is the
loop's bad mnn with 32 minutes
In penalties.
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Goodyear 30% "Union Oil 44
with cards, letters, gifts and visits during my stay at St. Marys Hospital.
47%$ Special
Gt No Ry 45% Un Pac
thanks to Rev. Mennicke for his
Greyhnd 19 TJ S Steel 37% visits and prayers.
Carl Schroeder
63%
Gulf Oil 32% Wesg El
41
Homestfe 23% Wlworth

Market Turns
Mixed in
Active Trade

Lost and Found

Interest— 27
7 Wale—Jobs of

Personals

4

8 a.m.-12 noon, Mon.
CORRECTION: This writer was In error CAtTYOU WORK
through Frl.? We have an opening In .
In publishing the NEW club hours in
The
our Home Furnishings Departrnent.
Monday's edition. Eyeryjhlns O.K. EXof drap.vy
tab entails the . Installationshade
CEPT TUESDAY THRU FRIDAY hourj
repair,
draperies,
and
hardwares
should have read 3 p.m, to 1 a.m. and
Venetian blind repair, assembly of ?usnot 3 fo . 11 . . . . ¦ CONGRATULATIONS
drapery rods and hardware
tom-mads
™
to all the youngsters who participated
driv. MTsom e delivery . Must have
In thie WALK Saturday. It was reminf you are'not
er's license. Do not apply tools.
iscent of the forced marches Gi's had
See
Al
basic
using
capatile ot
to make some time back. LEGION
Krleger at CHOATE'S.
CLUB.
WATCH FOR Fuller Brush Witch riding
her broom special this Hallo-ween. Order
your broom Oct. 31 or Nov. 1, special
U.K. Save tl and be eligible to win
your broom FREE. Order, call Fuller
Brush Witch 8-3779 or Rollingsotne <8»2123.
,
SHOP GRIESEL GROCERV, Self-Service, 410 Center St. TeL 8-4JO0. Our
pledge to you: Extra freslf-merchandise
and fast courtesy service. We also
carry bags of tee cubes. P.S.: Try our
homemade date, banana and gumdrop
breads, ^featured dally). Open 9 a.m.
to 9- p.m., 7 days a weekr 345 days a
year. Clots of free parking*.
PLEASE NOTE: New dlnlnej room serving hours . . . Mon. through Thurs.
noon lunches slart at 11 a.m., kitchen
closes for the day at 10 p.m. . . . Frl.
and Sat. kitchen closes at 1J.-30 p.m.
For fabulous dining regardless of the
hour, visit tl»e WILLIAMS HOTEL.
Your host Is Innkeeper Ray Meyer.
ATTE NTION ELKS MEMBERS - There
are still some -tickets left -for fhe Deer
Murder's Stag, Thurs., Ort. 30tti. Just
like the Duck Stag, the steaks and
prires will be great! Don't waif, Tel.
the club, now, 4716.
REPLACING a ripper Is low fn cost, and
the value of a garment will not be
lost. W. Betsinger, 227 E. 4th.
REDUCE safe and fast with GoBest tablets and E-V.ap "water pills/' Ted
Mafer Orugs.
INSTEAD OF turning a pumpkin Into a
coach afa Cinderella, we turn if Into
a delicious pie ale Mom's kitchen. For
a snack that will bring you back, try
pie and coffee af RUTtt'S RESTAURANT, 126 E. 3rd, dowtitown. Open
24 ' hours every day except Mon.
WHEELS SHAKE, need alignment. Complete spspenslon repair. See Don at
Hwy. Alignment Service, Jet. 43 &
61.
DOES ONE of your loved ones have a
drinking problem? If so, contact the
Winona Alanon Family Group. Write
69V& W. 3rd.

FREE FOUND ADS
AS A PUBLIC SERVICE to our readers,
8
free found ads will be published when Transportation
a person finding an article calls . Ihe
Winona Dally & Sunday News Classified MUL-E DEER HUNT 111 vicinity of LewDept., 3321. An 18-word notice will be • Iston, Montana. Neefl 6 hunters to share
published free for 2 days In an effort
expenses. Tel. Fountain City 687-4762.
to bring finder and loser tooelher.
FOUND—key, Cole National, on red plastic coin purse, at Cathedral Bazaar
Sunday. Tel. 3138.

Business Service*

14

SAW FILING, grinding, summing, retoothlng. 655 W. -4th St. Tel. 4753.
FOUND—what appears to be a pet rabbit,
Tel. S-3484 and Identify.
PORTABLE . SANDBLASTING of sTl
types, buildings, boats, machinery. Also
FOUND—white furry children's mittens
chimney , rebuilding. Fran estimates.
on 7rh St. Inquire M9 W. 7th.
Tel. 8-4077 or W77.
LOST — gold Bulova Accutrdn man'i QUALITY POURED concrete house founwatch. Reward ! Tel. 8:1568.
dations, walls and basement floors.
Free estimates. John Bert, Fountain
Personals
7 Clry. Tel. 487-7133.

NEW YORK (AP) / . -. The
stock market was mixed in
moderately active trading early
this afternoon. Popular market
barometers showed losses, bvtt
advances outnumbered declines IT'S Inexpensive to clean rugs and up- MANN 8. PETERSON Custom Digging.
Pole barns, fences, slon poles. Contact
by a 615 to 551 margin among holstery with Blue Lustre. Rent electric John
Mann, Houston or ? Bill Peterson,
individual issues traded on the shampooer $1. F. D. Cone Co.
Rushford.
New York Stock Exchange.
TRE ES, TREES, TREES - trimming,
The Dow Jones average of 3C
GRAIN
stump removal, spraying, etc. Free
Blong's Tree Service, Wiindustrials at noon was down MINNEAPOLIS (AP)-Wheat estimates.
nona. Tel. 8-5311.
2.31 at 857.97.
receipts Mon. 201; year »go 477;
STARK EXCAVATING *.
BASEMENT DIG&ING
:
Many brokers "and analysts trading basis unchanged; prices
Rt. 3, Winona
Tel. Witoka 2531
wheat
Va
lower;
cash
spring
agreed a consolidation move
would belp the market build 2. basis . No. .1dark northern 11-17
Plumbing, Roofing
21
strong base for a later advance, protein 1.65^-1.12%.
but not all agreed on the day's No. 1 hard Montana winter
ELECTRIC ROTO ROOTER
i.57ys-i.9oys .
probable course of prices.
For clogged sewers and drains.
Some predicted declines, oth- Minn-S.D. No. 1 hard winter CALL SYL KUKOWSKI
ers advances, and soine a l.Wh-\.W6A
Tel. 9509 or 6436 1-year guarantee
mixed performance character- No. l hard amber durum,
choice
1,60-1.68
;
discounts,
amised by investors watching and
Septic Tank & Cesspool
waiting for new developments. ber 3-5; durum 5-10.
Cleaning Service
Trading in blocks of 10,000 Corn No. 2 yellow l.io%-kl3%,
Special Truck, Sanitary A Odorless
shares or more included 135,000 Oats No. 2 extra heavy white
G. S. Wostland Co.
Rushford, Minn.
Tel. I64-924S
shares of Alcoa, off Vk at 75; 65-67.
130,000 shares Allis-Chalmers, Barley, cars 117, year ago IT'S HARD TO keep cool when the hot
's not hotl Let our experienced
up % at 24% ; 49,600 shares of 145; good to choice 91-1.14; low water
staff advise you as to
correct size
Getty Oil at 56, off %, and to intermediate 9?1-1.08; feed 74- water heater for your ttve
family's needs.
90.
As
your
grows
family
so does the work
121,100 shares of Kaiser Indusload of this vita l unit. Fer air of your
Rye No. l-l 1.10-1.13,
tries at 21V4, up Vn.
Plumbing and heating needs, call
Among the 20 most-active Flax No. l 2.90.
Frank O'Laughlin
stocks on the New York Stock Soybeans No. 1 yellow 2.303/4,
PLUMBING t, HEATING
Exchange, 10 advanced, 8 de761 E. 6th
Tel. 2371
clined .and 2 were unchanged.
WINONA MARKETS
Price changes among the
most-actively traded issues on
the New York Exchange included Allis-Chalmers up 1% at 25te,
Alcoa off 1% at 75%, Admiral
off 1% at 20y8, and Glen Alden
up y4 at 11%.
Prices on the American Stock
Exchange included Kaiser Industries up VA at 20>A, National
Health up % at 12%, Castleton
Industries up V4 at 9, and North
Canadian Oils up % at 9%.

LIVESTOCK
SOUTH ST. PAUL
SOUTH ST. PAUL Wt -(USDA)-C»ttle
5,000; calves 70O( trading slaughter
steers and hellers moderately active,
fully steady) cows continued slow, stea-dy
to weak) bulls weak; vealers and
slaughter calves fully steady; high choice
1,050-1,170 Ib slnuohter steers 27,75;
choice ¦950-1,250 lbs J6.75-2A50; mliced
high good and choice 26 .S0-27.O0) htgh
choice SU Ib slaughter helftra 27.00;
mostly Wflh choice MO-1,008 lbs 24.75/
choice 850-1,050 lbs 25.75-26.50; mixed
high good ond choice 25.5O-26.0O) util ity
and commercial slaughter cows largely
18.00) limited showing 18.50: canner and
cutter ltf.OO-18.00; utility, commercial and
good slaughter bulls 22.5O-25.00j cutter
20.50-22.50; choice vealers 41.0O-t3,00; few
select up to 45.00) good 3S.0O-41.C0)
choice slaughter calves 20,00-30.00; good
22.00-28.O0.
Hogs 7,500) barrows and gills acll-va,
25-50 cents higher; 1-3 195-250 lbi 26.0026.25) one load mostly 1-2 220 lbs 24.50)
2-3 190-250 lbs 25.50-26.00; 2-4 250-270
lbs 25.0O-25.75) 3-4 270-300 lbs 24,50-25.25)
sows steady; 1-3 400-400 lbs 23.00-23. 75)
lev/ 24.00; 2-3 40O-500 lbs 22.00-23.25/ 2-3
500-600 lbs 22,00-23.25) 2-3 50O-6OO lbs
21.50-22.25; feeder pigs strong to 50
cents higher ; 1-3 120-160 lbs M.0O-24.JO;
boars steady,
Sheep 4,000) slaughter lambs weak lo
25 cents lower; slaughter ewes and
feeders steady; choice 85-110 lb wooled
slaughter lambs 28,00-28.25) good and
choice 27.00-28 .0Oi utility end good
slaughter ewes 7.0O-8.50) 60-80 Ib choice
to laney feeders 28.00-29.00; tew 65-95
lbs 27.00-28,00,
CHICAGO
CHICAGO lit) —(USDA)- Hogs 3,500;
butchers 25-50 cents higher; 1-2 205-225
Ib butchers 27.00-27,50) 1-3 200-250 lbs
26,50-27.00; 2-3 23O-250 lbs 26.00-26.50) 2-4
250-270 lbi 25.5O-24.00i sows 35 cents
hlghori 1-3 350-40O lbs 23.75-24.25) 2-3
500-iiOO lbs 22.25-23,25,
Cattle 1,200j <-«lves none; slnuotiter
steers fully steady) heifers about stonxly;
few lands high choice and prime 1, 1501,250 Ib slaughter steers yield grade
3 and 4 29.50) choice 950-1, 150 lbs yield
grade 2 to 4 28.50-29.25) mixed good and
choice 57.75-211.50; few loads high choice
and prime 950 1,025 Ib slaughler hoi fori
yield gjrade 3 and 4 27.75-28 ,00) choke
825-950 lbs yield tirade 2 lo 4 27,00-27".50|
mixed good and choice 26.25-37.00.
Sheep 200 ) few lots choice and prima
wooled slaughte r lambs steady at 2P.0029.50) finlf dock choice 107 lbi at 2S.O0.

CHANGES NKKDKD
TOKYO (AP) _ Both enndidates in the Nov. 11 Philippine
p r e Bi d e n t i n 1 election any
changes must bo mndo in tho
agreement ,
Laurel-Lanfiley
which grants the United States
economic parity in the development of notional resources in
the Philippines. Tlie agreement
expires In 1974.

Swift & Company

Jeiry's Plumbing Service

Position. Open For / * ;

.

FULL-TIME
SALESMAN / \
Good working conditions,
paid vacations and holidays; hospitalization , profitshariiig and retirement
planis.

Ward
Montgomery
¦
MIRACLE MALL

Train for PRINTING
•& Hand Composition
Liaecasting and Presswotk
Write

GKAPfflC ARTS
Technical School
for Catalog.

11(M Currie Ave., Minneapolis
Approved for Veteran Training

¦
GENERAL '
MANAGER
- Truck

Distributorsh ip Career opportunity managing the Tri-State Area's
largest and finest New
Truck Sales and Trailer
Service Facility. Oui line includes . Mack Trucks and
Cummins and Detroit Engines. Applicant should have
a thorough knowledge of
trucks and possess a business background. This is a
permanent position with the
full range of employee benefits. Interview by appointment only. Salary open.

MACK TRUCKS
OF LA CROSSE
? 205 Causeway Blvd.
La Crosse, Wis. 54601
Tel. AC 608 785-0800

-FIBERITE
CORPORATION
501 W. 3rd
Winona, Minn .

NEEDS MEN
for general production.
18-year-old minimum age.
Steady year-around work.
APPLY IN PERSON
8 a.m. - 5 p.m.

TRUCK

827 E. 4th
Tel. 9394
These quotations apply to hogs delivered to the Wlnons Station by noon today, Female — Jobs ef Int.
26
HOGS
Hog market: 25 cents higher.
KNBTCRAFT CORPORATION has open'
Meat type, 20O-230 lbs. .. 25.00-25.50
Ings In their Looping Department for
Butchers, 210-230 lbs.
25.00
full-time second shift (3:30-12 pm.) emSows, 270-300 lbs.
23.00
Career opportunity selling
ployees.
Excellent wages and working
CATTLE
condition In ttils permanent year around
the finest truck manufacturCattle market : Steers and heifers
position. Apply Knltcraft Corporation,
steady; cows 25-50 cents lower.
ed. Distributor needs a
4D20 W. 6th, Winona.
High choice and prime
26.50
salesman who has a thorChoice
24.75-26.25
BABYSITTER -wanted In my home. Tel,
Good
22.50-24.50
ough knowledge of trucks,
2772
after
5
p.m.
Standard
21.0O-22.5O
(maybe an ex-truck driver),
Utility cows
17.00-18.00
BE/AUTICIAN—must be good In hair styland is willing to travel the
Canner and cu tler
15.00-17.50
ing and Interested In advancement,
VEAL
Tri-State Area. This is a perWrite D-29 Dally Mews.
Vea l market: Steady.
manent
position with the full
Top choice
42.00
GO GO DANCERS and exotic dancers,
Good and choice
31.00-40.00
range of employee benefits.
will teach. Write P.O. Box 941, Wlnoni,
Commercial
,. 22.oo-30.oo
Interviews by appointment
Boners
21.00-down
BABYSITTER WANTED — Ttl, Rollingonly.
stone 8489-2412.
Bay State Milling Company
Commercial
22.00-3O.0O
WANTED: Glrli to learn beauty culturt.
Elevator A Grain Prices
Harding Beauty School, 76 W. 3rd.
Ono hundred jushels of grsln will be
the minimum loads accepted ef tha el«- DO YOU LIKE to sew?
Would you like
vators .
to help us make custom-made drapNo. 1 norlhern spring wtioat ..;. 1.59
eries? We have a full-time lob open In
No. 2 norlhern spring wheat . , , . 1.57
205 Causeway Blvd.
our Custom Drapery Department. You
No. 3 northern eprlng whea l , . . . 1.53
will work 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. wilh a
La
Crosse, Wis. 54601
No. 4 norlhern spring wheat .... 1,49
half hour for lunch. No Sati. You will
No. 1 hard winler wheat
1,43
work In large, convenient and well
No. 2 hard winter wheat
1,41
e-qulpped work area . . . but you must
Tel. AC 608 785-0800
No. 3 hard winler wheat
1,37
like lo sow and be capable ol doing It
No. 4 hnrd winter wheat
1,33
wall. If Interested sea Al Krleger at
No. 1 rye
1,08
CHOATE'S.
No. 2 rye
1,0B
Help—Mal» or Female)
28
BARGAIN!
Froetltcrt Malt Corpm-ation
EVERY DAY a "sala " day when you
Hours: ¦a.m. te 4 p.m.
offer neighbors AVON'S line of cos- COOKS AND CHEFS wanted. Must hava
Submit sample before lending,
references. Wrllo C-78 Dally News.
metics and sifts. Turn spare time Inlo
Barley purchased at prices subject lo
cash, Apply now. Contact Helen Scott,
market
GENERAL KITCHEN help wanted, fullBox 764, Rochester.
Winnnc EgR Marin*
time work. For details see Rullile,
WILLIAMS HOTEL.
(Winona Produce, Zlcbcll Produce)
NEEDED AT ONCEI Full-time or partThese quotations apply as of
t Ime housekecplno meld. Social Securlly
10:3O i.m. today,
recipient accepted. Apply In person,
Grade A |umb« (while)
45
Watkins Methodist Home, 173 E. Wabasha.
Grade A large (white)
42
Grade A medium (while)
30
Grade B (while)
30
"We are adding help in tho
Grade C
16

SALESMAN

MACK TRUCKS
OF LA CHOSSE

Due to Expansion

PRODUCE

CHICAGO (AP) - Butter
steady; wholesale buying prices
unchanged ; 93 score AA 67% ;
92 A 67%; 90 B 65.
Eggs steady to firm; wholesale buying prices unchanged to
1 lugher; BO per cent or better
grade A whites 40% ; mediums
43; standards 44; checks 38.

Monday Deadline for
Stockton Filings
STOCKTO N , Minn . - Monday is the last day for residents
of Stockton to file for tho village election Dec . 2.
The terms of Georfie Hinton ,
mayor; Otto Fritz , council mnn ,
and Martin Hollingsworlh , constable , nre expiring. The terms
are for two years except for the
council , which ls three years.
A constable nnd justice of tlio
peace also will be elected for
one-year terms to fill vacancies.
To file for office , contact tlio
village clerk , Alvin liurfcind ,
ot his home.

WA ITRESSES
Wa nted
Coffee Shop—7 to 8
and
Imperial Table
Evenings 5 to 10
Apply

PARK PLAZA
Malo—Job» of Inferwt— X I
FULL AND part-time ennployment needed. Yellow Cab, S«o W. 3rd Tel. 3311.
MAN 'FOR GENERAL work. Apply In
person, Rush Arbor Farm, Rushford,
.Minn. Tel. D64-91M.

PLASTIC
TRADING CO.
has
immediate factory
openlnge,

inquire at
580 E. Front St.

following departments:
ir Maintenance
ir Housekeeping
ir Dietary (Cook)

Previous experience preferred but not essential. Paid
vacations , holidays, insurance, etc.

Sauer Memorial
Home
1635 Service Drive

Situations Wanted—Fem. 29
TEACHER-MOTHER will do bobyj llllii fl
In tier homo. Tol. 0-3383.

Business Opportunities

37

ON DUSY STREET In Wlnonn. amnll
restaurant willi living qunrlurs, Can
show $55,000 or more not profit, fiulidInO/ (Ixlurej , Inventory, Duy II) Ij huslnoss complete for Ion Ihnn 1 yon r'f
not prollt . TOWN & COUNTR Y , Tel.
a-37<n, 0 1476 or 00-2254.
~
~
RETAIL STORE OUIUDINO , A i . J
'.
relnll locntlon In hcnrl ot downtown Wlnonn, Minn, «C0 »q, It. solllno -ipncK
street floor. 1000 et|. tr , solllno t,\ii\cn In
tmssmont. Air conditioned bullillnii. Kiw
root. Sole price to cloic cr.tnln, }«,000.
Wrllo or coll Trust Dopiirlment, plrst
Notional Bunk, 17? WMiln St., Wlnone.
Tel. Ml).

Money te Loan

Quick. Mo ney...

4U Articles for Salt)

,

57 Apartmenf-s, Furnished

91 Housei for Sale

99 Boats, Motors, Etc.

LIVING ROOM SET, 9x12' rug with pad, EFFICIENCY APARTMENT, furnished, HEIGHTS BLVD. t5lS-new 2-story housa,
complete full size bed, refrigerator, oil
close to downtown, quiet. Tel. 8-3740.
4 bedrooms, family room wltti (lr»
heater. 168 High? Forest.
on amy article of value . . .
? place, doufclt attached garags, air coit
TWO-ROOM " furnished apartment with
NEUA/LANN'S BARGAIN STORE
i
illtlgned and landscaped. Hllka Hornet,
NEIGHBORHOOD- RUMMAGE Sale, 1611 private bath and separate entrance.
Inc Tel. 027 for appolntmunt.
W. Kinpj< 9 a.m. Thursday and Frl.,
Also 1 room. 452 Main, Tel. 403% after
Dog*/ Pats, Supplies
42 Oct. 30 and 31, Fall articles! Winter
IN ST. CHARLES—4-bedroom homi. gas
coats, suits, dresses, children's clothheat, 2 blocks from business district
ing,
all
sizes.
Miscellaneous household SUITABLE for 3 college students, gas
and high school. 1 fclock from elaAKC REGISTERED Miniature Schnauzer
•
articles.
range,
refrigerator,
Tel.
W579.
mtritary tchool. -Ttl. Winona -JI90 alrtr
puppies, champion sired, shots, ears
4 p.m.
cropped, mome raised. Kittens to give
'
HOOVER
PORTABLE
washer; Maytag GIRL TO SHARE furn ished apartment,
away. T«3, 6007.
portable washer; green electric 30"
available Nov. 1, rent S40 month. Tel. FOR SALE er trade, several new or near~
~
range; 2 oil burners; 4 now folding
8-4758 or 3044.
ly new 3-bedroom homes. 114 balhs,
QUALITY" YORKSHIRE AKC poppl«,
chairs; 1 Shetland pony, 2 years old,
with garages. Will help arrange fialso stud service. Inquire 2540 Travis,
Tel.
Rushford
85+7440,
,
ONE
ROOM
win
ktchen
and
battt,
prinancing.
BILL CORNFORTH, Realtor,
.
783-39(53.
la Crosse* or Tel.
t
vate entrance. Centrally located. Tel.
La crescent, Minn. Tel. 895-2105.
NEW BLONDE wig, ' portable ilectrlc
8-4749.
washing mach !ne, 4 , Kitchen, chairs,
LOVELY COLONIAL home near 3
Horses, Cattla, Stock
43 screen for ' room divider, electric flood- OLDER MALE student wanted to share schools, church and bus line. 1262 W.
light, small radio, oscillating lawn
furnished apartment. Tel. 6543.
Broadway., 3 bedrooms, dining and.llvsprinkler. 474& E. 5th, rear entrance.
Ing rooms draped ant carpeted. Th
PUREBRED HAMPSHIRE boars ot all
PARTLY
FURNISHED
3-room
apartment,
baths, Screentd-ln porch and sundeck In
ages, guaranteed quality, will deliver.
storm and screen doors,
refrigerator and stove. Private bath
rear. New panelled family room with
Tel. 878-4277 evenings. Lyle Sell, strum. COMBINATION
x 80" and 32 x . 80". Hardware and
W. Sth. (inand
entrance.
Adults.
629'A
.
3*
bar. New roof; new furnace) new bath;
Wis. ; y
door stops Included. Tel. 2155. . .- ¦ ; .
quire downstairs).
new dishwasher, sink and disposal.
Kitchen complete with stove and ra.
EIGHT SOVAS ready to tarrow soon. Obert REDTOP ANTENNA Service. Think of
Business Places for Rent 92 frlgeralor. By owner. Early occupancy.
Halvorson, Peterson. Tel. 875-5164.
the many hours you will ba spending
Tel. 9372.
watching TV this season. Eliminate
FEEDER PIGS—18, average weight HMO
for rent, 1054 W. 6tb. Tel. WEST LOCATION-2 liedroem cottage.
poor reception wilh a one-time Invest- BUILDING
6790.
lbs. Ed Kleffer. Elba, Minn. Tel. Alment of $69.95? also a guaranteed miniSquare lot. 4 rooms In all. C. SHANK,
tura 6502..
mum of 30 F/SA stations with our spe552 E. 3rd.
Garages
for
Rent
cially designed FM antenna. Tel. 9U9.
94
TEN CHESTER White gilts to farrovy In
NX. EXCE LLENT NEW listing. Suitable
oflt week: also white boar, weight 350 GARAGE SALE—Thurs. 9-6. Games, Ice
for Income property. Located near colGARAGE for rent on W. 10th. Tel- 8-2102.
lbs. LelaMon Jensen, Houston, Minn.
skates, bowling ball, dishes, miscellanlege and downtown area. Owner has
Til B94-3375.
eous. 656 Grand.
purchased home and wants to move ihls
Houses for Rent
95 properly
at once. ABTS AGENCY, IMC,
REGISTERED HAMPSHIRE boar pigs, AVOCADO R EFRIGERATOR , t? cu. ft.,
159 Walnut St. Tel. 8-4345.
excellent quality, reasonable. T, o. Dyall frostless, less than 8. months old, THREE BEDROOMS newly decorated,
blngv Whalan, Minn. Tel. 875-5927.
full basement, wall-to-wall carpeting In THREE BEAUTIFUL new homes. Fire$199; 16 Ib. automatic washer, 1 year
living room. $175 per month on told, 599. T«l. 7421.
places, family rooms, ceramic balds, 3
ANGUS COWS, 34, 12 purebred, 3< calves.
month lease. Tel. 8-5375.
or 4 bedrooms, bullt-lns, carpeted,
John Y<»nts, Rusfiford. Tel. 864-9179.
ZENITH RADIOS-all sizes. Large assortdrapes, alr-eondltlontng, patio, landmenf to choose from. FRANK LILLA fc ONE NEW 2-bedrbom, East Kins, $160;
scaped, atta ched garase. Built by GorTWO-YEAR-OLD
registered
Hereford
1
remodeled
3-bedroom,
west
tide,
$165.
SONS, 761 E. Sth. Open evenings.
don MatHieesJeL SMS.
Tel. 8-5376.
bulls. El mer Schualer, Rushtord, Minn.
Tti. m^>w.
PROMPT Real Estate Sales
MONEY, MONEY, money. Instant cash
And Financing
on anything?of value. We buy, sell, Wanted to Rent
96
REGISTERED HAMPSHIRE. boars bred
trade, pawn. Real buys on unredeemed
llke otir show winners. First plaet <arpawned Items. Hazelton Variety, 217 E. GARAGE WANTED Ira vicinity ef WSC
cass Ha-yfleld Barrow Show, first place
175 Lafayette
3rd. Tel. 4004.
0
(
for winter •months. Mark Jarslad, 111
Hampshire carcass Minn. State Fair,
Tel. 5240 or 4400 after hours.
Prentiss Hall. Extension 311.
tilth over all breeds. First and third SALLY'S In-laws coming! She didn't
pen Tri-County Show. ? Champion 4-H
fluster, cleaned the carpets with Blue WINTERIZED SUMMER cabin within a
fearrow, and gilt at count- • fair. Milo
Lustre. Rent electric shampooer, $1.
radius of 25 miles of Winona, by group
Willi, Ijr Crescent. (S,E. Nodine)
Robb Bros, S1ore.
of Christian Brothers (8 to 10 men)
Large 3-bedroom home for
from
St. Mary's College. Months, DecCHOICE BRED Wyoming Hereford cows, PIANO—possible antique. Best offer. Tel.
May.
For
purpose
of
Informal
discussale or rent.
120, 3-7 years old; 90 choice bred WyoFountain City 687-4036.
sions, meetings, relaxation. Write or
ming Hereford heifers. Vernon Bell,
phone
Brother
Joel
Kelson,
St.
Miry
s
'
CodaevlBle, Wis. Tel. 608-935-5266.
510 W. Broadway
Get In on the FABRIC SAVINGS. Nowl
College. Tel. 3192.
all New .Polyester Double Knits, up to
Tel. 5508
(IX CROSSBRED brood sows due to far66" wide. SPECIAL ¦ — J4.98 a yard.
row first part of Nov. Weight about <O0
CINDERELLA SHOPPE, « on the Pla- Farms, Land for Sale
98
Call
For
Appointment.
lbs. Maurice Lukkason, Rt. 2, Rustv
za West.
ford. . TH. 8447134.
IP YOU ARE In the market for a farm
or home, or are planning to sell real
HOLSTEIN COWS—2, due to freshen early Coal, Wood/ Other Fuel 63
estate of any type, contact NORTHNov., Trl State bred to Paragon H158.
ERN INVESTMENT COMPANY, Real
Delbert Heuer, Fountain City, Wis.
BIRCH FIREPLACE wood. Cell or write
Estate Brokers. Independence, Wis., or
Bentamln Manblek, Independence, Wis.
Eldon W. Berg, Real Estate Salesman,
Tel. 985-3575.
.
Arcadia, Wis. Tel. 323-7350.
Poultry, Eggs, Supplies
44
BURN MOBIL FUEL OIL and enloy
FARMS-FAR/WIS-FARMS
the comfort o-f automatic personal care.
MIDWEST REALTY CO.
SANITATION .*•' ISOLATION - VaccinaKeep full servfee — complete burner
. Osseo, Wis.
tion — Ventilation - Perspiration are ' care and furnace cleaning. Budget servE. 2nd l|H|w§ 8-5141
Tel. Office 597-3659
all back of Jhe OeKalb 20-week pullets
ice. Order today from JOSWICK FUEL
Res. 695-3157
produced by SPELTZ CHICK HATCH& OIL CO., 5>0l E. 8fh. Tel. 3389.
We buy, wa sell, wt trade
ERY, [Rollingstone, Minn. Tel. 86992311. Available year around.

Frank West Agency

BY OWNER

EJraBI

Furn., Rugs, Linoleum

Wanted—Livestock

46

LEWISTON LIVESTOCK MARKET
A REAL GOOD auction market for ynur
livestock. Dairy cattle on hand all
week.
Livestock bought every day.
Trucks available. Sale, Thurs., l p.m.
Tel. Lewiston 2617 or Winona 7814.

Farm Implements

48

JOHN DEERE 60 with 227 picker; Super
New Idea mounted plck<r; 2 Dearborne; 2 Oliver No. s pickers. Ed
Stiever, Rl. 2 ,Wlnona.
KEWANEE wide *(• elevator. Can be had
with or without electric motor and
speed ijick. John McKinley, Peterson,
Minn.

64 Houses for Sale

Good Things fo Eat

65

POTATOES, «.98 100 lbs.; homegrown
rutabagas, 10 lbs,, 59c; apples, $1.50
bu.; squash; pumpkins; gourds, Winona
Potato Market.

NEED A. new pickup? Internationa) UOO GILMORE VALLEY ORCHARD applet,
D, bonus box, V 304 engine, 4-speed
$1 a bu. and up. Tel. 8-4415. Weekdays
transmission. Rugged but no fancy trim
open after At weekends all weekend.
on this one. Kalmes Implement Co,,
Altura, Minn.

Guns, Sporting Goods

Lewlstan.Mlnn. Tel. 5681.

49

NEEDLES

GOOD BLACK dirt, fill dirt, fill sand,
gravel and er'ished rock. DONALD
VALENTINE, Minnesota City, Minn.
Tel. Rollingstone 8689-2365.

Hay, Grain, Feed

For All Makes
OF Record Player*

Hardt's Music Store

50

GOOD STANDING' CORN — 34% acres.
Contact Mile* Thill, Lewiston or Tel.
2834.
•HELLED COKN-Everett Rowckamp,
Lewiston, Minn. Tel. 3879.

116-118 E. 3rd

Refrigeraf-or*

72

~~

OCTTOffeR'SPECIAL
G.E, 16' chest or upright freezer, $209.95.
B fc B ELECTRIC
155 E. 3rd.

57 Sewing Machines

Articl es for Sale ,

BIRD FEEDERS for sale. 32 Laird St.
APPROXIMATELY 2,000 new brick, 4e
each "While they last. Tel. 9490,

Stoves, Furnace*, Parts

untlnnod 18gas, oil and
WW filter
Rollingstone,

77

TYPEWRITERS and adding machlnis for
sale or rent. Reasonable rates , free
delivery. See us for all your office supplies, desks, files or office chairs,
LUND TYPEWRITER CO., Tit. 5222.

Wanted to Buy

~

8I

TARNOC removes tarnlsti Instantl/ or
your money back. J2.98. As seen on TV, USED PINOPONG tabla wanted, Tel.
9562.
Available at TED MAIER DRUGS,
downtown and Miracle Mall.
OLD BUFFET, preferably oak, must be
In good condition; also soma oak chairs
NEW HOT POINT side hp side refrloeraand a desk. Tel. 8-2121.
lor and freeier. 18 cubic feot. Bio discount! Tel, 8-1029.
SNOW PLOW for Jeep, Tel. 8-19B7.
MOVIE PROJECTOR, 8 MM and camera
with screen ond light. Nay bo seen at SIX OR EIGHT matching oak choirs/
pedestal type fern table . Tel. 8-3706.
707'A W. King alter 5.

BE OENTLE, bo kind, to that expensive WM. MILLER SCRAP IRON a METAL
CO. pays .highest prices for scrap Iron,
carpal, clean It with Blue Lustre, Rent
metals arxl raw fur,
elect ric shampooer tl, H, Choata &¦ Co,
Closed Saturdays
222 W. 2nd
Tel. 2067
COUCH and choir set e,l«clrlc stove, olher
furniture. 404 E. 8th. Tel. 629J.
HIGHEST PRtCES PMO
for scrap Iron, metals, rags, hides,
Freezers & Refrigerators
raw furs and wool I
It ce»sts no more lo own a Gibson, Come
In amd gel our prices. WINONA FIRE
& POWER CO., 94 E. 2nd. Tel. 5045.
INCORPORATED
«0 W, 3rd
Tel, 5847

Sam Weisma n 8< Sons

Beebe

WA RFARIN

Rooms Without Meals

86

REALTOR

LUXURIOUS
LIVING IS YOURS
At a moderate cost when
you invest in a new Town
House in beautiful Winona.
Build equity in a home while
you enjoy freedom from responsibility of maintenance.
Call us for details.

^

BOB

l20 ClNTER-TtL-2i49

Wmmmmimmim *mmm *mmamMm *mmmm ^*mt^mmmm

PETERSON,
MINNESOTA
Seven room house and large
lot, newly remodeled with
new root, sidewalks, and
uxterior paint.
$1,000 down payment and
terms available to qualified
buyers.
For inspection , Tel, S75-5381
or write P.O. Box 97.

TIGER REALTY
INVESTMENTS

Peterson, Minnesota 55962

/

n
s

'"Wib" HELZER
REALTY
106 Exchange Bldg.

$500 DOWN BUTS
Carpeted lining room, 3
1 lb. ,.
SI.OO
bedrooms and remodeled
2 lbs
S1.69
Atparfmenti, Flats
90
kitchen. New roof and paint
TED MAIER DRUGS TWO MALE ROOMMATES for spacious outside. East. $13,900.
Downtown 8. Miracle Mall j
apartment* 1 block off WSC enmpus.
4 BEDROOMS WEST
Tol. 8-3706. or Inquire 103 E. 10th,
INSTANT DECORATINGI Make any room
2 baths, carpeted living
In your home coma allvo with beautiful, THREE-ROOM modern apartmtnt, stove
room , dining room , utility
easy to apply wallpaper, You can soft•and refrloerator, adults, Inquire 1212
en m room or highlight JI wall, warm up
room, full basement, New
alter 5.
W.
7lh
a corner, pork up a drab room, acwiring, roof and siding.
cent a picture orouplno. Wnllpnpor Is SIX-ROOM Iwaled apartment, )257Vi W.
Inlerosllno anil lun lo <lo. Chooio Irom
$15,900.
<Slh. Adults. Available now. JI35 per
•ur largo selection ot sample papers.
month, Tel, 8-3768 or J-2127.
QUIET GLEN MARY
PAINT DEPOT
rWO-DEDROOM downstairs apartment ,
2-bedroom home with car167 Cenlor St.
»ow n»s lurnnco , now wall-to-wall enrpeted living room, breezelusl redecorated. No pats. Shown
"~ D> A TL "Y ~N E W S " bypotlng,appointmentReferences required.
way,
double garage. $18,000.
.
Available now. West of Industrial Perk.
COMPLETELY CARPETED
Tol. 4402 or 4573.
Mail
Lov«fy 4-bedroom , 4-bnth , 1MODERN 2 bedroom apartment wilh
floor
home. Air conditioned.
kitchen, Hiving and dlnlno room, Fully
SUBSCRIPTIONS
carpeted and redecorated, with garnao.
Family room with bar ,
Centrally locnled. Hit) . Adults only.
screened patio, kitchen has
Wrllo Ar>«rlm«nfs. P.O. Box 654, WiMay Be Paid at
nona.
all bullt-lns and coxy dining
TED MAIER DRUGS Apartments, Furnished 91 area. $27,900.
Tel. 8-4808
ONE MALE student wanted to share nlc«
NO recEPHONE ORDER!
24 Hour Phone Service
furnished nparlmont. Inqulro at 910 W.
WILL BE TAKEN
Rat St Mouse Killer

FURNISHED sleeping room, 313 E. 3rd.

Slh.

Famil y Home

Newly carpeted four bedroom home has large living
room., dining room, utility
room and den. Brand new
kitchen. Two baths. Garage.
Central location. Attractive
financing is available.
When you could buy this
nice two bedroom home in
Goodview with just $500.00
down and balance like rent.
Contract for Deed
Large five bedroom home
near W i n o n a . Spacious
kitchen and living room.
Small, down payment, balance? like rent.
Residence Phones After 5: \
Bill Ziebell ....... 4854
Ed Hartert ....... 3973 '
Charles E. Merkel, Realtor
The

FREE WINTER STORAGE wilh low
priced, off season tune up. We pick
up and deliver.
Also boat storage.
OICK'S MARINE, Winona Municipal
Harbor, Latsch Island, Winona. Til.
3809. "Service Is our business and not a
¦
par+tlmi lob."
• . A- .

Motorcycles, Bicycles

107

4 SPACIOUS BEDROOMS
Lov«ly 2 story heme "West,
nearly new. 2 full baths,
fabulous kitchen, big living
room, closets everywhere!
Home completely carpeted.
See this excellent family
home today!

FORD — 1965 Moor custom, nn» twin*,
390, 4 barrel Super Marauder Nbrcury
engine, new wide ovals. Priced at only
$900. Tel. Rushford B64-7673.

109

BUICK—1961 4-door hardtop, automatic
brakes, alr-amtLHIonlng. Good tires,
transmission, power
steering and
$450. Tel. 8-3350 or see at 4520 7th St.

Auction Sale*

MG MIDGET—Body, motor excellent con- PONTIAC — 1960 convertible, overhauled
list Oct. Good transmission, posltracdition. Snow tires. Son away at college,
tlon, full power. Body bad but good
must Mil. Reasonable priced. Tel.
lecond car. $95. WE. 7th.
WW.

Minnesota Land &
Auction Service

Evere-tt J. Kohner
Winona. Tel. 78l« VOLKSWAGEN — H&S, new ruby red SUPER SPORT — I9«, 3J7. 4-speed,
Papenfuss,
Jim
Dakota. Tel. 643-2972
chromo wheels,- lach. Good-year wldo
pslnt, new tires, snow tires and extra
Boytrn Aoency, Rushford. Tol. 844-9381
ovals, $1,795. 637 W. «H). T«I- 6884 after
wheels, 31,000 mlle«. Very cleanl 117?
i p.m.
W. Howard. Tel. 8-3850.
OCT. 29 — Wed. 12:30 p.m. 2 miles N.
of Independence on Hwy. 93 to town
RAMBLER—1963,
naw motor and paint.
Lane
4-door
hardMERCURY, IMI Pirt
road, then 2 miles tl. W. Peter P.
Snowmobiles
107A
A-1 top to bottom. 715 E, 9lh St., after
top, winterized and snow tires; 1948
Kampa, Owner; Alvin Kohne/, Au>
t!4S-3504.
3 p.m. or Tel. Lak« Oty
Chrysler 300 2-door hardtop with vinyl
tloneer; Northern lov . Co., Clerk.
Red Hot RUPP Snow-Sport
top, low . -mllei. This, ear cannot be
5 Models on Display
told from new, T*l. «820..
OLD5MOBIUE-19W, V-8, automatic, ex- OCT. 29-Wed. 1 . m. 5Vi miles S.W. of
Complete Sales & Service
cellent. Must seat to appreciate. 315'/a S.
Kellogg, Minn., In cooks Valley. QuenHeadquarters
WANTED—1«5 through 1M4 Chevrolet,
Baker.
tln Dlldlne, Owner; Maas & A/laai,
WINONA FIRE & POWER EQUIP. CO.
standard shift, must have good body.
Auctioneers; First State Bank, Waba54-54 E. 2nd St.
Tel. 5065
Don't netd engine or transmission. Tel. BUICK—1941 Le Slbre, loss than 44,000
sha, Clerk.
miles, excellent condition. J7M. Tel.
. Lawllton 37».
GO ONE BETTER . . .
J7M.
OCT. 341—Tihurs. 10:30 a.m. Construeilon
Get Skl-DooI
IDEAL T-WWEUNG companions . . . a
Equipment Sale, Vs mils VI. of CochDICK'S MARINE
new 70 automoblt and a low-cost, FORD—1961, V4. 352 automatic, real
rane, Wis., on Hwy. 0. Krause ConstrucLatsch brand, Winona.
Tel. 3809
lasy-to-arrange Bork Auto Loar.. Travel
good condition. Tel. Rolllnastone 8489tion Co., owner) Jesse A Splettsteer*
'
secure in the knowledge that you have
2161 afler 4.
auctioneers; Thorp Sales Corp., clerk.
WESTGATE GARDENS
V
Ihe best financing plan available when
" Wheelhorse, AMP, Trades, Sales ft
MERCHANTS
NATIONAL
you deal with
Service, Accessories, Clothing.
11 OCT. 30—Thurs. 11 a.m. 14 miles S. of
BANK, "The New Car Bank". You will Mobile Homes, Trailers 1
Winona on Hwy. 61 across from Twin
te building valuable bank credlf (or the
Bluff Motel. Or, R. H. Wlsoni owner;
GET A HOMELITE
MARSHFIELD, W< 10x50', eKCellent confuture, »lso.
y
Alvin Kohner, auctioneer; E. J. KohSee what fun snowmoblllng can be)
dition. New carpet, air conditioning,
ner, clerk.
Service & Sales
furnished, steps and skirting. Tel.
POWER MAINTENANCE & SUPPLY CO.
Fountain City (587-6841 after 5:30.
Tel, 2571
OCT. 30—Thurs; 1 p.m. 10 miles E. of
2nd U Johnson
Chatfield on Hwy. 30 to Pilot Wound
MOBILE HOME—«x29', flood condition,
Store, then.l rrjlle N.W. Russel Thomp.
completely turn lihed. John Bain, FreTrucks, Tract's Trailers 108
son, owner; Redalen & Knudsen , aucmont. Tel. Lewiston 4757.
tioneers; First' State Bank of Fountain/
FORO—IVi-ton truck, ISO engine. Rush
clerk . • ¦
HOMETTE
LIBERTY
HAMPTON
Arbor, Rushford, Minn. Tel. M<-9I22.
AAARSHFIELD
SCH ULT
OT. 31—Frl. 12 noon. Vr 'i miles N. of
4-A.KVs MOBILE HOMES, INC.
2 door H&rdtop
Holmen, Wis., on Hwy. 53 to Hwy. 93
NEt-SOM, WiS.
green
metaldark
and 1 mile W. on Hwy. 93 to Cty. Trunk
Beautiful
Many
homes
to
choose
from
at
XX and I mlle .S. on Cfy. Trunk XX lo
lic with automatic transmisCOULEE MOBILE HOME SALES
farm?. Patrick Pcdrettl, owner; Alvin
sion, FULL POWER includHwy. 14-41 E„ Wlnons
Tel. 4276
Miller, auctioneer; Northern Inv. Co.,
ing seats and windows, M O B I L E HOMES all sizes starting cleric. .
FACTORY AIR, Astrophonic
at 12x50' , 60V <?' ; 2 and 3 bedrooms. NOV. 1—Sat. 12:30 p.m. 12 miles N.E. of
Starting at only $3895. On tho spot
Houston. Mra. Adolph N issalke, owner;
radio, tinted -windows, whiteflnanclno.
Beckman Bros., auctioneers; Security
Houston Mobile Homes, Tel.
seats
with
bucket
wall
tires
89^-3101,
H.
Twalten
State Bank, Houston, clerk. :
896-3500;
or
J.
A.
1967 INTERNATIONAL
center armrest. All leather
D. Gunderson 194-2017, C. W. E-anj
1100B M Ton with wide
NOV . 1—Sat. 12:34 pjn. Antique J, House695-2603.
interior .
hold Auction, 1117 Division SI, Ll
box, V-304 Engine, 4 speed
Crosse, Wis. Evelyn & Edward Horn,
1969 12x50' moble home, furtransmission, 700x15 S ply
SEE THIS FULL LUXURY AMHERST
owners; Alvin Kohner, auctioneer;
nished. Owen Brekke, Whitehall, Wis.
tires. VERY GOOD. $1695 ¦- • . . CAR NOW
Tel. 538-4475 after 4 p.m.
Northern Inv. Co., clerk.

LUXURY DRIVING
1967 CHRYSLER
New Yorker

USED
PICKUPS

1955 CHEVKOIET 3600 %
Ton, 6 cylinder engine, 4
[ speed transmission, New
rear mud and snow tires.
Good. $450

WINONA TRUCK.
SERVICE

65 Laird

Tel. 4738

New Cars

SAVE
NOW

HO"
BRAND
NEW

1969

PONTIAC
SEDANS

SAVE
NOW

"We service what we sell."

TWO BEDRO0W\S—1958. 8' X 50', floodI NOV. 2—Sun. 12:30 p.m. Antique Auction,
shape. Tel. Rollingstone tf89-2645 eve911 12th Ave. N.W., R ochester, Minn.
nings.
Frank Skow, owner; Olson & Montgomery, auctioneers .
~~~~

SPORT WAGON
Maroon in color, V-8 engine;
automatic transmission, power steering, power brakes,
F A C T O R Y , AIR, radio,
heater, white sidewall tires,
tinted glass. LOW MILEAGE.

3
*
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o AUCTION

.

f
&

1 The undersigned will sell at Public Auction at Tier farm . 1
i home located 12 miles NE of Houston or 9 miles "West of |
I1 La Crescent on South Ridge on

j Saturday, November 1 . j

I
Starting Promptly 12:30 p.m.
I
by So. Ridge Lutheran Ladies' Aid
lunch
,1
I
MACHINERY''. Allis Chalmers CA tractor; two bottom |
I?
Ford |
I mounted plow; Allis Chalmers tractor ciJtivator;
New |
hitch;
3
point
new
blade
for
1 tractor; tractor chains;
rafce; §
I Idea trailer type- mower ; New Idea 4j sar tractor
J(^
1 New U«a manure spreader; 8 ft . McDeermg gram drill |
$2995
attactaent
;
D^w |
I with steel box amd grass s^
I
1 corn planter; 3 section steel drag; 6 ft. David Bradley
,
grain
ft.
S
Minnesota
wagon;
tired
g
1966 CHEVROLET I tandem disc; rubbereoff);
GMC. * j ^^1^
tak
1
Impala Station Wagon. Dark I binder (powerhog
Bradley
and chicken netttag; David ^^
of
|
green in color with matching 1 sortmenttractor;
gas
baimetal;
expanded
4x8 sheets of
|
garden
,
all vinyl upholstery, power 1
whed
peering
j sc. . 1
S£ old iron; 8 ft. McCormick
steering, power brakes, tilt I
TOOLS AND MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS: Homelite ? I
and telescope steering wheel. $.
§
chain
saw; McCullough chain saw; 2 pressure/ pumps; §
V-8 engine, automatic transjacks; pipe thread cutter; die |
mission, FACTORY A I R I 3 electric motors; screw
reamers; socket s*«, j °M
sizes;
assorted
. §
I
sets;
pipe,
COITOITIONING, p o w e r
2
table saws; lots of dnDa .J
anvil;
large
'
I
of
wrMiches;
rear windows, luggage rack
; tools too numerous to |
and many other extras . . . I and bits: shovels;Hoes; forksetc.;
sacks and sack cart, §
nails,
screws,
bolts,
I
mention;
and the PRICE IS RIGHT.
ft. oaK |
$ laree electric fam; 2.000 f . pine lumber; 1,500compre*
1
Skilsaw;
^Decker
$1995
1 Se?;ISstone ; Black
i
i son electrical equipment.
.
1
HOUSEHOLD ITEMS: Portable sewing machine: |
I walnut bed;, brass bed; Homko lawn mower; small wood |
. -. 1
I range; school desks.
Buick .- Olds - GMC
| TEEMS: Cash or finance. Make arrangements with i
225 W. 3rd
1 clerk at sale. No property to be removed from premises 1
i
Open Mon. & Fri. Evenings I before settling. Not responsible for accidents.
|
MRS. ADOLPH NISSALKE, OWNER
1
'M
i
Beckman Bros., Auctioneers.
Victor No. 12
Lester No. 15
|
'66 MUSTANG I1
Houston, Clerk
i
State
Bank,
Security
2 Door Hardtop
m^mmmmmmmm ^m^^^mmM^^m^mm^^^ss^
Jet Black finish with FAC- ^^^m^m
. ™ « n^
. .*«*w«v.
.•.v. .-...-.-.w.,
™m™«, .
*M
!^
^
TORY AIR CONDITIONING, Automatic transmission, power steering, V-8
engine, whitewall tires, Deluxe wheel covers, Radio, , fc
|N0R.THERN INVESTMENT CO. jj
m
J^l|
Red vinyl bucket seats. Get
a buy on this beauty Today
for ONLY
va
g
$1595
i*> Due to poor health, owner is selling all personal property f§
|
located 'A mile North of Rock Falls, on County Trunk |
"Wc service what we sell." a "O," then
|;
Vi mile West.
w

Used Cars

NOV. 3—Mon. IC a.m. Vi mile N, of Rock
Falls, on Counly Trunk O, then Vi mile
W, William H offmeler, owner; Helke &
Co.,
Ze*. auctioneers; Northern Inv.
¦
clerk.
.y " . .
.

A

J=RE£>DY FRICKSON
Auctioneer
Will handle all sizes and kinds (rt
auctions. .
Tel. D'Jtota 443-4143
?

" 3rd & 'Washington
Op&n Mon. & Fri. E-venings

1968 BUICK

NOV. 2—Sun. t2;30 p.m: 1259 Mankato
Ave., lust olf Hwy. 43 (Sugar Loaf),
Winona. Art Wellike, owner; Don Tlffanyv auctioneer.

ALVIN KOHNER
AUCTIONEER. City and slate licensed and bonded, Rt. 3, Winono Tel.
4980.

> K?Rf^^^9BBP^Vr iMB3^«

ALL-W EATHER
SPECIALS

Auction Sale*

WALZ

Gordon Agency, Inc.
WHY PAY RENT??
When you can own your own
home for ONLY $50O down
and $65 monthly! See this
oute: 2 or 3 bedroom home
with modern kitchen, newly
carpeted and panelled bedroom, big living room, patio
and garage. ONLY $7,500
. . - Move right in .

109 Used Cars

Motorcycles New 1Used
Complete Parts i> Service
Winona—La Crosse—Eau Claire
. ROBB MOTORS, INC.

REALTORS

&fcM
W
ir REALTOR

75

Typewriters

Select

120 CENTER- TEU:2ffi9

GOOD USED SEWING machines, recondltloned ' and guaranteed $20 and up.
WINONA SEWING CO., 915 W. Slh St.

MAKE YOUR Chrlslmas purchases on MONOGRAM OIL HEATERS, all sizes,
one-room
to seven rooms. Liberal
MASTER CHARGE Issued by the MER.
terms and trade allowances. GAIL'S
CHANITS NATIONAL BANK.
APPLIANCE, 215 E. 3rd. Tel. 4210.
FEEDERS Air Conditioners at bargain
prices. SCHNEIDER SALES CO., 1671 OIL OR GAS heaters. Sales, service.
RANGE Ol L BURNER CO., 907 E, Sth.
W 5fh.
Tel. 7479. Adolph Michalowskl.
ABOUT 50 mink cages and boxes, cheap.
8x14' pressure treated truck platform, ELECTRIC STOVE—apartment size, 224
W, 8lh, second floor west apartment.
with V high sides, A-1 shape . Box 757,
Houston, Minn.

TWENTY NEW mild steel
quart" strainers/ use for
tluld t »4 each wilh ten
pads.
Douglas Stlchm.
Minn.

t

West Location

Fine two bedroom carpeted
home , has large living room,
dining room. Carpeted
kitchen with fcuilt-in oabinets. New bath. New combination windows. Garage.
Attractive
avail¦
¦ financing
able. ¦, : ¦ ¦ ¦

Why Rent?

eoe

73

KEEP YOUR KIDS at home wilh an
AmerScan Family Trampoline. Inquire USED OIL F URNACE-100,000 BTU. $50.
Tel. 8-5430.
at 168 Mankato Ave. or Tel, 8-2192.

ITORMs WINDOWS, screens and storm
doors . Cheapl 579 Harriot SI.

HX. HOME IN new area of all new
. homes being offered. 3 bedrooms, all
carpeted. If you desire a new.home, be
sure and check this one out. Financing
on a conventional Coan basil with 20%
down Is available. ABTS AGENCY,
INC., 159 Walnut St. Tel. 8-43S5.

66

DISC SHARPENING by rolling, stays
sharp longer, no metal tost, Diamond TICKETS for sale for the annual Deer
K. Enterprises, St. Charles, Minn. Tel.
Hunter 's Stag. $2 'buys steak dinner,
932-4308.
movies, fun and prizes. Thurs., Oct.
30m. Tel. 4716, Elks Members, y
JOHN DEERE No. 44 5-14" plow en
rubber, good condition. Larry Peter- Musical Merchandise
70
son, Lewiston. Tel. 4759.
"
G.E. . 4-track stereo tape recorder, 1
MOLK HOUSE EQUIPMENT
year . old. Make an offer. TeJ. M784
RATH wash tanks, fans, air Intakes,
after 6.
hose parts, storage cabinets.
Ed's Refrigeration & Dairy Supplies
¦
¦
LOWREY ORGAN DEALER
Tel. S5M
SS 6. 4th .
fiew. & Used Pianos, Piano Tuning
Gehrlng's Electronic 8. Music, Inc.

Fertiltxer, Sod

99

TABLE LAMPS, S5.95; pole or tree lamps, BY OWNER—Fred Lelcht home, com$13.95. BORZYSKOWSKI FURNITURE,
pletely carpeted and draped. 3 bed302 Mankato Ave.
rooms, living room with cathedral celling, built-in stereo and appliances InLINOLEUM RU&S-9X12, pretty patterns,
cluded. Panelled family room, 2 full
good selection for any room S5.99. each.
ceramic baths, 2-car garage, automatic
SHUMSKl'S, 58 W. 3rd. Tel. 8-3389.
door, l block from busline, lot 90x100'.
Early occupancy. Appointment, Tel.
DINETTE, 5-plcce, smalt walnut plastic
5132. y
top, 4 Naugahyde covered chairs, bronze
finish. $74.50. BURKE'S FURNITURE MOBILE HOME - 12x60', on basement,
MART, 3rd and Franklin, Open Mon.
8x20' panelled porch with aluminum
and Frl. evenings. .Perk behind the
doors and windows, on 75x100' lot. Early
rtore. . :
occupancy. See to appreciate. Tel .
Rushford, Minn. 864-?-t82.

106 Usod Cars

109

1968 CHEVROLET
Bel Air
4 door. Tripoli Turguoise in
color with automatic transmission, V-8 engine, Power
Steering, power brakes, Like
New Whitewall tires, Radio,
tinted windshield, deluxe
wheef covers, Fresh New
Car trade. Don't Spend
Money on your old Buggy
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« ] Monday Nov^milbeir 3 |
^ Lun<h will be served.
, li
i
10:00 A M.
m
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CATTLE
:
66
Cows.
28
HoiI
134 HEAD OF HI-QUALITY
springer;
10
1
Reg.
Holstein
cow,
springers;
M
stein
cows,
|
»
.
"We service what we sell."
\< Holstein cows, -due in winter ; 2 Reg. Holsteins, due in m
3rd & Washington
|
winter , balance due in spring. 6 Holstein heifers, spring- m
COMMERCIAL BUILDING .
Open Mon . & Fri . Evenings 1 ers; 25 Holstein and Holstein Cross heifers, bred for m
Best location in town ! If you
1 spring ; 12 Holstein and Holstcrin Cross heifers, open; 25 m
are looking for income from
old. Brahma bull, |
I Holste in Cross beifer calves, 2-8 months |
Telephone
Your Want Ads |
9 individual rental garage
4 mon ths; Brown Swiss bull, 2 years.
^
^
^
^
M_W
^
^
^
^
^
f_
_
\
|
stalls plus a building with
Here is a chance LO purchase some cattle that have |
I
2,500 sq. feet of floor space
i| the ablfity to produce . Note the large number of spring- j|
j/WW *r^y ™*^%**
call now for details .
^^^^^9Wm to The Winona Daily News l| ers. Nearly all are vnccinated.
I|
MILK
EQUIPMENT
:
Sunset
545
gal.
tank
,
bulk
|
2
|
3rd & Washington
BUILDING LOT
i|j years old; Sunset step saver with 10O ft . hose ; 4 Surge |
|
Open Mon. ¦& Fri. Evenings Dial 3321 for an Ad Taker |i seamless units ; 100 ft. transfer hose.
§.
office
and
Stop in at our
FEED: 4,500 bales 2nd crop hny, no rain; 2,500 bales I
I
let us show you the plot
i straw ; 250 tons corn silage , trench silo; 10x30 ft. com §
plan of this delightful area
silage .
U
in our nicest valley ! Price
^
|
PIGS: 4 bred girts ; l spotted boar.
B
has been cut for a quick
< | MACHINERY : J.D . 4020 Diesel tractor with wide i
BUY COUNTRY STYLE
sale!
;0| front , 3 point hitch and front weights , 1700 hours, like I
|
$ new; MoD . M tractor , recently overhauled ; J.D. model ;
)
895
i
oor
$
4-d
L963 MERCURY
|
F145 II 6-16 inch plow; J .D. IVo. 34 chopper with 2 row II
AFTER HOURS
11)64 FORD Station Wafion
? 695 ^ i corn bead; 2 J.D. No. 214 sel f unloading chopper boxes; i
A 2 J .D. 1064 wagons with adj. poles; J.D . No 6MAN 6 row j|
\ L063 BUICK 2-door
$ 795
i| corn planter set ior 30 inch rows; J.D. 16A. green crop 1
f 1063 CADILLAC convertible
tt chopper; J.D. 14T baler with ejector ; J.D. 15 ft. wheel §
$1105
P-at Heise ., . 5709 or 2551
|i disc; J.D. model 040 buy rnke; J,D . Ho. 44 PTO spread- ji|
^
500
1963 FORD Galaxie
$ 395
tt or. Wost of tho above machinery is only 2 years old, ;!
^
OTHER MACHINERY: Kosch 7 ft. mount ed mower; I
THE
$ 895 V 1
/ 1964 FORD 2-door hardtop
il Gehl crimper ; McD. 6 row corn cultivator; Cnse 48 ft. |
GORDON
$ 895 ^ A eleva tor; D .B. W ft . elevntor ; Case wapon wi th hny rack ; |
? 1065 COMET 2-door hardtop
A Gehl silo filler; J.D. 12 ft . digger on rubber; N.I. corn $.
$ 795
\ 19C4 RAMBLER 2-door hardtop
picker; 3 section drag; Cnso 12 ft . prain drill; mounted |
wood sprayer; manure loader to fit "M"; 2 J.D. hydraulic if
$ 195 \
( 1962 STUDEBAKKR 4-door
cylinders
; 2 IIIC cylinders; M.M. 2 row pull type corn |
|
Bldg.
Falcon 4-door
$ 505
1963
FORD
|
|
picker;
grnto
dryer , 5 HP electric motor; drive belt, j |
© BxchariRfl
\
Winona
i| 13X3B- ft .; tractor tire ; SO ft, extension ladder ; miso . oth er |
|
1 tpols.
pi
' M
:|
FARM ^OR SALIC
informa.
For
further
!
|
4-40
acres
villi
WO
ncres
tillnbTe
$
Wanted—Real Estaro
102
%\ tion cont act owner.
|
|
WtLLIAM (JOFFMEIER , OWNER
I
FARM WANTED - wilhln ¦r«nsonnblo
|
dlsHmco from Wlnonn, slie rnnkus no I
Your "Country Style '' Ford-lMoicuv y-lincoln Ilonlcr
dllferonco. Write D-30 Dally Nows ,
James Heike Jiml Wall Zeck , Auctioneers
1
\
MIRACLK MALL
1
Northern Investment Co., lister Senty, Clerk
y
TWO- OR THREE bodroom In nl' , nolohA
He p. Chuck Accola *»nd Daryl Hoch, Mondovi , Wis.
bor hood or close In. JUnoo jio.ooo
|
ronoe for right place, Tol, 6 H15, »flor
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By Roy Cran.

BUZZ SAWYER

By Chester Gould

DICK TRACY
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By Mort Walker

BEETLE BAILEY

By Chiek Young

BLONDIE

By Al Capp

LI'L ABNER
By Gordon Bes*

REDEYE
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STEVE CANYON

By Milton Canniff
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• Wonderful selection for
this Gnln Anniversary Snle
Eventr .luniors . Misses nnd
Hnlf Sizes . . , sonant ional
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WEST THIRD STREET ON THE PLAZA
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You
the Parka Designed for
Can
Servicemen
Men's "N-3" Arctic
Arctic
Areas;
Jacket
Warmest
in
Buy

I *\-s$] aJordm^i j^^^^ffigZi^g^
Reduced, too
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SNOT GOER
# fl
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A ICE
*% II
FISHEHMAN .
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BARGAINS
GALORE
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SURPLUS SPECIAL! P™lT
100%
* *. 1^.
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By Fred Laswell

BARNEY GOOGLE and SNUFFY SMITH
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